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EDITOR'S PREFACE. 

Tms work, t~e value of which has for more than twenty 
years been well-known and appreciated by all classes of 
Englishmen in India, as well as by Oriental scholars in 
Europe, is now given to the public in a form slightly 
different from that in which it first appeared. In pre-

" vious editions the arrangement was strictly alphabetical, 
and the result was, in consequence, that it was difficult 
for the reader to find the subject of which he was in 
search. An article on some tribe or caste was followed 
by one on a totally different topic, and as some of the 

• 
articles were extremely long, and there were no headings 
to the pages, 81,lch as are usually found in dictionaries, 
and no index, the task of finding any particular word 
was often a long and perplexing one. To remedy this 
defect in the form of the work, recourse has been had 
to the plan of dividing it into four parts, according to 
the subjects treated of. This four-fold division had, in 
fact, been already hinted at by the author in the 
Memorandum prefixed to the first edition. He mpdestly 

i 
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describes his book as "a few notices concerning the 
tribes, the customs, the fiscal and agricultural terms of 
this Presidency." 

First in order has been placed the valuable and 
elaborate series of essays on the Castes, their septs and 
families. Copious lldditions have been made to this 
section of the work, some of which are derived from 
pencil notes in the author's own handwriting, made on 
an interleaved copy which he kept for that purpose. 
Recourse has also been had to the valuable Report 
on the Archooology of India, by General Cunningham, 
to a/volume of the late Professor H. H. Wilson's 
Glossary of Indian Terms, in which that illustrious 
Orientalist had made in manuscript considerable addi· 
tions with a view to the improvement of future editions 
of his work, and to the published records of the Govern· 
ment of the North Western Provinces, which contain 
many reports on t11e revenue sett1e~ents of various dis
tricts, and, as a matter of course, much information 
about the castes and families holding land therein. A 
residence of ten years in India, during which I have been 
employed in several Provinces as a Magistrate and Col
lector, has enabled me to add a cOl}siderable amount 
of information derived from my personal experiences. 
While, however, every effort has been made to bring 
the work up to the level of the present time, and to 
make it a fair exposition of our present state of know-
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ledge 01\. this confessedly extensive and difficult subject, it 
cannot be denied that there is very much still to be done 
before we can be said to have exhausted the subject. 
The people of the North Western Provinces are unfor
tunately not safe guides in questions relating to their 
own past history; the excessive pride of the higher 
castes, and the- ignorance and apathy of the lower, added 
to the extravagantly legendary character of much that 
is recorded in early Indian Annals, especially of the 
pre-Muhammadan times, combine to puzzle, and often, 
it may be feared, to ~~t the enquirer. 

It may be assumed that the Ary~ nation entered 
India from the North West many centuries ago, in 
the twilight dawn of human history; that they found 
it already occupied by men of another race, whose 
bitter and persistent hatred to the invaders armed them 
with strength to dispute their progress inen by inch; 
and that they were in· consequence then,. and for 
many centuries afterwards, compact and homogeneous. 
When, h@wever, the country had been won, and the 
sentiment of union was weakened -by the removal of 
opposition from without, the tendency tQ elaborate a 
complex social organization so characteristio ot the Aryan 
race in all its branches, European as well as Asiatic, 
developed itself into that exaggerated state of Bocial 
disunion known by the name of caste. The principle of 
disintegration thus introduced extended itself with 
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amazing rapidity, so that each petty sub-divj.sion or 
family erected itself into a separate caste, and the pro
cess went on till the people themselves forgot their own 
origin, and invented grotesque and often disgusting 
fabks to acoount for the state of things they saw around 
them. I~ is not wonderful that such a state of things 
should have presented insurmountable difficulties to suc
cessive generations of foreigners from a distant country, 
where such distinctions were unknown. 

The discovery of the Sanskrit language, and the 
marvellous development given to the study of Indian 
literature thereby, are events which rank high in the 
history of the triumphs of the human mind; but the 
absence of anything like connegted or reliable history 
in those wonderful, poetical, religious, and philosophical 
masterpieces of the Brahmins, has rendered them well
nigh useless to persons -engaged in the class of investi
gations to which the present work is devoted. 

A few gle~ms of light are thrown upon the darkness 
by the memorable incident of Alexander's invasion, 
and by the trav.els of the Chinese pilgrims, Fuh-Hian 
(400 A..D.) and Hiouen-Thsang (648 A.D.); coins, rock 
and pillar-inscriptions, grants engraved on copper, and 
other waifs and strays spared by the waves of time, have 
l>een industriously and successfully attacked, and made 
to yield their scanty stores of information to an acute
ness and energy which reflect honour upon many English 
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names, ~oth dead and living. But the darkness- is still 
great, and we have still to confess that history, in the 
true sense of the word, does not begin for India till 
the advent of the Musulman on the scene. Then, how: 
ever, it was too late, at least for our present purpose. 
Indian society was fixed, wars and migrations b,ad taken 
place, legends had sprung up, the work of disintegration 
had wrought its full results of evil. 

That it may yet be given to European skill and 
perseverance to "lift the veil,-to build up the perfect 
statue from the scattered fragments lying hidden under 
the rubbish of time,-must be the hope of all those who 
have the good of India at heart; and to such Sir H. 
Elliot's researches supply a basis and a starting-point, 
the value of which, incomplete though they necessarily 
are, cannot be too highly rated. 

With regard to the other three parts of the present 
edition, it r~mains only tQ add, that every available 
source of information has been used, both for correction 
and for the filling up of gaps in the original. :Much 
has been supplied from Sir H. Elliot's own notes, much 
from.Professor Wilson's, and somewhat from my own.-

• If every European official in India would keep a note-book, and 
put down from time to time such little points worthy of notice as 
come before him in the course of his daily work, he would end by 
possessing a vast mass of highly valuable information, which otherwise 
would be lost to himself and the world. 
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It must be observed that it was very difficult to decide 
where to draw the line between these three divisions of 
the book. Native life in India is somewhat monotonous 
and colourless, and there is none of that eager enjoyment 
on fe~tive occasions which is shewn by the peasantry of 
Southern Europe. Superstitions and rites have a dull 
practical aspect to the Indian ryot; their due observance 
secures him a full crop, and this, again, enables him to 
pay his rent and his money-lender. Festival days are 
useful, because on them he and his family can gO to the 
'lnela, or fair, and lay in a small stock of household 
requisites; bathing in the Ganges, or making some small 
offering to this or that shrine, are merely incidents, and 
not always very prominent incidents,- in the process. It 
results from the above oonditions that there are many 
words in the peasant's language-a language which is 
the faithful reflector of his thoughts and feelings-which 
might be entered with equal justice under anyone of 
these three Parts. His superstitions, his tools, and his 
rent are all mixed up in the ryot's mind so closely, that 
it is difficult to separate them.. To take an instance: in 
measw'ing land there are a dozen superstitious practises, 
such as the dharm lcotta, or biswa, which i~ measured by a 
bamboo of six cubits length, and in order to get a good 
average measurement, a man measures the first cubit from 
his elbow to the tip of his thumb, the next cubit to the 
tip of,the forefinger, and so on, changing a finger at 
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each cubit, and a special virtue is supposed to reside in 
a bamboo thus measured. Such a custom as this might, 
it is evident, be noticed equally well either under Part 
II. or Part III. 

Again, the distinction between various so:r:ts of soils 
is a matter which in some parts of the country has an 
effect upon the revenue, while in. others it has none. 
This requires explanation. In those districts where the 
It permanent settlement;' is in force, the Government of 
Lord Cornwallis in 1793 assigned certain lands, as abso
lute personal property, to certain perso;ns, on the condi
tion that they should pay a certain quarterly rent. It 
is obvious that in making. such an-arrangement as this, 
the first thing to do was to ascertain who was the person 
with whom the land should be settled; next, how much 
land he was to have; and thirdly, what the land was 
worth, and how much he ought to pay for it. That none 
of these three important points received proper attention, 
and that the second and third points were in many 
instances entirely overlooked, is an extraordinary fact, 
only to be accounted for by the small number of 
Englishmen then in the country, and by their ignoJ'ance 
of the matters they were dealing with. Some of the 
largest estates in Bengal and Behar were settled in per
petuity ,!,ith persona wh~se right to them was more than 
doubtful, the boundaries of the estate were left totally 
undefined, and the amount of revenue to be paid settled 
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upon a rrport made by a native assessor, who only visited 
a smull part of the estate, and was bribed handsomely to 
assess it at a low rate. The capabilities of the land never 
ha ving been taken into consideration by the rulers of 
the country, it often happens that we find an estate con .. 
taillillg the richest and most productive of soils paying 
a low rent, and a poor estate paying a high rent. The 
results of this system fall on the ryot: in a lightfy 
assessed estate, provided the landlord is tolerably just, 
he can get his land ,cheap, whereas a few miles off, in a 
highly assessed estate, he may have to pay double for 
worse land. The distinction between the different sorts 
of soil is, under these circumstances, valuable merely as 
a guide to the treatment which it requires, and not for 
revenue purposes. (I: 

It is far different, however, in the other provinces, 
where a more enlightened system prevails. There the 
capabilities of the soil, and all other circumstances which 
are likely to influence the outtum of crops, are carefully 
weighed and enquired into by experienced English officers, 

... As shewing the condition of the wretched ryot of the old provinces 
of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, which are under the "permanent settle
ment," I may quote a good Beng8li proverb which I heard from the 
Rev. J. Long: 

Zamlndarer bhali bMsh3 
Yusulmaner murghl porma. 

"A zam(ndar's kind word is like the Yu.sulnul.n.'s feeding his fowls;" 
i.", He feeds and cherishes them, in order to kill and eat them. 
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assisted by a large staff of trained native assistants; the 
ryots themselves are consulted, their grievances listened 
to; in short, every possible precantion is taken to secure 
a fair and equitable assessment, such as, while securing 
to the state its fair share of the profits, shall leave to the 
landlord and to the cultivator a fair return for their 
labour and outlay. In such a case the discrimination 
between the different sorts of soil becomes a revenue 
question, and may fairly be included in Part III. 

It is necessary to mention these points, to explain the 
reason why some words are found in one Part, while 
others closely connected with them are placed in another; 
it is hoped; however, that, with the aid of the Index, the 
reader will be able to find at once any word he may 
reqUIre. 

Those who are familiar with the earlier editions will 
observe that considerable alterations have been made in 
those parts of the work in which comparisons were made 
between Indian and European rites and superstitions. 
It has been thought better to omit all such allusions as 
foreign to the purely Indian character of the work, as 
welf as many etymologies, which were probably hardly 
seriously believed in by the author himself, and could 
.not be fairly reproduced after so long an interval of 
time, though when first -penned they may have had a 
certain appropriateness as the lighter fancies of a refined 
and elegant scholar. 
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I am compelled also, in fairness to myself, to explain 
that the work 'was entrusted to me only in November, 
and being obliged to return to my duties in India in 
the middle of February, the time at my disposal has 
been hardly sufficient for the task. I have had to forego 
man y inquiries which would have cleared up obscure 
passages and thrown light on uncertain points, because 
they would have taken more time than I could afford. 
Had I been able to devote six months to them, a better 
result might have been achieved. 

In conclusion, my thanks are due, in the first place, 
to the distinguishe~ Oriental savant and numismatist, 
~{r. Edward Thomas, under whose auspices the work has 
been executed, and by whose judgment I have been 
guided, as well as directed throughout: to my learned 
friend, Dr. Reinhold Rost, Secretary of the Royal Asiatic 
Society, for his ever-ready assistance and hearty co
operation at every stage; and to several other kind 
fri£>nds, whose names I need not here mention. 

Mr. Stephen Austin's well-known printing establish
ment has also, under considerable difficulties, done its 
part well, and maintained its ancient reputation for 
beauty of type and excellence of workmanship. 

RICJn[OND, 

Ja1luarv, 1~69. 

JOHN 11EAMES. 
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MEMORANDUM. 

As several months have elapsed since the receipt of the first 
Parts of the Glossary of Indian Terms, no further delay should 
occur in returning them to Government, under the Orders da ted 
14th December, 1842, No. 913. 

The Board will regret to obs~rve that the call for further 
information has not been responded to, except to a very limited 
extent, by an.y of the Officers under their control. Being there
fore apprehensive that the Honorable Court of Directors, who 
have shown 80 much anxiety to prepare a comprehensive Glos
sary, may feel BODle disappointment at receiving no additions 
or suggestions from these Provinces, I have ventured to put 
together a few notices respecting the tribes, the customs, the 
fiscal and. agricultural terms of this Presidency, in the hope 
that if they are found to convey any information not hitherto 
recorded, they may be deemed worthy of being incorporated 
with the work which is about to be compiled under the super
intendence of Professor H. H. Wilson. 

I have confined my attention chiefly to the words included 
under these four heads, though I observe from entries in the 
printed specimenst that if the scheme of the Glossary is fully 
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carried out, it ~ include terms of Hindoo Mythology and 
Astrollumy, an account of the principal Festivals, and much 
which will, perhaps, have to be excluded on a revision. I have 
not attempted to meddle with such subjects, on which there are 
8CHl al books which contain ample information; and even in 
bue 11 departments as I have undertaken, I have endeavoured 
fur the most part to avoid words which may be found in the 
common Dictionaries. For a few terms I have been indebted 
to the Revenue Glossaries furnished to the Sudder Board in 
A.D. 1839; but I believe the extent of my obligations is con
fined to those of Saugor and Goruckpoor. It has been part of 

my plan to introduce articles on the old, and locally known 
territorial Divisions of the Country, as a subject not only highly 
interesting in itself, but as being intimately connected with the 

fiscal portion of the work. Indeed, such articles as Desh, 
Furingistan, Futtehpoor, etc. etc., in the Printed Glossary, 
show that the admission of such words is in conformity with 

the views of the Court. 
The ethnological remarks I have tried to curtail as much as 

possible; but, with all my efforts, I fear that many notices will 
be considered very tedious. As some excuse, however, it may 
be mentioned that we are still almost as ignorant or the agri
cultural classes of these Provinces as we were on the first day 

of our occupation, and that even their names are entirely omitted. 

from the Printed Glossary, though the tribes of the Deccan, 
Guzerat, and other Provinces are not only copiously noticed, 
but we are referred to an Appendix for fuller information 

respecting them. The Maps which have been added in illus
tration of this part of the subject will, I trust, be found of 

interest. Their preparation has been attended with consider-
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able difficulty, but no pains have been spared to make them as 

correct as circumstances would admit. 

I have not, except in very few instances, pointed out the mis

takes in the Glossary itself; for the errors, both of orthography 

and statement, are so obvious, that they cannot escape the 

notice of the compiler. As for my own orthography, I do not 

profess to be satisfied with it, since most of the words have been 

taken from oral information; and as they have pel-haps never 

yet been written, and their pronunciation is by no means £Xed, 

the liability to error is very great. In writing them I have 

endeavored, as far as possible, to conform to the system of 

Gilchrist-or rather that modification of it in use in our 

Revenue Surveys--which certainly has the merit of enabling 

an Englishman to pronounce a word in such a manner as to 

make it easily comprehended by the natives of Hindoostan. Sir 

W. Jones' method is better suited to the learned; but since it 

is becoming of more general use, as our books and translations 

multiply, I have added a column for its admission; as far, at 

least, as respects the vowel system. 

As my attempts to illustrate the barren themes which occupy 

these pages take up much time, and 8S they lllay. after all, be 

considered of no value, I shall for the present conclude with the 

letter J (to which the specimen last received extends) i and 

shall be guided respecting the continuation of the woz'k by the 

opinion which the compiler may be pleased to express of this 

first portion of my labours. If he judge of its merita by the 

extent of his own information on all the subjects disruased in 
it, he may be disposed to think that my time might have been 

more profitably employed. Even my own partiality cannot 

conce~ from me that there is in this Supplement much worth-
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less matter, which ought not to have been admitted; but as the 
revision would occupy nearly as much time as the original 
composition, I prefer allowing my notes to remain in their 
prcsent shape, in the full persuasion that the Honorable Court 
will overlook all minor defects, in consideration of my earnest 
endru vours to fulfil their desires. 

BUDDER BOARD OP RBVENVB. 

Th4 1st Felwuary. 1844. 

H. M. ELLIOT, 
SECRETARY. 
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From 
THE ~UDDER BOARD OF REVENUE, N.W.P., 

To 
THE SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNMENT, N.W.P. 

No. 75 A... OF 1844. 

IJatecl 9t'\ Feb., 18404. 

Sm,-With reference to the Order of the Government of 
India, No. 913 of 1842, dated 14th Decemberl such portions 
of the Glossary ot Indian Terms, then and subsequently re
ceived in this Department, as have undergone consideration 
and amendment, are herewith returned to be laid before the 
Honorable the Lieut.-Governor. 

2.-The Sadder Board have. 'great satisiaction in forwarding 
to the Government, for submission to the Honorable the Court 
of Directors, the accompanying Supplemental Glossary, prepared 
in accordance with the expressed wishes of the Honorable Court 
by Mr. H. M. Elliot, the Secretary to the Sudder Board, N. ,\V. 
Provinces. ' 

a.-The Board have perused this Supplemental Glossary with 
feelings ot very great interest and satisfaction, and are per
suaded it will 1>e found to contain, so far as the limits allow, 
nearly all, if not all, the terms of known acceptation in the 
North Western Provinces, relating to the Revenue and Agri
cultural concerns of the country;-which, together with the 
very excellent commentary on the various tribes coming within 
the assigned limits, cannot but be regarded 8S a highly valuable 
addition to the original Glossary. 

4.-Adverting to the great ability and research which have 
been displayed in the performance of so considerable a portion of 
the work, the Board beg to express an earnest request that Mr. 
Elliot may receive such notice from the Government and the 
Honorable the Court of Directors as will encourage him to 
bring the work to an early completion. 

We have the honor to be, etc., 

(Signed) T. J. TURNER, 

H. S. BOULDERSON. 
SVDDBlI. BoA1U} OP RlIvmn1lI, N.W.P. 
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Extract G. 0., No. 450, dated 11th May, 1844, in reply to IS 

letter from the Budder Board of Revenue, No w.P., No. 
75A., dated 9th February, 1844. 

The Lieut.-Governor [Mr. Thomason] has perused this inter
esting Volume with much gratification, and is very desirous 
that the curious matter it contains should not be exposed to 

the risk of loss from the existence of a single copy, or to 
perversion from the ignorance of transcribers. His Honor, 
therefore, requests the Board will take measures for having it 
printed at once under the immediate eye of their Secretary. 
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APPENDIX O. 

PREVALENT CASTES IN THE NORTH-WESTERN PRO
VINCES, A.S DESClUBED IN THE CENSUS REPORT 
(1865), VOL. I. 

The subsequent pages (283-92) have been taken from Mr. W. 
C. Plowden's Digest of the Census, §§ 230-310. For the state
ments contained in the extracts that follow (marked in the 
original as A.ppendix: B.) the several District Officers must be 
held responsible whose names are appended:-

The classification of castes in the general statement is a singular 
table. There are no less than 560 castes shown among the Hindus, 
and there are fourteen other columns, raising the total number to 574, 
embracing Bengalis, ::Madrasrs, Thibetans, Chinese, Parsls, Mahome
dans, and Christians. 

The four great primary castes of Hindus are thus sub-divided:
Brahmans into 70 sub-divisions, Kshat..tiyas into 175, Vaisyas into 65, 
Sudras into 230. Then come five columns-one comprising Sikhs, 
four comprising different sects of the Jain religion; then fourteen 
columns relating to religious sects-Gosains, JOglS, Sannyas(s, and 
tne like. Finally, three columns relate to travellers, and one to 
Hindus whose caste is not known. 

The Brahm8JlS are.3,451,692 in number; the Kshatriyas amounfto 
2,827,768; the Vaisyas are much less in number, namely, 1,091,250. 
The Sudras form the great bulk of the population, counting 18,804,309 
individuals. Then .come 12,336 persons whose caste was unknown • 

• Only 1,425 Sikhs are shown j but it must be remembered that the 
Statement of Castes does not embrace military or persons employed 
on the railway. A.ccording to the present composition of the native 
army, we should expect to fi.nd a large number of Silihs classed among 
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military i and there is no doubt that Sikhs form a considerable portion 
of the native troops stationed in these Provinces; but the information 
received from the Ileveral Drigade Majors and Cantonment Magistrates 
is not complete on this head-the troops merely being shown in several 
cases according 8S they are Hindus or lIahomedans, without any refer
ence to the castes of the former. 

Going on with the statement, we find 49,983 of the lain sect, and 
195,977 of other religious sects-Gosains, Fakirs, Sannyas!s, ete.; 
1,348 persons are returned as DengaUs, 26 as Madrass(s, 67 as Thi
betans, 37 as Chinese (of whom 86 are to be found in the districts 
where tea-planting is going on, and one is at Allahabad); 76 ParsCs 
are entered as residing at AjmCr, b1l:t no specimens of this enterprising 
race are to be found in any other part of the N orth-West. 

Of the Mahomedans, 2,207,5'i6 have not been classified at all; of 
the remainder, 1,140,108 are Shaikhs, 515,526 are Pathans, 170,248' 
are Sayyids, and 41,748 are described as Mughals. 

Of the sub-divisions of the four great castes, we find the following 
prevalent :-

Among the Drahmans, excluding 1,198,216 who haTe returned them
selves merely as Drahmans, without reference to sub-divisions of castes, 
the sub-divisions mentioned below are most numerous, and prevail most 
largely in the districts named :-

Names of Su b-divial.oll8. Total Dlatrlct 'If here moet preTalent. Number. Number. 

1. Kanaujia ••.•••......•..... 606,888 Cawnpore ..................... 235,806 

2. Tewar1 ....•..••.•.......... 213,666 G.orakhpl1r .................. 62,250 

3. Gaur ....••.... , ............. 170,182 SahfLranpdr •••••••••••••••••• 46,948 

•• Pandey ..................... 167,736 67,613 
6. Sanauria ..••••.•••••.••••. 163,993 Muttra ........................ 90,287 

6. Miasir ..................... 150,231 Gorakhpdr .................. 41,836 

7. D6bey •.••••• " •.....••••... 132,612 Ditto ...•.••.•.....•.••..•••. 34,826 

8. Taggah ...................... 106,036 Mirat .•••••. __ •••.•........•.. 46,603 

Total ....••.••...... 1,610,241 626,067 

The Kanaujias are not found in any number above Etawah j in fact, 
in the MCrat Division they are not known, and in Rohilkhand they 
number little more than 1,000-& Bmall colony of 998 existing in 
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Yo~dabad, and 16 persons of the same sub .. cli:riaion being recorded as 

residents of Bijnore. 
Almost half the Gaur Brahmans belong to yuza.trarnagar and Saba. .. 

ranplir. There are large numbers also of this Bub-division in Moradabad 

and Muttra. 
The Tewarla belong almost entirely to the GorakhpUr and Benares 

Divisions. Allahabad and Banda, however~ contain 68,000. 
The Chaubeys are 'met with in greatest numbers at MinapUr, Benares, 

GorakhpUr~ and are not to be found above YutUa. 
The Dlibeys also belong to the BOUth of the Province; and the Pan

deys (a n8.IlUJ not unfamiliar to English ears, for, owing to the first of 
the Sepoy mutineers belonging to this caste, the name was not uncom
monly applied to d~"1Ulte all sepoy mutineers) are likewise found 
almost exclusively below the Yirat and Rohilkhand Divisions. 

Seven-eighths of the Sanauria:Brahmans belong to the Muttra and 
Ao"Ta districts j while the Taggahs, on the other hand, are found exclu
sively in Sah8.nmpUr, Yuza1rarnagar, Bijnore, Yirat, and Moradabad
a cluster of adjoining districts forming the extreme north .. west of this 
Province. The smallest class among the Brahmans is the DhatUrah BUb
sect, which consists of nine individuals living in the Allahabad district. 

Turning now to the great military family of the Kshatriyas, with 
their 175 divisions, we futd twelve-fourteenths (1,282,454) classified 
as Chhattri Th8.kurs, Kuer or Rajputs. SaharanpUr contains 230,118, 
and Ghazipur 206,262~ of their total number; but they are found in 
large numbers throughout the Province. 

The sub-clivisions, comprising the largest numbers, and the districts 
in which they are prevalent, will be seen in the accompanying abstract ;-. 

N_ olSO-diflaiaDe. Total Di&t:riat .. hen JIMIIlt prenlent. N1lIDber. Number. 

1. Khassia ................. _. 2Of,190 Xamaon. ............ _ ........... 20.,190-
2. Bais •••••••• _ ••••••••••••• 1'6,953 Jaunplk •••••••••••• _ •••••••••• 35,636 
3. Chauhful ................... 118,71' :8ijDOl'8 •••• __ ••••••••••• 1I ..... 7I,68S .. Gautam ....... __ ... _. 66,633 Kinaplir . ..................... 18,178 
o. Bhoimhar ••• _ ••• _ ••••• _. 66,600 A.&imgarh ••••••••• _ •••••••••. .7,926 
6. Gam _. __ ••••••••••••••••• 63,937 1I1rttra ...... __ .............. 22,'60 

7. KhaUrl ••• _ •••••••••••••••. .6,332 {Widel:rBCatteled through. 
on' \he ProTlD.C8. 
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The Khassias are peculiar to the Xamaon. hills. The sequel con
tains a brief account of them, fJiils the Memorandum of Castes for the 
district of Xamaon. 

With the exception of 5,912 in Farrakhabad, the Dais clan is con
fined entirely to the Allahabad, Denares, and Gorakhpur Divisions, that 
of Allahabad containing the greatest number. 

The ChauMns are found in nineteen districts, but in large number. 
only in Dijnore and Etawah. Three-fifths almost of the whole are found 
in the former district, and 15,000 in Etawah. 

The Gautams belong to the Allahabad, GorakhpUr, and Denares 
Divisions. 

The Bhoimhar caste is met with only in Azimgarh, 3' aunpur, and 
Mirzapur, the bulk of the tribe belo~giDg to Azimgarh. 

The Gaur tribe is found mostly in Muttra and Cawnpore_ 
Xhattris are to be met with in ail hut five districts, but are not 

found in large numbers in anyone district. The greatest number, 
8,457, is found in CaW}lpore. 

Of the Mansal and Mallu Xshatriyas severally, only one representa
tive appears, and in both cases in Agra. 

Of the Vaisyas, or mercantile class, 383,202 are recorded as Banniahs. 
232,862 are classed as Agarwals, of whom the largest number (68,661) 
are entered in the Mirat return. 

Of the remainder, the following classes are most largely repre
sented :-

Names of Sub-dlvisions. 
Total 

DIStrict where most preTalent. Number. Number • 

. 
1. Kandd ..................... 72,149 Ghazipur ..................... 38,006 

2. Umar ..................... 65,827 Mirzap11r . .................... 16,693 

3. Kasserwani ............... 49,528 Allahabad ..................... 31,763 

4. Kassondhan ............... 31,782 Gorakhp11r . ................. 21,832 

5. Mahajan . ................. 31,691 Etawah ......................... 13,529 

6. Agrehri .................. 29,874 Jaunpur ........................ 6,514 

7. Baranwal .................. 20,328 Azimgarh •.•• , ................ 6,293 

8. Dli.sar . .................... 15,4.29 Cawnpore •..•..•••...•••.••... 15,254 

With the exception of 175 in HamlrpUr, the Dusars are recorded 
only in Cawnpore; the Kandu8 in Ghazipur and Gorakhpur; the Baran-
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wals, with the exeeption of 2,428 in the lIoradabad District, are found 
only in Gorakhplir, Arimgarh, launpur, and Gh~ipur j the Yahajans 
principally in. Etawah and Etah; the Kassondhans in Gorakhplir; the 
Kasserwanis in Allahabad; the Agrehris in the districts below Cawn
pore, and the Umars in Yirzaplir, Cawnpore, Farrakhabad, and 
launpur. 

The Agarwals and the :Banniahs, who have been recorded without 
subordinate distinctions of tribe, are found in all districts throughout 
the Province. 

Proceeding now to the lowest of the four great castes, we find among 
the Sudras, exclusive of those whose castes are designated by their 
profession, that the following sub·divisions are conspicuous by their 
numbers: the districts in which they are most numerous are also 
shown:-

Names of Su1J..diTisiODS. I Total I Distnct 'When moat prevalent. Number. Number. 

Ahir ........................... 2,196,786 Gorakhp1ir •••.•••••••••••••• 483,903 
Kayasth. •••..••••....••...•..• _ 361,463 DItto ........................ 39,689 
Mali ............ _ ............. 167,697 Bijnore ........................ 42,736 
Nai ............................ 430,664 Gorakhptir ••••••••••••••••• 66,608 
Kumhfi.r ..••.•..••.•.••••••••••• 463,614 DItto ........................ 61,646 
D hlmar or K.a.har ............ 693,IH9 Ditto ........................ 67,426 

Kflrm1 971,286 {Bareilly •••••••••••.••••••••• 163,232 ........................ Gorakhpm- ••••.•.••••••••••• 242,388 
Gadariya ••••••••••••••••••••• 666,981 Cawnpore ..................... 40,200 
Lodha ........................ 686,932 Hamirptir _ ................... 69,864 
Kalal ........................... 262,884 Gorakhptir •••••••••••••••••• 46,739 
Kachhi ........................ 1,348,316 DItto _ ...................... 163,839 
Koli ............ " ............... 444,992 Agra •.••••••••••••••••••••••••. 36,467 
Pas( ............................ 272,161 Allahabad •• -................... 82,345 
Chamfu ........................ 3,680,385 Gorakhptir _ ••••.•••.••••••• 412,600 
GUjar ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 264,496 Mimt ................. _ ••••••••• 54,036 
]U ...•.•••••••••••••.•••••••••• 682,712 Muttra .......... _ .............. 120,494 
Mallah 388,268 Gorakbplir .................. 134,662 
Lsan ... :::::::::::::::::::::: 336,306 Bareilly ..•••••••••••••••••••••. 106,606 

Among the remaining Sudras the following are noticeable :-

:Mbair ...................... 60,670 Kh.assiab. .••••••••.••••••.• 107,648 
Kol ........................ 62,463 Nat •.••.•..•.••...••••.•.•• 25,095 
Gond •••••••••••••••••••••••• 48,430 Kanjar .................. 16,236 
Thag ......•••••••.•••••.•... 2 Sansia ••••••••••••••• _ ..... 'U6 
Dom ..................... _. 61,199 Bhar ..................... 233,373 
Chauhb Chaudri_ •• __ • 37,313 Bind -..................• 63,601 
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The Kayeths, or Kayaths, are found throughout the Province, with 
the single exception of the Garhwal District. In Kamaon, however, 
they are very few in number, only 25 being found there; and these it 
may be considered are emigrants from the plains who have settled at 
Nainl T81, or in some of the Government offices in the hills. 

The Ahfrs, too, are numerous throughout the plain districts, and 
Muzaffarnagar is the only one in which they ,do not appear in force. 
The KachMs, who are admirable cultivators, are lound throughout all 
the divisions of the North-West proper, i.,., excluding the mountains 
and the Ajm{r Division. In Mirat, however, they are few, and are 
found only in one district of that division in anything like numbers. 
In the Yirat District they amount to 27,418, and in l3ulandshahr to 
2,421. They do not appear in the other districts of the division. The 
Kolts and J alahas are found in all the plain divisions except Gorakhpur ; 
but in the Denares Division, where little cotton is produced, they dwindle 
down to less than 1,200. 

The l3hara, supposed by some to be aborigines, are found in the 
extreme east of the Province. With the exception of 2,377 in the 
A.llahabad District, they are confined to GorakhpUr and the districts ot 
the l3enares Division. ' 

The Pasls, too, belong to the south-east: a few are found in M(rat, 
and nearly an eighth of their whole number in ShabjehanpUr, l3ar~illy, 
and :M:oradabad. 

Chamars are to be met with in aU the districts of the Proyince, hill 
or otherwise. 

The Gujars belong principally to the north and north-western dis
tricts; three-fifths of them reside in the Muat Division, and 32,270 
are entered against Ajmlr. Jats are found in aU but four districts, but 
not in large nnmbers sonth or east of Agra. More than a quarter of 
their number are residents of Muttra and Agra, and nearly a half of 
the whole is found in the Muat Division, where they amount in round 
numbers to 330,000. 

The wandering tribes, Nats and Kanjars, are, as might be predicted, 
to be met with in most districts; they appear in thirty out of thirty
five cases. 

The :M:allahs have evidently been incorrectly distinguished, as none 
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~ found in many districts bordering the Ganges and the 1 umna, where 
they notoriously exist. 

The Khassiah Sudras are, like their Rajput brethren, peculiar to the 
hills. In Garhwal they number 107,627, and 21 are found in the 
Tarai immediately below the hills. 

The greater number of the Doms appear to reside in GarhwaI. It is 
probable they are ipcluded in other cases with lIethars and Khakrobs. 

IHjnore has the distinction of giving a home to the two Thags re
corded as residents of the North-West. 

The Chauhan Chaudrls, entered as a SMra caste, belong exclusively 
to lIoradabad. 

The four districts of :&reilly, Shabjahanpw-, Farrakhabad, and Main
pUrl contain ten-elevenths of the whole Kisan class: 344 of this clase 
are found in 1I0radabad, 1,693 in the Tarai, and the remaining 11,966 
in Etah. 

The Gonda, an indigenous tn"be, are found almost exclusively in 
Gorakhpw-, :Benares, and Mirzap6r. There are also a few in .Allahabad, 
and a few scattered throughout the 1hansi Division. 

The Kola, a somewhat similar race, are found principally in Allah
abad and Mirzap6r, which two districts contain 52,275. The remaining 
10,188 are residents of Banda. 

The lIhairs belong exclusively to lIhairwara, in the Ajmir Division. 

or the lain religionists, numbering 49,983, by far the larger number 
belong to Ajmlr, where they amount to 23,795; but Yuzaffarnagar 
contains 9,354 Saraogls, and Lallatp6r 11,264 lains. The remainder 
are scattered in small bodies, principally in Agra, Farrakhabad, Etawah, 
Allahabad, and Yirzap6r. 

The Gosains muster strongest in :MIrat, Muttra, and Bulanclshahr; 
the logis in lIoradabad, Aligarh, Agra, and Cawnpore. The SaD.
nyasis are peculiar to GarhwU, and the same may be Baid of the Dum 
10gls. The langan and Nanakshahi sects are peculiar to :Benarcs; the 
Atith to Azimgarh. Nearly half of the Faldrs enumerated 1U'6 found 
in Allahabad and GorakhpUr, while the LadM, Bhartl, and BSbkhatta 
classes are to be met with only in :&nares. 

The accompanying statement shews the percentage of each 'of the 
four great castes on the total Hindu population of each district:-

VOL. L 19 
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STATEMENT OF DISTRICTS, SHEWING THE COMPOSITION OF THE HINDU 

POPULATION IN REGARD TO THE FOUR GREAT CASTES 

Names of DlstllCts. 

Dehra Dun ..................... . 
Saharanpur ... .. ............... .. 
Muzatfarnagar ................. .. 
~firat ........................ .. 
Bulandshahr ....... .... .. ... .. 
Ahgarh ........................ .. 
Kamaon ......................... . 
Garhwhl ..................... . 
BIJnore ....... . ............. .. 
Moradabad ............... . .... .. 
Badaon ....................... .. 
BareIlly... ...... .... .. ..... .. 
ShahJahanpur ...................... . 
Taral Parganahs. .... .. .... .. 
Muttra .......................... .. 
Agra .......................... . 
Farrakhabad .••••• ••• .. ....... . 
Mampuri. ......................... . 
Etawah ........................... . 
Etah .......................... . 
Jhansi ........ .••• . .... . 
Jalaun ..•..• .........••..... . .. 
Lallatpur .................... . 
Cawnpore ......... . ..••.......• 
FattIhpur ........................ .. 
Banda ......•....•.••••....... 
Allahabad .......... . 
Hamirpur ....................... .. 
GorakhpIir ......................... . 
Azungarh ......... ...••• . ..... . 
Jaunpur ..•••••... .. ........•••. 
Muzapur... .....•• .. ........... . 
Benares ........." •..... 
Ghazlpur... ....... . .......•..... 
AJmir •....•. .....•.•.. ..•• . •.••. 

Percentage Percentage of Percentage 
of Brahmans Kshatnyas of Valsyas 

on total on total on total 
HIndus. Hmdus HIndus 

1005 
1155 
1288 
1747 
14 30 
1644 
17'22 
2267 
834 
825 
809 
679 
789 
715 

2012 
1544 
11 27 
1029 
1622 
1024 
1478 
1685 
959 

2227 
1398 
16'79 
1510 
13'19 
12'79 
843 

1934 
1387 
15'25 
10'13 
647 

3258 
4103 
542 
716 

11 99 
845 

7673 
11 78 
1545 
460 
929 
412 
801 
581 

14 60 
1064 
877 
845 
9 
966 
570 

1203 
646 

11'45 
899 
950 
4'71 
9'06 
411 

14 27 
2450 
1010 
807 

16'90 
490 

284 
719 
803 
757 
497 
681 
1'12 
047 
374 
459 
342 
283 
185 

97 
7'11 
696 
163 
522 
662 
525 
430 
546 
516 
390 
396 
399 
413 
395 
406 
119 
311 
4'50 
267 
397 
931 

Percentage 
ofS6dras 
on total 
Hmdus 

5453 
4023 
7367 
6780 
6874 
6830 
493 

6508 
72 47 
8256 
7920 
8626 
8225 
8607 
6817 
6696 
7833 
7604 
6916 
74 85 
7522 
6566 
7879 
6238 
7307 
6972 
7606 
73 80 
7904 
7611 
6305 
71'53 
74 01 
690 
7932 

The' Statement of Castes may be accepted as correct in so far as it 
classifies the primary castes; but the details of the sub-castes are only 
approximately correct, as it is evident from the tables that in some 
cases no distinction of subordinate caste has been observed. 

There is but one other portion of the papers included in the Census 
Report which still requires remark. I refer to Appendix B., containing 
the replies of the several DIstrict Officers in regard to the castes pre-
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vailing in their respective districts, and the mode in which the sub
sidiary castes have taken their origin. This is a subject on which I 
am not in a position to add any information. :BaM Siva Prasad, Joint 
Inspector of Schools in the :Benares Circle, who is well acquainted with 
the subject, has, however, been good enough to furnish the following 
comments on this Appendix :-

"Appendix :B. contains much valuable and interesting information,. 
though mixed up 'with mnch that is worthless, badly arranged, and 
sometimes contradictory. The reader will often find the statement 
that Aheer (Ah£r) is derived from aM, a snake, and Mer, love. He 
will meet with such glaring errors as the following:-

"'Doms came from Arabia!-(Page 4, line last.) 

" 'Suraogees take their names from J eynee, a woman who married 
one Rigdeojee, a Chuttree. This man became a hermit. Zeenuth was 
his first disciple.'-(Page 26, line 29.) 

II 'The Cashmeree Pundits, who attempt to pass themselves off as 
an offshoot of the Brahmin class,. are in reality Kaeths.'-(Page 51, 
line 3.) 

" 'Mahajuns.-These are the illegitimate children of a man called 
Jin, hence called Mahajin, which in course of time became corrupted 
into Mahajun.'-(Page 52, line 19.) 

'" They are said to have descended from Maicasur, a demon.'-(Page 
95, line 28.) 

" I Gharwars.-This race call themselves descendants of Bindar, of 
the Lunar race. They originated in Rewah. Akbar of Dehli was born 
at the house of some Rewah Chuttree; he therefore called Rewah his 
ghur (house), and hence the derivation of the name Ghurwar.'-(Page 
115, line 5.) 

"To anybody with a slight acquaintance with Sanskrit it will be 
evident that Ah£r is a corruption of aMi,,, (cow-herd), as-mentioned in 
page 70, line 38. 

CI It is not probable that Doms, who are generally considered to be
long to the aborigines.of India, could have come from Arabia, 

" , Suraogee is a corruption of 8rdvak, meaning the lay votary of a 
:Buddha or Jina.'-(Wilson.) 

"'Jeynee (Jaini) is derivedifrom Jina, the generic name of the per-
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sonage peculiar to the J aina sect, who is ranked by them as superior to 
the gods of the other sects.' -(Wilson. ) 

'" Rigdeojee (Rishabha Deva) is the first of the twenty-four principal 
Ji'na, or Jaina saints.'-(Wilson.) His first di8Cipl~ was Pandarik, and 
not Zeenath. The latter (really Zinat) can only -be the name of a 
Mahomedan, and is commonly met with among the occupants of the 
Yahomedan Ummtl,--I,!I., Zinat-ool-Nissa. These few remarks show 
how absurd is the derivation which has been assigned for the term. 
Suraogee." 

The DabU adds: cc There is no reason to suppose the Cashmeree Pun
dits are in reality Kaeths; that Ma.hajun (Halul-jun) simply means 
I great man,' and is applied to bankers of all castes, like its synonym, 
Seth, which is a corruption of Ilhri8hti, meaning pre-eminent and presi
dent. It is a great mistake to connect the word Yahajun with lino. 
(the god) or Yaicasur (Mayaaur, a demon). 

"If by 'Akbar of Dehli' is meant Akbar the Great, of Agi'o., every
body conversant with history know~ that he was born in Amarkot 
(Sindh), and not in Rewah; while Bin8.r (not Bindar) was the famous 
Rajah of Denares said to be a Goharvor. Whatever may be the origin 
of the term, it has nothing to do with gnur." 

-The BabU pronounces the Memorandum by Kaur Lachman Singh, of 
Bijnore, to be by far the best; and he remarks that the note from 
Moradabad contains much interesting matter, as also does that for 
Etawah. 

The names" Chamachhe and Ujeg Chand" in the Memorandum from 
Mlrat and Bulandshahr (page 12, line 18; and page 16, line 23) are 
eITors: they should be Rajahs 1 anmejay and 1 aichand. 

DEHRA DUN. 

In very early ages Rajputs and ::Brahmans from the plains settled in 
Garhwa.L The Rajputs intermarried with a r~ce known as Kassies 
(a hill race of very low caste)J and thus themselves lost caste, but 
continued to call themselns Rajputs. When the Rajah of GarhwaI 
wished to people the Dun, he brought these men down from GarhwaI. 
~hough they called themselves Rajputs, they were not acknowledged 
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by their brethren of the plains, and could not (and cannot now) inter
marry with them. The better class of these gradually took the titles 
of Rawat, :Biaht Neg{, and XarauIr, and the interior classes (the de
pendants who came with them) were called Rauleor. The families of 
Rajputs who from time to time have come from the plains and inter
married with the DUn Rajpnts have lost caste, and there are only ten 
or twelve houses of Rajputs who intermarry with families in the 
plains..iJ 

The Brahmans who settled in GarhwaI BOOn lost sight of the obliga
tiona of caste, and intermarried with the Rajpnts and with the hill 
tribes, and they adopted to- a great extent the customs of the Rajpnts. 
They separated into smaller castes, such as Notal, Yatana, Dab~ 
Dangwal, :Bhangiina, <>tal, Kukraiti. The two chief snb-divisions of 
eastes were the Berauli and Gangr8.rL The Gan.,..nrl will eat bread. 
from the hand of a Serauli; bnt the Seraulfs will only eat from the 
hands of one ot their own caste, and not from one of their own caste 
who has married a Gangnirl. These:Brahmans came from Garhwal to 
the DUn with the Hill Rajputa. The Gaur :Brahmans came direct from 
the plains, and still keep their purity of caste, and marry only with 
Brahmans from the plains. Of this class is lowaIa, Brahman of RaepUr, 
and his family. 

These latter (the Gaur :Brahmans) are recent immigrants. :But the 
Berauli and Gangr&ri Brahmans are old inhabitants. 

The :Baniahs and Yaluijans, who originally came from the plains, 
have in many cases intermarried with the Hill Rajpnts, and have thus 
lost caste. Their descendants are called Ghatta "Banjahs. 

The lower castes, such as Carpentel'B, Cham&n, etc., are supposed to 
have been imported by the Maharaja of GarhwaI from the plains. t 

• h the Dlm at tile present time there are familiea of Bajputa who have eom
paraih"ely neenlly come from the plaiDs, and who still keep up their eomaectioJl by 
man:iage, etc., with the parent atoek. These famiIiea will Bot flU OJ' intermarry with 
ihe original DUD and Hill Rajp. 

t The JDaIIB of an the lower eastee, IAlCh as Chamhs, KiMn, ete., have probably 
eome to the Thill as euitintioB has beea extended, and also in ccmsequeuce of the great 
inftux of }:uropeana to ihe D6B. These haTe brought in their train domestie 8erTIIDia 

. and farm labourers, who haTe gradually Beiiled in the DUD. But, besides these, tBere 
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Besides the above-mentioned castes, there are a few Udas{ Fak{rs, 
who came to the Dun from the Panjab with Guru Ram Rae. 

The origin of the Mehras in the Eastern nun is not well known. 
They are supposed to correspond to the Ilokhsars of Rohilkhand, and 
are believed to be the degenerate offspring of Kabars and Banjaras. 

SOBA RUf, Kilnung'-

SAHA:RANPUR. 

The following table gives some information regarding the different 
castes inhabiting the district:-

" The district seems to have been first generally inhabited about the 
year 1300 A.D., and, with the exception of this universally acknow
ledged date amongst the natives, allseems.-to be enveloped in mist and 
uncertainty. " 

HISTORY OF CASTES IN ZILLAH S.A.H"(RANPUR. 

Cll8te. 

1 Brahman ........... .... The Gaur Brahmans came from Bengal, the Gujrati 
Brahmans from Gujrat, and other BrahmallB from 
the vicinity of Kanauj, from 1300 to 1400 A..D. 

2 Bamah... ...... ......... The Aggarwal, etc., came from .Agroah, beyond lIi.sfu', 
about 1400 A.D. 

3 DMsar .................. The DMsar Ba.ru.ahs came from Rewarl, in GurglLon, 
about 1840 A.D. 

4 Rajput, Hindu ......... The Hmdu Rajputs came from Oudh about 1400 4.D. 
li Khatri..... ............. This caste came from Peshawar and MUltb.n, in the 

PanjlLb, about 1600 A.D. 
6 Kaith... .......... ........ Came from Bhatnair, ZIllah Sirsah, and other parts of the 

North-Western Provinces, from 1300 to 1600 A.D. 
7 Sayyid .................. Came from Arabia on~lly', and have been in Saha-

ranllur since it was mhablted, about 1300 A.D. 
8 Shaikh.................. Dltto ditto ditto. 
9 PatMn ......... ......... Dltto ditto ditto. 

10 Kamloh .................. Came from Kamudnagar, and have located themselves 
in Sahfu'anpt1r for the past 300 years. 

11 Raen, Hindd............ Came to Sahfu'anplir from the Gnr Gazm and Sirsawal, 
in Afghanistan, about 1660 A.D. 

is a large floating population of the lower classes, who depend for their livelihood 
on domestic service, or come as Budirs to the tea plantation, and who, when it suits 
their purpose, go away and are replaced by others. 
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Caste. Remarks. 

12 Billich ................. . Came from Bll6.chisthan about 1400 A.D. 
13 Jat ..•••••••••••••.•...••. 
14 Ahir .................... . 

15 Thattra, { Rmd6. ...... } 

Ditto Sirsapathan, in the Dekkan, about 1600 A. D. 

DItto Muttra and Riwari, and have been in SaM.
ranp6.r since first inhabited, about 1300 A.D. 

Musulman .. Ditto MUltan, in the Panjfl.b, 250 years since. 

16 Kalal, Rmdli ......... Ditto Panjab, about 1400 A.D. 
17 Ditto, Musulman ...... Ditto Dehli, about 1750 A.D. 
18 KhoJah ........ .......... Ditto Hirat, 200 years SlDce. 
19 Kamangar............... Ditto Arabia, 300 ditto. 
20 Tlrgar ...... ............ DItto Persia, 600 ditto. 
21 M6.chie .................. Ditto ArabIa, 600 ditto. 
22 Mihmar ........ .......... Ditto Ditto, 400 ditto. 
23 Mamarl.................. DItto Ditto, 660 ditto. 
24 Julflba ................. Ditto DItto, 650 ditto. 
26 Lohar, Musulman ...... Not known where they came from, but have been in 

Sahflranp6r 400 years. 
26 Badhie, Musulman .. , Came from MUltfl.n, in the Panjab, 200 years since. 
27 Pherai ..... ............. Ditto Khelat, 660 ditto. 
28 BlSS&ti .................. Ditto Kirana, in Zillah Muzaffarnagar, 200 ditto. 
29 Banjara .................. Ditto the Lower Provmces, 400 ditto. 
30 Sab6ngar ••• _... ....... Ditto Dehli, 400 ditto. • 
31 Kflgazi .................. Ditto Arabia, 600 ditto. 
32 Kanglgar ••••• ,......... Ditto Mliltfln, in the Panjab, 660 ditto. 
33 Garah .. .... ............ Ditto all parts of the country, ditto. 
34 Darzie ............ ...... Ditto ditto ditto. 
35 K8BSie ..... ............ Ditto Arabia, 600 years since. 
36 Kh6mra ............... Ditto the Lower Provinces, 100 ditto. 
37 HajJam .................. Ditto the Panjab, 560 ditto. 
38 Bhisti.. .... ............... Ditto the Lower Provmces, ditto. 
39 Dhobi .................. DItto Jodhpl1r, ditto 
40 Tehlie. .................. Ditto M6.1tan, 400 ditto. 
41 Khairaddi ............... Ditto Bengal, 600 ditt&. 
42 Atasbaz .................. . DItto Arabia, 660 dltto. 
43 Tabbak .............. :.. Ditto Dehli, ditto. 
44 Bhattiara ...... _. ...... Ditto Turkey, 600 ditto. 
45 Sekalgarh ............... Not known where they came from. 
46 1ttallie (Musulman) ... Came from Dehli, 200 years since. 
47 gagra .................. Ditto Jindh, etc., 650 ditto. 
48 Rangrez.............. ••• Ditto M61tan, in the PanJab, 050 ditto 
49 Gh081..................... Ditto KheIat, 660 ditto. 
60 Blldar .................. Ditto Panjfl.b, 80 ditto. 
61 Fakir ..................... DItto all p.arts of the country. 
62 Mirdah .................. Ditto Ou~ 660 years since. 
63 Slinar....... ............. Ditto Dehli, 600 dItto. 
64 Bansphor ............... Natives of Sahflranptir, etc., took this appellatIon 150 do. 
66 ChauhAn .... ............ Came from Oudh, 600 ditto. 
66 Klinjra .................. Ditto the Lower Provinces, 126 ditto. 
67 Meu ............ ......... Ditto Riwart, 660 ditto. 
68 Band6.kch1............... DItto Hira Riri, Zillah Bijnore, sob ditto. 
69 Dom ..... ............... Ditto Arabia, 400 years amce. 
60 Kanchan ...... ........ Ditto the Panjab, 660 ditto. 
61 pazzawagar ............ Ditto ditto, 300 ditto. 
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Caste. BemarU. 

62 ZaMrt ...... ••••••••••.• Came from Arabia, 400 years since. 
63 JhOJflh .................. Natives of Sahfl.ranpdr, etc., took thiI appellation 600 

years since. 
64 Jhogbl........... ••••••. Came from GujrU, 660 yean since. 
66 G6jar, Hind6, and 

Musul~ ......... Ditto Karnaul, 650 ditto. 
66 Dharbdnja... ............ Ditto Bhatnair, in Sirsa, 400 ditto. 
67 Barwa .................. Ditto Srinagar, in Garhw6l, 300 ditto. 
68 Patwa ...... ............ Ditto Agra, 300 ditto. 
69 I.ore ..................... DItto Dehli, 400 ditto. 
70 Chepi ..................... Ditto the Panjab, 300 ditto. 
71 Kapri .................... Ditto Rohilkliand, 300 ditto. 
72 Bewra ...... ............ Ditto Marwar, 90 ditto. 
73 Knzfl.gar ............... Ditto Rohilkhand, 400 ditto. 
74 K umhflr..... ........ ..... Ditto the- Lower Provinces, 400 ditto. 
'15 Saini ..................... Ditto Dehli and ditto, 200 ditto. 
76 Kahar ................ ,. DItto Dehli, 660 ditto. 
77 Dakauth .,. ............ DItto Ben~ 660 aitto. 
78 Bauagl .................. Ditto U'JJam,.in Dekkan, 600 ditto. 
79 Bhat ............... ••••.• Ditto Gujrat, 600 ditto. 
80 Kolf....... .............. Ditto the Lower Provinces, 500 ditto. 
81 Sainsi and Banwaria '0 Ditto all parte of the country, 300 or 400 ditto. 
82 Lodah .. ................ Ditto G6rgaon, 660 ditto. 
83 Rone.. ..... ..... ......... Ditto Hansi, 600 ditto. 
84 Bengali ...... ............ Ditto Bengal, 100 ditto. 
85 Bhi!... .................. Ditto BunClelkhand, 160 ditto. 
86 Mairah .................. Ditto Hills of Central India, 100 ditto. 
87 Hen.. ................... DItto the Lower Provinces, 200 ditto. 
88 Past .................... Ditto Oudh, 100 ditto. 
89 K6rmi ........ _........ Ditto ditto, 200 ditto. 
90 Gadaria .................. Ditto the Panjab, 660 ditto. 
91 Khattiks ............... Ditto Ditto, 560 ditto. 
92 Chamflr ..... .... ........ Ditto Riwari and Muttra, 650 ditto. 
93 Mihtar .................. Ditto Natives of Sahflranp6r, 650 ditto. 
94 Gosam ........... ....... Ditto UHain, in Dekkan, 600 ditto. 
96 Mughal ............ ...... Dltto Turkey, 500 ditto. 

R. D. RoBERTSON, Collector. 

MUZAFFARNAGAR. 

SUYIDs. -The Sayyid families, forming what is known as the Mrha 
Sadat, may be regarded as the characteristic element in the population 
of this district. This influential tribe, although shorn of much ot the 
power and splenilDur it appears to have possessed under the empire of 
the Yughals, is still in the enjoyment of extensive zam{!ldari rights in 
the east, south-east, and north-western portions of the district. 
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The :Barba sadat claim to be descended from Fatima, the daughter 
or lfahomed, and assert that their ancestor, Abu'l Fera, accompanied 
lrahomed of Gbazn1 on his ftrst entry into India in the year 1001 A.D. 

From an early period of the llahomedan rule tbey would seem to have 
obtained. grants of land in the lfaza1l'arnagar District, and finally suc
eeeded. in acquiring the zamindar{ possession of a very large share of 
the finest parganahs. 

The Barba sadat are divided into four branches:-

1. Tainpuri, wbose chief town is lansath. 
2. ChatbanUri, whose chief town is Sambalhera. 
3. Kandlival, whose chief town is Majh~ 
4. lagveri, Wh0S6 chief town is Bidoli. 

A detailed account of the history of this family, with a narrative of 
the fortunes of each of the four branches, was submitted. in English 
with the Settlement Report at the close of 1864. 

There are, moreover, a few families of Sayyids who are not included 
in the :Bama Badat, but they are unimportant. in either numbers or 
influence. 

SlUIIlIs.-This·tribe of Yusulmans is located in considerable num
bers in the towns of PUr, Khandla, and Thanah Bhowan. 

They claim to be descended. from the four Khalifs, Abu Bekr, Omar, 
Usman, and Murtaza '.Ali, and are known respectively as the Shaikh 
SadIki, Sbaikh Farakbl, Shaikh Usmaru, and Shaikh Abbasi, or Uly{ 
Shaikhs. They assert themselves to have come into India with Mahomed 
of Gbazni, and to bave been located in this district since that time. 

P Arll1.lis.-Several intluential families of this tribe are to be found , . 
in the western portion of the district, and others in a lower condition 
of life are scatterecJ over the whole of it. 

They, too, assert that they have been settled iIi the Muzaffamagar 
District BinC'l the time of Mabomed of Ghazn{; but MansUr' Ali Khan, 
of lallalabad, the present bead of the family, states that the Pathans of 
that part to have come into the country in the time of Shahabu'd·d{n 
Ghor{, and that the town of 1 allalabad was founded by 1 allal :Khan in 
the reign of the Emperor Alamgir. The Pathana appear to have taken 
a leading part in the contests with the growing Sikh power established. 
~y Nanak. 
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MUGlIALs.-This tribe, although not very numerous, is yet sufficiently 
so to claim a bp.ef notice. They, like the other tribes of Musulmans, 
claim to have settled in the district on the nrst conquest of the country. 
They came originally from Turkistan. 

GARRAS are an industrious race, originally Hindu Rajputs it is sup
posed, though some say they were only slaves of Rajputs, and others 
say the name is a general one given to Hindus who have been converted 
to Mahomedanism; but such, at all events, does not apJ;>ear to be the 
case in this district, where the classes enumerated above are as distinct 
to all appearance as so many castes of Hindus. GarMs are so called 
from their having adopted with their Rew faith the Yahomedan practice 
of burying their dead. Little can be learnt of their history, but they 
state roughly that they were converted to the Mahomedan faith be
tween 200 or 300 years ago. 

JOJHAs.-This tribe is in all probability composed of converted Raj
puts; but why they have taken the distinctive name of JojMs is not 
clear. They are said by some to have been converted slaves, and the 
name JojU, signifying stomach, may have been given to them in deri
sion by the Hindus, as typical of the inferiority of their position. 

1ATs.-These are simply Jats converted to the Mahomedan religion, 
and are known as Musulman Jats. They are numerous throughout the 
district. 

GUJARs.-Like the Jats, they are known by their own name with 
the affix of Musulman. 

R.,uPUTs.-The Musulman Rajputs are generally, but by no means 
invariably, distinguished from the Hindu Rajputs by the name of 
Rangwar. It is uncertain at what period the four last-mentioned 
classes seceded from their ancient faith. Other converts, following 
various trades, have retained their old names and many of their caste 
distinctions. 

:BRAIDtA.Ns.-The chief tribes are the Gaur, the GujraU, and the 
Paliwal :Brahmans. 

Another tribe of :Brahmans are known by the name-of :Bohras: they 
follow the profession of money-lending and banking, and came into this 
district from Mal-war in the time of Shah Alam. 

TlIAGAB.-A fine race, mostly employed in agriculture, and claiming 
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to be descended from a Brahman father and. a Chatrani. They are said 
to have come from Bikanir, but the date is uncertain. 

X1YA.TRS.-The Xayaths in !-his di~trict are of the Monahar family, 
and mostly belong to one of its gota known by the name of Batnag8l'. 
The Xayaths of Xyrana state that they came from Barh in the time of 
the Rajput sovereigns of Dehli, about 1,000 years ago. There are 
numerous sub-divisions of each got, that of Batnagar alone having, it. 
is stated, no less than eighty-four. The Xayaths in other parts of the 
district are of more recent date, having settled about 200 years ago, in 
the reign of the Emperor Shahjahan. 

XsRA.TRIYAS, CHA.TRfs, OR RA..n>u:rs.-This caste is divided into two 
great families, the Chandarbansi and the Surajbans!, and sub-divided 
into innumerable gotB and dlB i besides which it has thrown off a large 
number of what now rank as· independent castes. The Surajbansl 
Rajputs originally came from AjUdhia,· and the Chandarbansi from 
Hastmapur and :Badrakanshl. 

Members of either family are to be found in the district in conflider
able numbers, and many of them, as before-mentioned, have been con
verted to Mahomedanism. The castes which have sprung from Rajput 
fathers by women of other tribes, and which are to be met with in 
Muzaffarnagar, are as follows :-Xhatris, lats, Gujars, Rowas, Sanls, 
:Banjaras, Bbats, Yahesr1s, Bedhaks, Bewar!s, :BarbIs, Lohars, Zaigars, 
Champis. 

Khatris are descended from a Rajput father by a woman of the 
Vaishya caste. They are not numerous. 

JIxs.-The origin of this race is obscure, and the accounts given by 
the members of the caste difl'~r grea.tly. Many of them had come 
within the last hundred years from the Panjab, but others have been 
settled in the district for a very much longer period. The common 
story is that they are descended from Rajput fathers by women of the 
Vaishya or Sudra tribes. They were formerly ranked among the 
thirty-six royal families of Rajputs. The Jats of :Bhams!, a large and 
flourishing communitr, assert that they have been settled iq that spot 
lol' 1,600 years, and that they are called lOls or Jats from latra, the 
matted hair of Mahadeo, from which they sprang. I have not heard 
any mention of the story to which Elliot alludes of their havip.g come 
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originally from Ghaznl, but their cu.swms certainly point to an origin 
different from that of other Hindus. This industrious race of agri
culturists is very numerous in this district, and has a great many sub
divisions. 

R. ;r. LEEDs, .A.88istane OolUctor. 

:M.rR.A.T. 

J'!Ts.-They are the most numerous of all the land-owning castes in 
lHrat, and are supposed to have seceded or been excommunicated 
from the Rajputs on aocount of some irregular ideas they held on the 
subject of marriage. 

As in the case of Tagas, it is more probable that they are the 
descendants of a marriage <1f a Rajput into a lower caste; and one 
legend distinctly points to Rajah ;raswant Singh as their original an
cestor, and he, as the story goes, married beneath his rank. 

They all point to Hariana and Rajputana as the country whence 
they originally came, and it is probable that they emigrated thence in 
large bodies, occupying and settling down in the country from Dehli 
westward along the Inmna and lower rivers of the ranjab-first ap
pearing in the peaceful characters of agriculturists, but afterwards 
showing the natural instincts of their race by now and again following 
the pursuit of arms. 

They gained their first foo~ing in the Chapraul(, K6tanah, and Barote 
rarganahs of the lHrat District, pushing out before them the Taga 
occupants of the soil; and thence th~y spread themselves, though in 
less compact colonies, over the whole districts. 

The 1 ats, as a caste, are again sub-divided amongst themselves into 
distinct families or tribes, which in many respecte,_particularly as re
gards marriage, hold aloof ~lOm each other. 

There are the U Hela." Jats, the "Debta," tlie "Salkhan," and the 
"Des" or "Desl" ;rats, all distinct from each other, and recognizing 
some distinguishing customs. 

The latter, or Desl, tribe are found in the greatest numbers. 
W. FODES, C.B., Oollector. 
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GARHWXL. 

The manner in which Garhwal became peopled is enveloped in ob
scurity. The most recent immigration on a great scale is assigned to 
a period .as remote as 745 Samvat, or 688 A.D., when & number of 
Brahmans and Rajputs from the plains are said to have come in with 
Kanakpal, a Guzerat{ adventurer, who established himself in Chandpur, 
and thence extended his conquests until he or his descendants reduced 
to one sceptre the petty chiefs who had ruled each, from his hill fort, 
a smalll'ortion of the countrr. 

The descendants of these immigrants, whether as a conquering race 
or because they have better preserved their distinctions of Hinduism, 
still pride themsJllves on superiority to the older inhabitants. The 
Brahmans belonged to the Dravida, Adigarh, and Kanaujia branches 
of the great Brahman caste. The Rajputs included Chauhans from 
Dehli and Rantimbor, Powars from Guzerat, Tawars from Dehli, and 
others. Yost of these families now take their names from the villages 
in which they are first settled, lying for the most part in Parganah 
Chandpu.r; but have since extended themselves over the district, and 
are often not to be found at all in their original seats. 

Next to these in consideration come a mass of Brahmans and Rajputs, 
who, though undoubted members of these two families, and immigrants 
from the plains of India, can give no account of themselves. They 
derive their names from villages in which they reside, or resided, and 
believe themselves to be indigenouS to the hills. 

A. third class is that ot the Khassias, who generally call themselves 
Rajputs; they are, however, proI!0unced to be Sudras by discerning 
Hindus: they do not wear the mystical thread of the two great castes. 
Anothe~ external custom which at once distinguishes them from the 
true Rajputs is their not disdaining to handle the plough-an act which 
the poorest Rajput in the hills delegates to a man of lower caste. They 
are generally believed by the natives to be the oldest inhabitants of 
GarhwaI, and they doubtless are the oldest of the Hindu inhabitants, 
properly so called. They form nearly one-half ot the entire population 
of Garhw&.l. ' 

Closely counected with them in social bonds, and probably in his
tory, are a large class of Brahmans sometimes called by their prouder 
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brethren Khassia :Brahmans; who do not disdain to act as purohits to 
the Khassias, and to officiate at temples of petty local deities; they are 
probably the old :Brahmans of Khasdes, the ancient name of Kamaon 
and Garh wal. 

Lower yet in the social scale we find the remarkable race, the Doms. 
Their huts may be seen in every village subordinate to, and separate 
from, the :Bithana, or patrician quarter of the Rajputs and :Brahmans. 
Though totally opposed to all Hindu notions and traditions, which 
would rather represent them as the dregs of Hinduism, the inference 
is irreiistible to a European mind that these are the aborigines of the 
hillA, who have been reduced to their present state, -or rather to the 
state of slavery and degradation in which they were found at the be
ginning of British rule, by succeslli,ve waves of Hindu conquerors 
from the plains. They are distinguished from Hindus by their high 
cheek-bones, smaller but well-set frames, and greater vivacity of 
feature and gesture; and high authorities have discovered in them 
a resemblance to the Gonds, and other undoubted aboriginal tribes of 
India. 

Distinct from all the above-named classes, though they love to con
found themselves with Rajputs, are the Bhotias, who inhabit the 
villages at the entrance of the passes into Thibet, and engage in the 
Thibetan trade, spending half their time in Thibet and half under 
British rule, and worshipping alternately at Hindu and :Buddhist 
shrines. The eyes obliquely set to the nose, the high cheek-bones, 
thin beard, and large projecting ears, proclaim undoubtedly an admix
ture of Mongolian blood; but there can be as little doubt that they are 
right in claiming a Hindu origin. 

There are besides a few families of genuine Mongolians, some of whom 
during the last few years have taken up their homes l'ermanently in this 
district. They are confounded together under the name of Khampas, 
and occupy one or two villages in the Niti Pass • 

.A. connecting link between the Hindus and Mahomedans is formed 
by the Bisnols, an eclectic sect, some of whom ~ve come up from the 
13ijnore District and settled in Snnagar. They are said to be a turbu
lent class, and disliked by the rest of the community. 

D. 11. G.A.RDNEB, A.88t"8tant Commi8sioner. 
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BUNORE. 

B:B.A1DUNS, 27,519.-Of the 27,519 Brahmans (exclusive of their de
graded branches). the largest number belong to the Gaul' class. There 
seem to be no Yaithil, Utkal, Driaur, Tailang, Karnatak, or YaM
rasht Brahmans in the district; but there are about fifty families of 
Gujratis, the same number of Sara swats, and two or three of Kanaujias. 
According to their own tradition, the Gaur Brahmans were invited 
from their native la:nd in Bengal. to this part of the country by Rajah 
la.nmejay, son of Parlkshit, to assist him in the great sacrifice per
formed. by him for the destruction of serpents, in retaliation of his 
fa.ther's death by the bite of the celebrated ta!.shak. Having received 
largesses and assignments from the Rajah, they never returned to their 
homes. The reason why the Ga.urs were invited from so long a dis
tance, when other Brahmans of the Saraswat and Kankubj classes were 
to be got in the neighbourhood, is said to be this,-that the latter 
classes were either reluctant to assist at so cruel a sacrifice, or they 
were not so well acquainted with the requirements of this particnlar 
kind of ceremony as the Brahmans of Bengal, who were always ahead 
of the inhabitants of any other part of India in the art of charming and 
controlling serpents. 

TAGAs, 10,572.-The Tagas are a class of Upa Brahmans (extra Brah
mans), similar to, or perhaps synonymous with, the BhUinbars of 
Bcnares. 

Having been tyagaia (abandoned) by their relations, they were ori
ginally styled Tyaga, and that word has been corrupted into Taga. 

The above is their own story, unsupported by written evidence; but 
by other people generally the Tagas are supposed. to be the off
spring ot a Brahman by some low-caste 'Woman. They are divided 
into two clans-the Blssa, or uncorrupted; and the Dussa, or corrupted. 
Widow marriage is allowed among the Dussas, and not among .the 
IHssahs. 

OC1IA.1W" YA.1UBR.UDLUf OR KATTYA. BRUDfA.N, 179.-These Brah
mans recei.e gifts offered for the benefit of $e dead within thirteen 
ilay8 from the death, and are for that reason considered the m\lst impure 
and degraded. 

DUA.UT, OR Puna, OR Jomi, OR BRAlWIA., 1,234 persons.-They are 
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a degraded class of Brahmans. Their profession ia to interpret the 
influence of the stars on persons of different names and at different 
times, and to receive gifts offered for averting the consequences of the 
influence of evil stars. 

BRATS, 998.-The Bhats are .said to be the progeny of a Brahman 
by a Sudra mother. One branch are called }Jrahma Bh8.t, their pro
fession being the rec~tation or composition ot poetry in praise (and 
sometimes in disparagement) of individuals. The second branch are 
called Jagas, and they. are the pedigree-keepers of the Rajputs in par
ticular, and other castea in general. Third class, Charans, are the 
bards and heralds of the Rajput tribes. They are not to be found in 
these Provinces, but in Rajputana. 

R4lPUTS, 2,319: Tn.!KURS, 87.-Rajput (king's descendant), and 
Thakur (lord of land) are terms of respect for a Kshatriya. The Raj
puts and Thakurs enumerated in this district are mostly of the Bais 
and Gond tribes. 

CHAUnANS, 71,685.-These Chauhans do not claim their descent from 
Prithlraj, the last Hindu King of Dehli, or his ancestors, like the real 
Chauhans of Mainpurl, Pratapnir, and Nlmrana. 

KHATTRis, 921.-It is a subject of dispute whether the Kbattrls are 
the old Kshatriy8S, or a mixed class. 

KA.J.rnOR, 433.-According to their own acco~nt, the Kamboha are 
the old inhabitants of the trans-Indus country, and most of them were 
converted to Islam by Mahmud of Ghazni. The Sanskrit name of 
CahUl is Kamboj, and this is so similar to Kamboh, that, on the authority 
of the above tradition, these people may be safely conjectured to have 
been the ancient inhabitants of CaMl. Their Mahomedan brethren 
state that they are the descendants of the ancient Kai dynasty of the 
Kings of Persia. On the last king of the dynasty having been dethroned 
and expelled from the country, he wandered about for some time with 
his family and dependants in the neighbouring countries. The com
pany, wherever they went, was termed Kai ~boh (assembly of the 
Kais), and that appellation is corrupted into Kamboh. 

Another tradition is that their ancestors were of the same descent as 
the Khattrls, and lived in the Panjab. 

The Musulman portion of the Kambohs are held in the same con-
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tempt by the other Ma.homedana as the Afghans and Kashmirls are. 
The Persian proverb is :-

Yeu ...J..!;WIf, lOYli. E • .doI, Si., .. 6"~ X .... l .. irL 
The Afghan, the Kamboh, and the Kashmir{ are ~oues. 

B.LUllll~ 18,151.-All sorta of traders of the Vaisya clasa are in
cluded in this head. The greater portion of them are of the Agarwala 
branch, inclusive of the Dassas, Bisas, Jamis, and Yaishn08. 

BrsICJob, 4,30S.-They are Banniahs who, without regard to their 
csste. follow the religion of Jhamaji. This man propa.,"'8.ted his precepts 
in the country of llarwar about the rear 1460 A..D. With the exception 

of TIshnu, they worship no Hindu deity, and are therefore held in con
tempt by the Hindus. 

A.B:iB.s, 4, '{is.-This ea...~ is usually put down among SUdraS, but 
according to the ClBhagwat PUran"-which distinctly says that Nand 
Ahir, the adoptive father of Krishna, was a Vaisra,-they claim. to be of 
the Vaisya class. Abhir, of which Ahir seems to be a COlTOption, is • 
mixed class according to Yanu. A Gopa, which is another name for au 
Ahir, is a true Sum according to the "J atimal.;" but tradition makes 
them the progeny of a Vaisya slave girl and a Hajput slave. They seem 
to be veryoldinhabitanta of the district, for the "Ay{u Akbarl' , shows that 
there were many .Ahu zamindars in Parganah Naggfna in Akbar's time. 

According to one tradition, the word Ah.ir is derived from the word 
.IIi, a snake, and Mr, to love (or lover of makes), because wllen the 
c:hi1lren of the &laTe and slave girl lived in the jungle they used to feed 
sna.kes with milk. 

:K.li-"TH, 3,516.-Aecording to the "Jatimala" Kaistha seem to be the 
true SUdn.S. They are there mentioned immediately after the Gopas, 
and before the mixed claMes. Their origin is said to be thus:-That 
a SuJra of the name ot BhUtidatta was I!IO clever in household affairs, 
that the prioce~ his master, styled him Kaisth (1.;, a house, and .(iiln, 
to settle) as his future designation. The following are the twelve 
branches of the Ka.istha :-

l.-lIathar. S.-SUl'ajdhaj. 
2.-Bhatnagar. 6.-Amisht. 
3.-Sribastab. 7.-Gaur. 
4.-SaksenL S.-Karan. 

9.-:Balmak. 
lO.-AithllIll.. 
11.-Kal.3eruht. 
12.-Nigam. 

20 
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JAr, 54, 989.-This caste is nowhere mentioned in the ancient Hindu 
books. They everywhere call themselves degraded Rajputs, and there 
is no doubt that this assertiou is correct to some extent; but the con
jecture that they are emigrants from the trans-Indus regions is also 
well founded. According to their tradition, the original lat tribe, 
called Ponea, sprung from the locks (Juta) of :Mahadeo, or one of his 
chief attendants at Mount Kylas. It must be observed that :Mount 
Kr1as is not very far from the Hindu Kush, which, according to the 
Greek historians of antiquity, was the abode of the Getes, of whoni the 
1M!! are conjectured to be a colony. From. Kylas the lats are said to 
have descended into the plains of the Panjab, and thence to have 
spread themselves in aU Upper and Western India, increasing their 
numbers by admitting degraded and excommunicated Rajputs to the 
tribe, and marrying women of a1most every class. During the decline 
of the :Mughal dynasty, they became independent princes and sovereigns 
of parts of Western India. 

In this district there are three sorts ot lats-Chaudrls, Deswalas, 
and Pachandas. 

GU1A.BS, 6,851.-Originally Gochar, or cattle-graziers. They some
times pretl;lnd to be degraded Rajputs, and sometimes Abirs. 

SANis, 42,736.-This caste is the same ali :Mal!s. 

ROWAB, 9,093.-Very good tlultivators. They call themselves low 
Raj puts, and are said to have settled in this district in the reign of 
Shabjahan. The mode in which women of this caste procure their 
divorce is peculiar in itself-all they have to do is to throw an upla, 
or dried cake of eowdung, from outside into the house; seeing this 
done, the husband separates himself from his wife without further 
formalities, and for ever. 

SAYYIDS, lO,285.-Descendants of Fatima, the favorite daughter of 
Yahomed. 

:MUGHA.tS, 1,564.-0riginally inhabitants of Central Asia. Their 
tribes are Barlash, Chogbatts, Kazalbash. Uzohl, Tark, Kye, ChaIt, and 
Tajak. 

loLllUs, 60,333.-Very few of these are Hindus, called tor the sake 
of distinction Bhainbar. 

LUB UcmLUf SINGH, .DeputV Collector. 
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DAREILL'Y. 

Before entering upon the points noticed in the orders of the Board, 
I think it would not be uninteresting and out of place if I attempt to 
give a brief and rapid sketch of the antecedents of this district, so far 
as I have been able to ascertain. I do not and cannot vouch for the 
accuracy of the narrative, for, as it is well known that there are no 
authentio works to assist me in the matter, I merely give the facts a~ 
I have been able to gather from conversation with the intelligent 
native gentlemen of this oity, and from certain extant manuscripts in 
possessio~ of some of them. 

The country was previonsly covered with dense jungle, and sparsely 
inhabited by AMrs in charge of herds of cattle, sent here to graze by 
rajahs and other large cattle-owners. A. little cultivation was also here 
and there attempted for providing their own simplest necessaries. The 
country was then called Tnppa A.hlran. Matters continued in this 
primitive state till the subjugation of ffindustan by Timm-" and his 
ascension to the thrODil of DehU, when, the AMrs becoming turbulent, 
Rajah Xharack Singh and Rao Rarn Singh. feudal lords of Tirhnt, 
were deputed by the Emperor to bring them to their senses. They 
came to the place, easily routed th& ill-formed and undisciplined A.Mr 
hordes who opposed their progress, and finally took possession of the 
country. TimUr's lieutenants being of the Kather caste, the country 
was named Mulki-Kather. 

Some of the relatives, attendants; and retainers of the two brothers 
went to Powayen, Kharral, and other places in the ShabjaMnpur Dia
trict, where, forcibly or otherwise taking possession of a large number 
of villages, they became tallikdars. A second party went to and settled 
in Chaupalla, now ealled Moradabad, after the name of Moradbaksh, 
son of Shahjahan, in whose l'eign th~ district was subjugated from the 
Katherias. 

The now ruined fe~dal family of SMsgarh is descended from Kbarack 
Singh, and the Rajah of Khatar and Talukdar of Yahal from Rao 
Hani Singh. 

At or about this time one Baedeb and his brother, BarreIaeb, of the 
Katheria caste, built a small town, now called the old town, erected a 
fort, the ruins of which can still be seen, and called the settlement 
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after their joint names :Bas :BareU, which in course of time became cor
rupted into :Bans :Bareiny, the present name of this city and the district. 

In Akbar's time the management of the country was withdrawn from 
the Katherias. 

I now proceed to the question of BUbo-divisions of caste. The ques
tion, I confess, is a very difficult one, and rendered more intricate in 
the absence of aU authentic and faithful work on the subject. In the 
books which are available for reference the facts are so commingled 
with ridiculous traditions and ludicrous stories of mythology, that it is 
very difficult to separate the one from the other. Almost all the sub
sects claim their descent from one or other of the heavenly bodies, or 
of the several millions of Hindu mythological deities. However, I 
have made an attempt to separate the chaft' from valuable historical 
facts, and the result is embodied in the foUowing paragraphs. 

Originally there were only four castes amongst the Hindus-lat, 
:Brahman, i.e., priests, lawyers, and professional mendicants; 2nd, 
Kshatriyas, i.e., the governing class; Srd, :Baishyas, traders and culti
vators; and 4th., Sudras, who had menial services assigned to them. 
From these four primary classes have sprung up the present scores of 
sub-sects we find in the country. 

First, as regards the :Brahmans. Originally there was only one class 
of :Brahmans, called Sanadh. .subsequently they emigrated towards 
the Vindhya chain, and those who settled on the SQuth of it took the 
name of Panch (i.e., five) D.ravir, and those on its north, Panch Gaur
those wbo did ;not so emigrate'retaining their original name of Sanadh. 
Under the first tJaere are again five sub.classes, i.8. :-

l.-GuzeraH, from the men having settled in Guzerat. 
2.-Dravir, from Dravar, near.the River Narbadda. 
3.-Maharast, from Maharatta. 
4.-Tilang, from Tilang. 
5.-Karnatack, from Karnatic. 
Under Panch Gaur have sprung up a like number of sub-classes, each 

being called after the name of the country where they settled, i.e. :-
1.-Gor, from Gor, in :Bengal. 
2.-Sarsuth, from the name of the stream Sarosottr, on the banks of 

which they settled, 
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" 3.-Kankubj, from Kanauj, in the district of Farrakhabad. 
4.-Yaithal, from Yithila, near Tirhut, in Bengal. 
5.-Utkal, panda'" or priests of laggarnath, of Kattack. 
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Besides the above, there are nine additional classes of this sect, but 
they do not appear to be of pure blood, though they would, if ques
tioned, vehemently assert their claim to it. 

l.-lIathUr.-Chaubeys of Yuttra. RumolU' has it that the men 
were previously nts. -

2.-Yagat.-Priests of Gra, in Behar. 
3.-Paukarn.-PrieBts of Pushkar, in Ajmir. 
4.-Gautam.-Alleges to be descended from a saint name~ Gautam. 
5.-Ekbassy.-Priests of Baldeo, near Mutua. 
6.-Yohaverry. 
7.-Golah PUrab. 
S.-Pandey. 
9.-Taggah. 
There is another Bub-sect whieh I omitted to mention before,-I 

allude to the Paluiri Brahmans. Some eight centuries ago the then 
Rajah of Nepaul, with the" view of inducing the diH'erent sects of 
Brahmans to have intermarriage between them, Bent for them. Brah
mans of seven out of the ten sects went to N epaul, acquiesced in the 
proposal of the Rajah, and-settled in the country. 

KAs:InlEREs.-The Kashmere pandita, who attempt to pass themselve" 
off as an offshoot of the Brahman class, are in reality Kaeths, and, like 
them, are the descendants of the illegitimate children of Chittar Gupta, 
of the Byis caste. They emigrated to Kashmere, took the name of 
pandits, and formed themselves into a separate caste. They therefore 
have no intermarriage between their hrother Kaeths of the plains, nor 
do they mess together. 

ll!lIu RAnaSSEN YUXEBrl, 
H6IJd Oled, Oollector', Offic, .. 

SHAHI AHANPUR. 

The tribe of H"mdns found in the greatest numbers in this district 
are as follows ~-The Chandela and Xitheya tribes, who in the par
ganah of lallalabad hold, the former 197, and the latter 49, villages. 
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Different families of the Xanaujia stock, such as Sanadh, Misr, Sukal, 
and others, also hold 23 villages in the same part of the district. The 
Kayeth tribe, chiefly of the Sabena, Bhatnagar, and SUi Wasthab 
families, hold 18 villages, and were at one time more opulent than 
now. 

In Khera Bajhera the prevailing clan is the ;r angahara, and in Tilbar 
and Jallalpur the same tribe in smaller numbers-the Bachhal and 
Katharya being more numerous. Tomar and Gor are also met with. 
1'he Pathak Brahmans also hold some villages. The Bachhal tribe ap
pear to be the earliest recorded occupants of that part of the district 
lying to the north of ShabjahanpUr, where there are also found Katharyas 
in considerable numbers. The tl'act thus occupied includes the par
.ganahs of Negohi, Powayan, and Khotar. In the latter parganah and 
its immediate neighbourhood the Katharyas hold 147 'rillages. The 
Gor Rajputs also have several villages in the same tract. There is also 
a tribe which is said to have descended from the Nepal Hills, now 
settled in Pull!a, called Parbatti. The Bachhal clan is again found in 
the Shabjal1anpur Parganah, where there are also Gor and Pomar families. 
The Bachhal Thakurs hold 71 villages in this parganah ; the Gor Thakurs 
hold some 50 villages near Powayan, Seramau, and Khot&r; and the 
Pomars, 86 in the same parganah, in the same neighbourhood. The 
limits of this note do not permit me to particularize the sub-divisions 
of eaoh of these clans which are to be found in the district, or to enter 
in detail into an account of other inferior or servile castes, which form 
a large part of its population. 

AI regards the origin of the tribes inhabiting the district, I gather 
from local traditions that Gujars, AMra, Banjarahs, and 1&ts are the 
ea.rliest known inhabitants, and that th~se tribes which have established 
themselves here in more recent times drove out or conquered them, to 
be themselves in turn in a great measure supplanted by llusulmans 
from beyonll the Indu'S. In the south of the district the Chandela 
tribe is the Dlost powerful and numerous, and' many years ago gave 
much trouble to Government from their intractable and quarrelsome 
habits, by whom they were known as the Kanddhar Thakurs, from 
the chief village in an i!8.JpL of that name, held by a numerous family 
comprising neady 300 proprietors, of whom Rajah Dale1 Siag is the 
head. 
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This tribe oric,<>in.ally came from the Chandeli Des, in Southern Bundel. 
kliand, where they are found in great numbers, nnder one Rajah Sirpal. 
His descendant in th~ fifth generation, Rajah Pirma!, moved from 
Sh~orajpur (in Cawnpore) and occupied Mohamdabad (in Fl1!rakhabad), 
from whence the sons of his relation, Pet&mber Singh, by name Dhir 
Sah and. Bhir Sah, crossed. the Ganges and occupied Chachnapur, a 
village belonging to the Chach"lia KUrmls, in J allalabad, and spread 
themselves over the neighbouring villages, seizing those they found. 
deserted, and expelling the possessors of others when able to do so. 

The Kanaujia Brahmans appear to have followed the Thakurs both 
of the Chandela and Bachhel clans, and to have received in gift, &8 

religious offerings f~ their maintenance, the villages they possess. 

The Rathores, who are not numerous in this district, though found 
very frequently on its southem border, hold one village, which they 
acquired through one of their tribe, Kasib, marrying the daughter of 
Sahdal, the Katheya Thaknr of Barah KalIan, who bestowed. on him 
Yauzah Kajarl, Parganah .1allalabad, which they still possess. This 
occurred some 400 years ago. The Katheya Thakurs state that they 
came originally from .1 allander,-a tradition similar to that of many 
tribes, •. g., Banjaras and Jats, etc., who describe their ancestors as 
being immigrants from the west. 

Their settlement in this district is said to have taken place 300 years 
ago, when Rajah Yokat Sing came from Patiel! (in Etah) and occupied 
Usain (in Badaon), which was then included iIi the dominions of Rajah 
.1aychand Rathore, of Kanauj. The name of the hero has been better 
preserved than the date of his conquest, 88 we Dnd that the Emperor 
Humayun bestowed the government ot Sambhal on Askarry Mirza ill 
the year 1532 A..D. The incursion of this tribe probably occurred mucb. 
earlier, at a time when the Musulmans had not established themselves 
in this part of the country, as the Katheyas speak of their. an~estors 
clearing the jungle and planting villages, and peopling the land with 
their tribe. The death ot .1aychand, the famous Rajah of Kanauj, is, 
moreover, placed in the era of Kutbu'd-din at the end of the twelfth 
century A..D. 

The Pomar Thakurs, who hold between 10 and 80 villages in the 
parganahs of lallalabad and Shahjahaupur, desCl"ibe themselves 88 
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coming originally from Ujjain, in Central India, under the leadership 
of Rawat Singh, who seized on KUrla Bans Kiria, in Parganah Shah
jahanpur, and, clearing the jungle and eXpelling the inhabitants of 
neighbouring villages, established themselves in this part ot the 
country. 

The Gotam Thakurs, like all their tribe, describe themselves as 
coming from Arghal in Parganah Kora (in Fattihpur) where a family 
claiming to be the head of the race is still to be met with. They 
hold 37 Villages in the south of the district. The Bad6rla Thakurs 
have only three villages, and the Chauhan Thakurs only two, in the 
south of the district. They are to be found scattered about in other 
parts. Some of the latter have also a zamindarl acquired by marriage 
in Pallea, a parganah under the Tarai in the north ot the district. 
These tribes are respectively offshoots of the BadUrlas of Bah Pinahat 
(in .Agra), and the ChauhaDs of MainpUrl and Baugaon (in MainpUrl). 

The Gor Thakurs ascribe their possessioDs in this district to permis
sion having been given them by the Emperor of Dehli to dispossess the 
Gujars of their lands in this neighbourhood, and that their incursion 
took place som~ 900 years ago, under the leadership of Khag Rae and 
Bagh Rae, who came from Oudh and took possession of 62 villages, of 
which they still hold 50. 

They are allied to the Katharyas, and, as these two tribes are found 
generally dwelling together, and the Gor Rajputs claim to be Katharyas, 
their immigration into this part of Rohilkhand may be placed at a very 
early date, for in ancient times the province was called Kathair, as 
is said, from its being chiefly occupied by that tribe, whose warlike 
habits secured them from conquest by the M nsulmans until the era of 
Sha.hjahan. 

Kathair, however, appears to have been often invaded by Yusulman 
armies; and many villages now inhabited by these tribes were included 
in the Sirkar of Badaon as belonging to the district of Gola; but ther 
claim to have been independent of the EmperOJ;' ot Dehli for three 
generations after Akbar's fiscal divisions of sirkars and pargan.a.h8 were 
framed. 

The Rajah of Powayan is the head of the Gor tribe, and the Rajah 
of Khotal of the Katharyas. Tbe country inhabited by the Got and 
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Xatharya Thaknrs is nearly cotenninous with the parganah of Gola,. as 
described in the zillahbandi of Akbar's reign: but they spread them
selves into parts of the modern divisions of Pillibhit and Lackimpur 
(in Bareilly and Oudh), which were not altogether included "in Gola. 
Whether the ancient town of Gora in Powayan, or Gola in Lackimpu.r, 
gave its name to this division l I am unable to say. 

The same district was to a great extent peopled by the Bachhal clan, 
and the Katharyas state that their occupation of Eastern Rohilkhand 
dates from the defeat of the Bachhal Thakurs in one of the incur
sions of the royal army, when the Emperor gave the Katharyas their 
villages. 

The tribe appears, under all circumstances, to have been established 
here from very ancient times. They are said to have occupied the 
chief part of the district of Gola, before mentioned, and are now to be 
found in parts of the Shahjahanpu.r parganah, in NegoM and Tilhar. 
Their first appearan~e in this part of the country is said to have been 
in the year 1000 A.D., under the leadership of Daro Pad, who occupied 
some territory near the modern Farrakhabad. They spread through 
the country in a northerly direction, and count among their f~mous 
men Raja Ben, who founded MaU, which afterwards gave its name to 
one of the tappahs of the fiscal division of Gola. Elliot records their 
occupation in Eastern Rohilkhaud as antecedent to that of the Katharyas, 
and local traditions confirm his view. From this tribe arose the family 
of Rajah Deo and his twelve sons, whose descendants, or rather those 
who claim to be so, are to be found scattered throughout the Shahja
hanpu.r, Tilhar, and Farr{dpur parganahs. The parganah of N egoM was 
occupied by this man's family. As late as the middle of the sixteenth 
century, Chabbi Singh, one of the tribe, obtained, partly by a grant of 
the Emperor and partly by violence, a territory extending over parts of 
the Kant, Powayan, Tilhar, and ShBhjahanpur parganahs; and at a later 
date one of his descendants obtained possession of Semana, which, along 
with seventy other villages in these parts, is still in the possession of 
this tribe. One Rajah Tilokchand Bachhal is said to have occupied 
TUhar, and to have settled his tribe in Pattah Chirkola, \low called 
la11alpu.r, driving out the Gujars and Banjaras. The Katharyas again 
appear on the scene, and local tradition sum ves of their coming from 
the neighbourhood of Benares, which confirms Elliot's view that they 
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took their name from Katehar, in the neighbourhood of Benares, and 
not from their connection with the Katharia Gor Rajputs, who assert 
their desJgnation to be derived from kathiri, a carpenter. Their leader 
is said to have been one Nagdeo. 

There are also found Tomar and Gor families. These are no doubt 
the descendants of the aboriginal inhabitants, the Banjaras, who number 
among the numerous got8 of their claim both Tomars and a family who 
call themselves Gor, from their descent through a Gor Brahman, with 
whom one of their tribe intermarried. 

The tradition that the Bachhal tribe cleared land and settled them
selves in Tllhar and Negohi indicates their origin as being more ancient 
than the Katharyas, who only ousted the Gujars in JaUalpUr. 

The Dachhal tribe brought into the country the ratha~ Brahmans, 
who still hold villages in Tilhar, which they received 8S a religious 
offering for their maintenance. 

The tribe of Jangahara Rajputs are chie:fl.y· found in the Khera 
Bajhera parganah. This clan has always had a .llame for fighting, 
and they state their designation to be derived from the wordsjang, war, 
and, dMra, a Bab word for Man" (hunger),-the men who ~unger for 
war. It is a common joke against a Jangahar' to say that their name 
means beaten in war, ian!! 'kara, an interpretation which they will not 
admit to be correct. The tribe are found in other parte ot the district, 
but their chief seat is in the neighbourhood of Khera Bajhera parganah. 

The Kayaths own 18 villages in J allalabad, and have zam{ndarls in 
other parts of the district as well. 

There is a tradition that 50 villages in- 1 allalabad were in Tery 
ancient times held by Sayyids, who maintained themselves on the north 
bank of the Ganges by the assistance of their brethren in Shamsabad, 
but that they were driven out by an incursion of Rajputs, lind have 
now only four villages in their possession. The toWn called lallaJabad 
i. said to have been :first known by the name of Kar~kolapur Patheyn, 
in the era of Rajah PritM Raj, of Hastinapura (Dehli); and it next 
was oocupied by some JogIs, from whom it derived the name of logfpUr, 
and. retained it until Jallalu'd-d1n Akbar, obtaining possession of it, 
called it after his o~ name; that Hafi.z Rehmat Khan, the Nawab of 
Dareilly, built a fort on the khe;ra in the village. The village is partly 
owned by Kayatha as above-m.entioned; and partlr br KlUl&ujia Drah· 
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mQns, who were brought into the oountry by the Chandela and Bachhal 
Thakufs. 

The M usulman proprietors in the neighbourhood are chiefly Yuzofzaie, 
Warakzaie, and Mahmand Afghans. 

The site of Shahjahanpur wall formerly called Noner Khera, and its 
neighbourhood was inhabited by Gujars, defended hy a fort at the 
junction of the Garrs and Kanhaut rivers, built by Maghi and Bhola,. 
two of their leaders. 

C. 1. D'ANIELL, O.ffieiating Ool18etot'. 

TARA! PARGANAllS. 

There are only two tribes in the Tarai which call for remark. The 
others have moved in from neighbouring districts at various periods; 
and information regarding them will be forwarded in the report of the 
district in which they preponderate; as, for instance, the Rai.p.s in 
Pilibhit. 

The two castes and tribes above referred to-namely, the Bhuksas 
and Tharus-are unable to afford any information regarding the period 
or the reason of their settling in the Tarai, beyond that the former 
state that they came from Dharanagar, and the latter from Chittor. 

The Bhuksas still claim to be addressed as Thakur, and a few wear 
the thread, or janeo. Sir ll. Elliot, in page 258, under the article 
II Des," alludes, among others, to a district entered in the ancient 
registers in Sirkar Kamaon as "Bhuksar, now Kilpurl and Ruderpur." 
Dhuksar is the name still used for localities inhabited by DhuksllS, 
without reference to any particular boundaries, as Tharuat signifies 
tracts inhabited by TMrus. 

The Tharu traditions state that they come from Chittor, and refer to 
1 aima! and Pattah. They state that they were driven from their home 
and settled here. The reference would appear to indicate the third 
Back of Chittore-i.8., that by Akbar, about 1560 A..D. They claim to 
have been originally Rajputs, and state that their a.ncestor~ lost their 
caste by taking td intoxicating liquors and rearing fowls. I ha.ve never 
heard from them any allusion to a GUrkha or hill origin, an idea whioh 
their type of feature itself suggests. The TharUa, as the Bhuksaat are 
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sub-divided into gotB; and interspersed with them are other tribes, who 
are genemUy called TMrUs, but who are quite distinct, such as Gahar
war, who claim to be Rajputs, and are probably some of the Gaharwara 
whom Sir H. Elliot describes as a most interesting race, over whose 
origin and lineage much obscurity hangs. These never intermarry 
or eat with the Tb3.rUs, absU,in from liquor, and never rear fowls j 

others, again, as Dangras, are looked dowll on as & lower caste by the 
TMrus. 

f:\ir H. Elliot says, referring to the Bhuksas, that" those who reside in 
KilpUr{ and Tabna are said occasionally to intermarry with the Tbarus;" 
and states them to be " a tribe found inhabiting the forest under the hills 
from Puranpu.r Tabna, on the Sardah, ~ Chandp-6.r, on the Ganges." 
At present no village of Bhuksas is situated to the east of the Kitcha 
or Gola river, which is about thirty miles west of the Sardah river, and 
which is the existing boundary between the two tribes. The Bhuksas 
range from its west bank to th.e Ganges, and the Tharns to the east, as 
far, I believe, as Gorakhpur. I have never heard ot the two tribes 
intermarrying; indeed, the Bhuksas marry on attaining puberty,_ while 
the Tharus are married as young as their means will permit. Cases 
occur of men of one tribe eloping with women of the other, and & small 
village exists chiefly inhabited by the progeny of such left-handed 
marriages. It is situated exactly between where the Bhuks& villages 
end and the TharU villages commence. 

Either tribe claims superiority in caste, and repudiates any attempt 
at tracing tllem to a common origin, or of any connection between 
them; nor is there, in my opinion, any evidence on which such an 
attempt could be based. Their claims to respective superiority, how
ever, rest on very small grounds,-the Bhnksas charging the TharUs 
with rearing fowls, which they do j while the TMrUs say Bhuksas sell 
:flesh and fish, which they deny indignantly. 

It is ,& circumstance worth remarking that two tribes, under such 
similar circumstances, Should have kept so distinc~ while living in nch 
close proximity. They are both superstitious, and, as a rule, truthful, 
much given to intoxicating drink, and. not very chaste j both more or 
less migratory, only continuing to cultivate the land until it is ex
hausted, and then moving oft' to fresh grounds; both utterly reckless 
with water, with which they inundate their nelds, if allowed to, and 
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utterly careless of the swamps they may be forming: indeed, most of 
the worst swamps could be easily proved to owe their origin to the rude 
irrigating means u/jed by these people. Both tribes are supposed to be 
adepts in magical arts. A few Bhnksas in conversation with me have 
claimed such powers for persons of their caste; but generally they 
laugh at the idea, though they attribute their comparative immunity 
from marauders during the disturbances caused by the Mutiny to the 
general belief in their superhuman powers, which the Desis, or plains- ' 
people, entertained. At the same time they have the greatest confi
dences in their lJarM'ara, or medicine-men, who are consulted on every 
occasion, and who mulct them heavily for their services. 

As a general rule the Tbani is more intelligent than the Bhuksa. 
It is uncommon to find a Bhuksa village with the same name as a 

Thani village. If the Bhuksas had. gradually retired before the Tharus 
from the Sardah to the Golah, names still common among them might 
be expected in the three pargan~hs inhabited by Tharus east of the 
Golab, aliaa Kitcna, river; but I do not know of anY'instance, except 
such common names as Biria or Mahola, which offer, no clue; and 
where Bhuksas are found living in villages called Khanpur, Hussainpur, 
Fattihgang, and Dimarkhera, any attempt at tracing them through 
their village names is hopeless. 

Neither of the trioes have any acknowledged leaders, through whom, 
or through whose title, a clue might be obtained. The office ~arwaick 
or ~ar~aik of the Thanis, being hereditary, continue~ in certain families; 
but they now exercise no function. It appears to bave been given to 
certain Tbani head-men by Kamaon Rajabs for the reasons assigned by, 
Sir H. Elliot in his "Supplementary Glossary." The Bhuksas in the 
Tarai still recognize the authority of a man who. is, I believe, a resident 
of a village in Kashlp6.r; but this authority ~ppears also to have been 
conferred by Kamaon Rajahs, and is chiefly exercised in settling priv~te 
disputes relating to family matters, and is generally exercised byad
ministering a Whipping with a cloth. 

Thanis in this district declare themselves distinct from those who 
live to the east of the Kanaita river, in Oudh, whom they 4eclare to 
be a very inferior caste,-a compliment invariably returned by the few 
Tbarus I have met from that locality. They do not intermarry. 

Neither of these tribes claim for their ancestors the credit of ex-
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cavating the tanks, erecting the buildings, or sinking the masonry 
wells, ruins of which still exist in the Tarai; nor do they ~onnect them 
in any way with their own history. To this day neither the Tha.ru. 
or Bhuksus build even earthen walls for their houses, which are made 
of posts driven into the ground., with beams resting on them. The 
walls are made of reeds, locally termed tant, tied with grass, and 
generally smeared over with mud and cow-dung, with a thatched roof. 
The Tharus keep their residences scrupulously clean. For wells, which 
they only use for drinking purposes, and never for irrigation, a hoI. 
lowl'J tree is sunk into the ground. They employ hill or plains meu 
as lonara, etc., '\'\::hieh all tends to prove that they never possessed know
ledge sufficient to admit of their erecting the places and wells above 
referred to. 

Generally, all that can be considered as tolerably certain is that 
the l3huks8s came about the 11th century from Dharanagar, and the 
Tb8.rus in the 16th from Chittor, intb the Tarai, which they sought as 
a refuge, and which tract was never practically under Yahomedan rule, 
and indeed was looked on as wild and dreadful by the troops of that 
power till the time of the Rohilla Pathans; that these tribel' assisted 
the Kamaon: Rajah, by whom they were protected., and from whom 
they received aannada, etc.; that they.were ever, as now, distinct; and 
that they were probably different branches of Rajputs. 

E. COLVIN, SupfJ1'interulent. 

l[UTTRA.. 

The population of the l[uttra District consists almost entirely of 
Hindus, nearly half of whom are 1ats. Next to the lats, in point of 
number, are the Brahmans, Chamars, Rajputs, Kolis, and Ga4ariyas. 

The history of the Jats is a most curious one. It seems that about 
fifty years ago they consisted of two distinct and separate tribes, com
prising many subordinate' gota or clans. These tribes were,-the Des
wala., that is, the old inhabitants of the country.~ and the Pachada, who 
were, as their name imparts, settlers from the west or north-west. 
Tradition varies as to the origin of the Deswala, but the commonest 
story is that they are descended from Rajputs who married slave girls; 
and it is certain that they have been in the country from time imme-
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moria!. The Pachada, on the other hand, &ret comparatively !!peaking, 
a 1Jlodern race. In aU probability they did not appear in RindustaB 
till the 5th century of our era. Most of them speak. of the Panjab and 
neighbouring countries, and aU agree in pointing to the north-west of 
India as their original seat. There is historical evidence that they 
were settled in large numbers on the lower Indus about 200 A..D., and 
they seem from time to time to have been making their way into these 
provinces. I am told that not more than 150 years ago, numbers of 
these Pachada .Tats came and settled in and around the Muttra District. 

It is not known whence the .Tats derive their name; it is, however, 
supposed that they were once identical with the Gauta of classio his
tory. :Be this,as it may, we know from the" Zafarnama" of Sharfu'd
dln that Timur, when he invaded India, believed the Jats of the Panjab 
to be of the same race as the Tartars whom he met in Central Asia. 

There is little to be said regarding the :Brahmans of Muttra. They 
are principally of the Sanadh tribe. Two classes, howevel'-the Chau
beys and .Ahvas!s,-are deserving of notice. The Chaubeys are 80 

named from their supposed knowledge of the four Vedas, and are found 
in many parts of India; but there is a distinct clan peculiar to the city 
of Muttra. It is said that Muttra ia their original seat, though they 
were compelled by persecution to leave it for a time, and seek the pro
tection of King Sarsein, the grandfather of Krishna, at hia capital on 
the .Tamna, near :Batesar. 

I have not been able to ascertain when and how the Muttra Chaubeya 
eeoeded from their brethren. They have probably been separate from 
time immemorial, yet their separation is marked by no great distinction 
of manners and customs. There is one strange practice peculiar to the 
Muttra Chaubeys, due, I believe, to their limited numbers. 

C. TWIGG, .A"utant Magutrat8 and ~llector. 

AGEA. 

Of the :Brahmans there are ten sub-divisions, as given in 
the margin-sub-divisions purely local. With respect to the 
five Drama clans, I may note that, whereas Colebrooke 
gives "Kashm(d" as the fifth, aU accounts in this district 
give" Karnatik." The htter would seem to be the more 

S 9w.-Gor 
(proper), Kan
kllbJ, Sarsllt, 
l1lt.hlla, Utkal.. 

.E lh-Iww •• -
Tailang. Mahi
r4~ht, Gdzeratr, 
DriVll"ll, Kar
naUk. 
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correct. None of these are found here; and of the five Gor clans, the 
Gor proper, the Kankubj, and the Sarsut are the only three with 
which we have to deal, and of these, the Kank6bj alone hold any 
prominent place. Gors are found in the parganahs of 
Pharrah, F(rozabad, and KhandauH, as purohit, to AMr 1.-00l'Il. 

and other zam{ndars, while members of the Sarsut clan 
l.-8&1'11Qt. 

are found in these three parganahs, also in that of Fattih-
abad i but they Bre only in small numbers, and possess no landed pro
perty. Members of both clans are found in the city of 
Agra. There are five divisions of the Kankubj Brahmans, 
gi ven in the margin. Tlle first two appear in great force 
in this district, but of the others I have discoverE)d no 
traces, and their true country lies to the east of the Ganges. 

3.-KankQbJ. 
l.-Kanaujl& 

proper. 
2. Sanadh. 
a. Sarwllrr&. 
4. Jljliotl. 
Ii. Bhurhlll'. 

The country of the Sanadhs and Kanaujias proper may be roughly 
represented as a triangle, having for its western side a line drawn 
from Pilibh£t, in Rohilkhand, to the south-west of Muttra; and for its 
eastern, a line from PilibMt to the junction of the Jumna and Ganges 
at Allahabad i and for its base, the country bordering upon the J umns 
and Chambal. rivers. Of this triangle the western half forms the 
country of the Sanadhs, and the eastern of the Kanaujias. 

SANADRs.-Tradition assigns the separation of this clan from the 
parent stock to their founder having condescended to officiate at a jap 
performed by Mm Chander after the defeat and death of Rawan-an 
act which alienated them from theit stricter brethren, who, from the 
:murdered Mwan having been himself a Brahman, had refused to take 
part in it. This district forming part of the original country of the 
Sanadhs, they prevail in great force, and apparently outnumber the 
representatives of any of the other clans. In Parganah Pinahat es
pecially, there is scarcely a village in which they are not found as 
zamindars, cultivators, or purohit,. 

KANAUJIAB PRoPER.-Of these there are in all sixteen sub-divisions, but 
only the following appear to be represented in any force :-

DfcRRIT.-Why this appellation of "the initia,ted," properly common 
to all Brahmans, should have become applied specially to this clan, is 
scarcely apparent, nor have I been able to trace the origin of the tribe. 
They are scantily represented here, and appear chiefly in Parganah 
.Fharrah, where they have been residents for some 500 years. 
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CruUBES.-So called from their reading the four Veds. 
GoxAN.-Of this clan there are very few representatives. 
CXAURASlAs.-These are noticed in the Report from Xhandauli only. 

They appear to have followed the migration of the Sikarwar Thakurs 
in the capacity of purohita, and beyond a doubt received their name 
from the "Chaurasi" of the Thakurs. Most probably they came from 
Gwalior, as Elliot mentions having discovered traces of a Chaurasi of 
Sikarwars there at Pahargarh. 

RIToRIAS.-The countries of Jessalmir, :Bikanir, Udeyplir, and Raj
putana generally form the head-quarters of this family, members of 
which have from time to time journeyed eastwards. Within the.A.gra 
District they are found mainly in the Parganahs of Fattihabad and 
Ffrozabad, and in one or two villages of Parganah Kheragarh. 

T.ARAllIAs.-Said to be a degenerate branch of the Sanadh tribe. 

GOUPIDwls.-Said by some also to have originally belonged to the 
Sanadh family, and to have spl'ij.ng from Galib Rishi-some say by a 
low-caste widow, others by Swen!, daughter of the Chanderbans Rajah 
Chandersen. 

:BRATS AND Josxfs.-From their wearing the :Brahmanical thread, the 
classes of ":Bh8.t and Joshi, bards and astrologers, may here be noticed. 
:But they are not true :Brahmans, and accept as offerings iron vessels, 
cloths, etc., which none but the most degenerate of the priestly class 
would take. 

CruTTllls.-These claim next attention, and in historical interest 
might even claim precedence of the :Brahmanical tribes. The following 
are the prominent clans in this district :-

CruUJI!N8-Who belong to the Slirajbans( branch. A. fabulous origin 
is assigned to them. It is said that they were "created" at a jdg per
formed by a great ,.ishi, :Basisthmuni. They are found in all parts of 
the district, but their chief residence is in the Khandauli parganah, 
where they boast descent from the great but ill-fated Pirthi Raj. 
Tradition states that Sangat Rai, the grandson of Chahie Deo, Pirthi's 
brother, had twenty-two sons, of whom seven settled at :Balram, in the 
Etah District, whence their descendants, the ChauMns, subsequently 
migrated to parts of Muttra and .A.gra. The time of this movement it 
is impossible to ascertain, but they would seem to have occupied their 
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present positions for upwards of 500 years. Their dispersion in all proba
bility took place very soon after the downfall of the Hindu monarchy. 

BKADAUIUA.s.-These are a branch of the Chauh'-ns, gaining their 
distincti ve name from Bhadawar, near Atah, south of the Chambal. 
This place appears to have formed the centre of their tenitory, which 
included the parganah of Pinnahat in this district. Only in J.>innihat 
do they appear in any force. 

SIJURw1R.-Also belonging to the 8Urajbans{ family. They appear 
to be so styled from their residence about 8ikarwiri, in the Gwalior 
territory. Thence they have at times, from 400 to 600 years ago, 
moved northwards, and sent their representatives into this district. 

:MoRfs.-Also Surajbans{s. The true origin of this name is unknown. 
One account deriyes i~ from an alleged ancestor, Moradduj. Their true 
country is Dholpur, and the tract round Chitorgarh. 

PARmhs.-This term also appears underived, nor have I been able 
to trace out the original locality of this clan. 

POMARs.-Originally seated in Oujein. Their appearance in these 
parts is thus explained :-Raja Bij{paI, of Baiana, wished to bring 
about an alliance between bis daughter and the son of Tindpal, of 
Oujein, and with this view sent an embassy with presents. Tindpal, 
however, objecting to the proposed marriage, ordered the ambassador 
to return; but his son Lakansl, meeting them on his own account, 
accepted the proposal, and, in spite of Tindpal's ()bjections, brought 
back the party to Baiana, and there the marriage took place. 

lA.DoN8.-These are the descendants of the Ohanderbans{ Raja Yadn, 
and were first seated in the parts round Kerauli, on the Chambal, and 
Baiana. 

BAREBIRfs.-These are a branch of the ladons, and descendants of 
Raja Tindpal, originally settled round Baiana. Their distinctive appel-
1ation is ascribed to Akbar, to whom they afforded great assistance in 
the capture of Chitorgarb. The term lJareair appears to be equivalent 
ito llahadur. They are principally resident in the Fattibabad and 
Pharrah parganahs, and appear to have comt across from BhartpUr 
110me 200 yeaTS ago. 

TOV.111S.-To this family belonged Anangpal and PirthC Raj. Upon 
tbe di'3So1ution of the ltindll monarchy, the Tomara migrated south
wards and settled in various parts of Gwalior. 
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KAc:mnvllrJ.8.-These claim descent from Xash, the eldest Bon of 
Elm. They are traced back to laiplir, which now forms their chiel 
seat, and whence they expelled the Minas and Barg6jars. 

T.&.RXANs.-The origin of this clan is Brabmanical. It is Said that 
lour brothers, Brahmans, who in the time of Raja Tindpal were notori. 
ous da.coits, were offered pardon if they would abandon their evil courses. 
They did so, and, to show their complete severance from their old caste, 
threw aside (tar" ","y&) the Brahmanical thread, and hence their name. 
They are found chiefly in parganabs rharrah and rinabat, and appear 
to have come from Mnttra. 

BABGu,u,B.S.-They claim to belong to the thirty-six royal races, 
descendants of Lava, Ram's younger son. Their true oountry is Rajore 
and Jaipur. Expelled thence by Kacbbwabas, they sought refuge in 
Anupshabar, Rohilkhand, Muttra, Etab, and Aligarh. 

RmTol!.8.-Originally residents of JaipUr and lodpur, and allied to 
the Rajas of Kanauj. Relationship to the old romar and Sikarwar 
settlers lOOms to have drawn theIQ here. In rarganah KhandaulI they 
have resided some 100 years, while in Kharegarh they scarcely date 
back beyond the last decade. 

ThuxU1lS.-The illegitimate descendants of Surajbansi Rajputs, the 
offspring of alave girls. They are said to have come originally from 
the banks of the Narbadda. river, and to have journeyed northwards in 
search of a livelihood. 

IlfDOLIA8.-This clan, originally from Indore, is but scantily repre
sented here; they mainly appear as zamlndars and cultiv~tors in the 
parganab of KhandauH, but the time of their coming is unknown. 

:BAClUL.-The original country of this small clan is unknown, but 
their main residence is in Muttra, Aligarh, :Badaon, and Shahjahanpur. 

GEHLOTS.-These are noted as residing chiefly in the parganabs of 
Firozabad and Khandauli, and are said to have been settled here for 
several hundred years. Members of this clan, from which have pro-
ceeded the two great families of Sisodya and Abarya, Rajas of Udaipur, 
are dispersed as landholder. over almost all parts of these provirices. 

lAS8AwATs._A branch of ladons, originally residents in tessalm{r 
and Jaipur. They are noted as eettlers in the parganab of KhandaulI. 

:B.A.IS.-Thill is one of the twenty-six royal races, and trom them 
Baiswara, in Oudh, takes its name. They ate scattered in considerable 
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numbers over the whole of the North-Western Provinces, and in this 
district appear chiefly in the parganah. of XhandauH; but their resi. 
dence here scarcely dates back beyolld the last 100 years. 

CRANoELs.-This clan is also rulW dispersed over the greater part of 
the north-west. They wefe QriginaUy seated in the province of Chan· 
deH, by the N arbadda, and held a principality there. They have been 
for several hnndred years residents in.a few villages in the Khandauli 
parganah. 

The next three tribes to be noticed are the Xhattrls, XachCs, and 
nts,-all originally connected with the Chattrl class. 

hums are scattered about the district without any special locality, 
and are said to have immigrated here from Dehli. 

KACRfs.-Descended from the Kachwaha ThakUl1l by slave girls. 
They abound thrQughout the district, and are very old residents; but 
they seem to han settled especially in Parganahs XhandauU, Khera
garh, and Pinaltat. Those of the latter parganah state that they came 
from Dholpfu:,-and this seems to have been their most recent move
ment. 

HTs.-These are said to be the illegitimate descendants of Thakurs 
and low-caste concubines. Their sub-divisions are numerous, the names 
of which, equally with those of the KachL clans, bear testimony to their 
origin. The fabulous origin assigned to them as sprung from Mahadeo's 
jatta scarcely merits notice. :Most of the clans are represented in this 
district, and appear to be most conspicuous in the parganahs of Pharrah, 
XhandauH, and F!rozllbad. They date back JJlany centuries, and appear 
to have settled here from Aligarh, Muttra, and Ehartpur. 

B.A.NNU.Rs.-Representing the third or Vaisya haran. Their sub
divisions are numerous, more or less true in blood. The following are 
the most prominent here :-

AGARW ALu.-Respecting the original sea.t of this tribe, accounts 
differ greatly: the most reliable seems to be that which ascribes their 
name to their residence in Agroha, on the borders of Hariana. In the 
parganahs of Khandauli, Pharrah, Hasur Tehan, and Kharegarh they 
appe~ in great force: in. Pharrah some 300, in. Kheragarh some 500; 
in the other parganahs there are not many. 

PALUWA.Ls.-So called from Palle, in. :Marwar. These are not 
thorough Vaisyas, having BirbUjar blood in. them. In the time of 
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Mau'd-dIn Ghori (1150 A.D.). they migrated eastwards, and settled in 
the parganah,s of Pharrah, KhandaulI, Fattihabad, and Pinnahat. From 
Pharrah there has recently-some twenty-five years ago-been a mov&
ment to Kharegarh. 

::K.ANnELWALS.-Yentioned as resident in Plu-ganahs Kbaregarh and 
Pharrah, whither they came several centuries ag9 from Dhartptir. 

ll"Axo:as.-lIuttra is said to have been the original seat of this clan. 
They are old residents of the district, and are found in large numbers 
in all parts except the Kharega}:h parganah, where they have only one 
village. Their settlement appears to have extended over several cen
turies, and various periods are stated-from 100 to 400 years. They 
are not true VaisyMt being descended from a Vaisya by a Chaubey 
woman. 

Dn.wA..Rf.A.s.-T,his clan is mentioned only in the Pharrah parganah, 
where it has settled some 300 years, hanng migrated from Dehli. 

K!n.ms.-The Kayath class occupies an intermediate place, and is 
variously reckoned as the only representative of the true SUdra caste, 
and as one of the mixed classes: Mathor, :Bhatnagar, Saksena, Sir£bast, 
and Sliragduj, Nigam, Gor, Amisht, Kanan, Aitona, Kalsirisht, and 
DaJmrk, severally.giving their names to the twelve Kllyath clans. Of 
these, the Dhatnagar,. Saksena,. Sir£bast, and Kalsirisht clans are repre
sented throughout the distri~t, and in large numbers. A few members 
of the Aitana clan are found in the Ph8.1Tah parganah; as also some 
PentaUsas, a sub-division of the Mathor Xayaths.. 

It now remains to notice the most prominent of the mixed classes. 
AIrlRs.-Said to have sprung from. &Chattr'fathe~ 8lld Vaisya mother. 

Tradition here gi""es Hariana as their original seat, but ibis most pro
bably refers to a sub-division only. Their antiquity is great, "AbMrs" 
finding mention in the uRamayan" and "Mahabharat." They are 
found in all parts of the district,. and seem to have come mainly from 
lIuttra. Their migration dates back from 200 to 500 years. 

Khhs are numerous throughout the district, aBd have settled at 
various times. 

lIA.LLA1lS.-These seem to belong to the old NisMd, or ftsl:.er class. 
N.urfs.-Accounts vary as to the origin of this tribe. They are 

abundant throughout the district. 
:Bm.ufs.-Their origin is also variously stated. 
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KUuds.-Described as the descendants of a slave girl and the ille
gitimate son of a Chattrl. 

GADARIT.{.-The descendants -of an outcast KIirm{ by a concubine. 
Alienated from the brotherhood, they lived apart in the jungle, gaining a 
livelihood by grazing herds. -Such is one account. Another makes them 
to be the offspring of a Karan (Kayath ?) mother and a Vaisya father; 
while a third account asserts them to be Gujars, and a fourth AMra. 
The latter explanations have this plausibility, that amongst Gaderiyas, 
equally with Gujars and AMra (and also lats), there prevails the custom 
of the younger brother taking to wife the widow of the elder. The 
time of their settlement here cannot be definitely ascertained, but they 
are beyond a doubt old residents. Their sub-di visions are manifold, and 
keep as aloof from one another as if they were distinct castes. 

LonAB.S.-Explained as the descendants of a Kurmi by a concubine, 
caste unknown; and again, as merely a su'b-division of the Chattrl 
caste, probably leparated from the original stock by the speciality of 
trade. 

K15xRAu.-The offspring of a Brahman's KaMrl concubine by a 
Sudra. Another account, however, quoted by Colebrooke, makes them 
descendants of a :Brahman and a Chattrl girl. There are three classes, 
arranged according to their manner of working,-( 1) MathUriya, work .. 
ing by hand; (2) GoIa, working by the wheel; and (3) Parodis, toy
makers. 

LODAJrS.-Of the origin of this tribe also various accounts are given; 
one making them the descendants of an AMr by a Chattr( woman, 
another, of a Chattrf father and low-caste mother. They appear to have 
come here from Muttra and BhartpUr Bome 400 years ago, and are found 
in the northern parganahs chielly, being very rare in those of Iradat
nagar and Pidhat. 

CJUl(Us.-The most reliable accounts state this tribe to be descended. 
from a Mallah by a ChandaJ. woman; others from a Stidra father and 
NisMd mother; while another, stated by Colebrooke, makes them the 
offspring of a Bhang{ woman and a Brahman. 

KoLfs.-Descended from a :Bais father and a slave girt 
DlLuraxs.-Descendants of an O1ltcast .A.hfr and a Chamarl, or, as 

given by Sir H. Elliot, of a Cham~r and a Chanda! woman. 
A. SELLS, Officiating Deputy CQlHotor. 
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YAINFURr. 

AGARW lus.-AgarwaIas are found in the town of Mainpurl, and also 
Shekoabad and its immediate neighbourhood. They profess the J"ain 
religion, but are by descent Hindus, and state that they came from 
Agra or Agroha (supposed to be so called from Agrasen), near Dehli, 
about 116 years ago. 

AlliRs.-The AMra are very numerous throughout the whole district; 
and are also considerable landholders, more especially in the parganahs 
of Shekoabad and llustafabOO. Their principal sub-divisions here exist
ing are as follows :-Fhatak, Nigana, J"iwariya or J arwariya, Dhamar, 
Dunr, Xamariya, Xaraiya, Sondele, Rant, Lehngaya, Angere, Bhragade, 
Badosiya, Malgoraya, Gaindua or GOOna, and Ghost All these claim 
to be Nandbansf except the Fhatab, who are really by descent Thaknrs, 
and, like them, have a bad character for female infanticide. 

B.us.-Some Bais Thakurs settled at Bhewar about 250 years ago, 
in consequence of an intermarriage between a member of their family 
and the Raja of lIainpUrl, who gave them sixty villages, which they 
still hold. They are sub-divided into two got,-the Bharadwaja and 
the Garg, the former being the more numerous. 

BlLUIOlfi's.-A Brahman caste, found scattered in small numbers here 
and there. They accept alms from all classes indiscriminately, and are 
therefore held in very low esteem. 

BllArs.-The Bhats are Brahmans by descent, though now acarcely 
reckoned amongst the Brahmanical families. 

BUHvAlJs.-The principal sub-divisiona of Brahmans found in the 
district are the Sanadh, Gor, Saraswat, Kanaujia, lfathurlya, and 
Byohm. 

Byoll1lAS.-All Brahmans of this class are dealers and money-lenders, 
and so derive their distinctive name. They profeSs to have come from 
llarwar and Cham, in Rajputana, about the middle of the last century, 
and pow hold several zam!ndArls here. 

CllA.Ulllls.-The Chauhan Thakura are the most numerous and in
lluential class in the district. 

CBJlI..UI.S (LOCAL NAlIE, CxOllDA.B8).-It is said that the Chirars were 
in occupation of the country when the Chaub&ns invaded it and dis
possessed them. 
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KAMARIYAs.-The Kamariya .AMrs hold eleven villages in the Main
purf, and forty-six in the Mustafabad, parganah. 

LcnHw.!Jlls.-There is a small settlement of Kachhwaha Thakurs 
at Dcvapura, close to the town of Mainpurl. They say that their 
original home was beyond the Chambal. 

LUTRs.-There are twelve families of Kayaths, all of whom claim 
descent from a certain Chitra Gupt. 

KIRARs.-The Kirars hold thirty-five villages in the Shekoabad par
ganah, and claim to be a branch of the ;{ adava Th8.kurs. They say 
their great ancestor, Kanwar Pal, invaded the west country and took 
a strong city called Kirarwar, from which they derive their distinctive 
name. They settled in the district which they now occupy about 500 
years ago. ,Sada Sakh, Kirar, Zam{ndar of Karera, puts in a pedigree 
beginning with Varadeva, in which Kanwar Pal, alia8 Karoli Pal, figures 
as a direct descendant of Krishna; and two of his near descendants, 
Chattar Pal and Puran Pal, are stated to have settled, the first at 
Akhrend, the second at Chattarauli, about 1445 Sambat. This is the 
only date introduced throughout. Wilson, in his Glossary, describes 
the Kirars, though with a query at the end of the sentence, as a low 
tribe, whose occupation is to sell grass and exercise horses, and identifies 
them with the lcirdts (barbarians), the cirrliaace of the ancients. There 
can be little doubt that Kirar and lcirdt are really the same word, but 
the description above given is mucn too unfavorable a one for the people 
answering to the name in this district; and Wilson appears to have 
overlooked for the moment a passage in "Manu," x., 43, 44, where 
the Kirats are included in a list of Kshatriya castes (so far confirming 
the local tradition) which h,ave become degraded in consequence of 
neglecting their proper religious duties. 

1(1I~tQ fSfi'f:lT(ftiqlff(¥tt: ",r:;c~stl?l'q: 
~\ff~ mrr ~ 5(TG1t111~if ;:r fCi1J(fT: 

The Kirats of whom Wilson_was thinking are no doubt those men
tioned in the "Padma Purana," with the Nishadtl, Bhils, Pulindas,-etc., 
as descendants of the dwarf who was supernaturally bom of King 
Vena, and was the embodiment of his sins. 

MATHURIYAs.-The Mathuriyas are a class of Chaubey Brahmans who, 
as their name indicates, have come from Muttra. They say that they 
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first settled in lfainpurl about 300 yean ago, and that Chittor was 
their original. home before they moved to lfuttra. 

RAGHUBANSIs.-Some Raghubansi Thakurs hold three villages in the 
neighbourhood of Ghiror. They state that they came from Ajudhia in 
the time of Raja .Taichand of Kananj. 

RAmoRS.-The Rathor Thakurs are Surajbans{, and came from 
Ajudhia in the time of Raja .Taichand. They have a cMurasl in 
Karranlie which now comprises eighty-eight villages, though some of 
these have been recently acquired. 

PlIATAXs.-The Phatak Ahirs hold twenty-one villages in the Sheko
abad TehslH, and give the following account of their origin :-There 
was a Raja of Chittor of the Sissodhia line of Rajputs, commonly 
designated the Kateri Rana. His capital. was attacked by the King of 
Dehli, and, of the twelve gates of ~e city, one only held out. There
fore, when the invading anny had retired, the Raja decreed that the 
guard of the twelfth gate and their descendants should ever thereafter 
be distinguished by the name of Phatak. They profess to be actually 
descended from this Raua by a ilolll marriage with the daughter of 
Digpal, Raja of lfahaban, an Ahir, and they are accordingly reckoned 
among the AMra. From this marriage two sons were born, Bijay 
Singh and Hansraj: the former abandoned his native district, and, with 
a disorderly band of followers, roamed. the country till he came to 
Samohar, then in the hands of the lfewatis, whom he dispossessed and 
there established himself about the year 1106 Sambat. The lands in 
the occupation of their descendants are still called the Samohar cAaurasJ. 
The family of Hansraj, the second son, scttled at Khat Khers, in the 
vicinity of Dehli. 

SANADBll.-The Sanadhs form one of the largest and most influential 
Brahm,an classes ,in the district, being most numerous in Bhangaon. 
They are divided into two main lines. The first contains sixteen.gotB, 
of which the Sandi!, the Gautama, the Vasisht, and the Bharadwaja 
are the principal. here found: they say that they came as the puroMtB 
of the Rathors, first to Rampore, and thence to Bhangaon. The second 

·line comprises, three-and-a-half gotB. They say they came from Sambhal. 
400 yean ago. 

SONA.RS.-The Sonara of Bhangaon claim to be Thakurs from Kananj, 
which locality they profess to have left 1500 or 1600 years ago. 
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SARA.'V'GIEs.-The Saraugies (lains) are numerous in the town of 
Mainpud. There are two divisions, which have no intercourse with 
each other, the Sarallgie proper, and the Lohiya Saraugie. The latter, 
so called from the trade which they follow, are considered the inferior. 
The former have a temple of some antiquity by the Ganesh Darwaza, 
and the Lohiyas have r~cently erected a new temple for themselves at 
very considerable expense. The separation between the two classes 
would appear to be of recent date. 

TANKs.-The Tank Thakurs hold eight villages in the Main purl 
Tehb{H. They claim to be J'adubansi, and say that they came from 
Karraulie and Tank, and settled in the village ot Kosma, dispossessing 
the former occupants, who were Brahmans. 

T:a1KUll.S.-...The Thakur classes found in the district are as follows, 
of which several have already received special mention :-Chauhan, 
Bargujar, from Gujrat" Kachhw8.ha, Tank, Raghubansi, Rathor, Jadava, 
Gor, Bais, Gahlot, Tomar, Dhakara, Bhadauriya, and Baghela. 

F. S. G:aowm, .4.l8istane Collector. 

ETA WAR. 
The early history of Etawah, and that tract of country now included 

in the district of that name, is involved in the same doubt and obscurity 
which rests upon everything Indian prior to the commencement of the 
eleventh century. 

The pandits produce ,10"e8, said to be derived from the uMaMbMrat," 
in which the name of Etawah occurs, but these appear to be forgeries; 
indeed, though there are reasons to believe that the place is of con
siderable antiquity, and though the current tradition is that MahmUd 
of Ghazn{* took Etawah after a three days' :5.ght in 1022-23 A.D., after 
his unsuccessful attempt to protect his ally, the Raja of Kanauj, no-

• Though it is not, I believe, the commonly received identification, I have no 
doubt myself that th~ famous place of Munj, which Mahmlid destroyed in 1017-18, 
is no other than the Munj situated in the district, fifteen miles north of Etawah, the. 
size and height of whose khera is almost, if not quite, unequalled m the Doab. The 
account of MahmUd's marches is confused to a degree in all the Persian histories; 
but I think that, taken as a whole, the present ~tuation of Munj will luit their nar
ratives as well, if not better, than any other. 
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thing authentic is known of its history until towards the close of the 
twelft.h century. 

Etawah formed part ot the antarlJ,/l according to later historians, 
and it seems probable that it was lit one time an integral part of the 
kingdom of Kanauj; but long before our authentio history commences 
the country (over which the Kings of Dehli then seem to have claimed 
sovereignty) had ceased, I think, to own even a nominal allegiance to 
the .Rathor Dynasty, and the whole tract seems to have been overrun· 
with Yeos, whose turbulent lawlessness had reduced it almost to a 
wilderness. .A. time came, however, when two powerful Rajput races 
-the one from the south and the other from the west-swept over it, 
and, having exterminated the Yeos, founded a number of princely 
houses, many of which to this day retain the titles, and (notwith
standing our anti-talukdari polioy, so pertinaciously clung to for more 
than halt a century) something of the possessions, of their great an
cestors. 

Of these two races, the earliest to appear on the Beene were the 
Senghars. 

Claiming, like the Gautam Rajputs (well known in Azimgarh, 
launp1lr, Ghazipur, Fattihpur, etc.), to be descended from Singhl or 
Siringhi Rish and a daughter of the then monareh of Kanauj, they 
pretend that their own immediate ancestor, ru.randeo (or Sorandeo, as 
some have it), son of radam Rish and grandson of the homed sage, 
Singhi Rish, having received the tiltJlc from Raja Dulip of Antar, 
migrated southwards and established an important kingdom in the 
Dekkan, or, as most will have it, in Ceylon. 

For seventy-two generations the Senghars ruled in the f~ south, 
whence, moving to Dhara (Dhar t), for fifty-one more generations their 
sovereignty remained intact. Thence they appear to have been forced 
to migrate to Bandh~ whence again, an generations later, they mQved 
to Xanar, a place near laggammanp1lr. Here it was that, in the 13'1th 
generation from Singh{ Rish, Raja BisUkde~r SUkdeo, as he is in
differently called,-the founder of the modern fortunes of the Senghar 
Raj, first saw the light. 

I entertain no donbt that he is a real historical personage. His birth 
in aU the kurBi-nameAl is assigned .to the year Sambat 1122, or 
1065 .&.D. j but I am myself inclined to believe that his birth has been 
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thrown 100 years too far back, and that the correct date would be 
1165 A.D. 

He married DeokUlah, the daughter ot '1 ay Chand, apparently the 
Rathor Raja of Kanauj, who in 1194 A.D. was defeated somewhere in 
the Etawah District by Shahabu'd-dln Ghon, who, it is said, pIund,ered 
Etawah itself about the same time. 

This victory destroyed for ever the great kingdom of Kanauj, and 
paycd the way for- the Senghar and Chauhan principalities. Bisukdeo 
took possession of the whole of the eastern parts of the present district. 
nis descendants allege that he received it in dower on his marriage 
with the daughter of the Kanauj Raja, on condition of exterminating 
the Meos, who were then ravaging the whole country. But this seems 
scarcely likely, since at the time of his marriage the kings of Dehli 
claimed sovereignty over this tract, and had made, about the time of 
the famous battle of Tirauri, a grant of a porti,pn of it to their own 
employes. 

In 582 R., or 1186 A.D., one Udaikarn, of Ajudhia (a Sdbastam 
Kayath of the Dusera division), presented himself at the Court of Pirthl 
Raj as an aspirant to the royal favor. Proving himself both brave and 
clever, he was sent with a force to Phapund to reduce the Yeos to 
order; and in A.D. 1191 received a formal 8annal conferring on him a 
jaih1r of Rs. 50,000, with the title of Chaudhri. 

Then came the destruction ofthe Dehli Raj in 1193 A.D., and ofthat 
of Kanauj in 1194 A.D., after which both the Kayath and the Sen ghar 
appear to have obtained the favor of the conqueror. Poker DaBB, Udai
karn's son, was confirmed in his father'sjagh1r and title, with the addi
tion of being nominated hereditary Kanungo of the shag of Phapund, 
with further emoluments; while l3isukdeo and his SODS obtained firm. 
hold of the whole of the rest of the eastern half of the district. 

Of the Kayaths, Chaudhr{ Ganga Pershad, of Burhedanna and U mn, 
Talukdar and Honorary Magistrate, still (with branches of his family) 
hold nearly the same villages they obtained in grant some 650 ycars 
ago; while the Rajas of Bharrai, Jaggammanp\lr, Ruru, Sakkat, and 
(Il.l the multitudinous "Rua," "Rawat," and "Ktinr" kinsmen, holding 
some 800 to 400 villages between them, sufficiently maintain the name 
and position of their great ancestor. 

It was somewhat later than the advent of the Senghars that the 
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Chauhan Raja, Sumersa (grandson of Hamir Shah, killed at the taking 
of'Rattambu.r in 1230 A.D., by .Altamsh), with his two brothers, the 
founders of the Rajore and Yainpun Dynasties-aU being sons of Raja 
Uram Rao, and great-great-grandsons of Pirt1U Raj,-made their way 
from Nimrana to this part of the country; when Samer Shah with his 
Chauhan followers and friends took possession of the whole of the 
western portion; as the Senghars already had of the eastern portion, of 
the district. This I take to have occurred somewhere about 1266 A..D., • 

and I gather that the ChauMns obtained a certain amount of countenance 
from Ghyasu'd-din, in consideration of their having aided to exterminate 
the Meos, who were then, as ever, the very 6ete noir8 of all regular 
administration. 

From this stem the Rajahs of Pertabnir and Chakkernagar, the 
Rana of Sikrorl, the Raos of 1 assohan and Kisnf, and other princely 
houses, sprang, and though they probablr no longer hold more than a 
fifth at most of the 1,122 villa~s over which Sumersa once exercised 
regal authority, the Chauhans are still the dominant ra.ce of the west, 
as the Senghars are of the east, of the Etawah District. 

But though the Chauhans and Senghars are, and have been for fully 
600 yearsJ the ruling races here, it must not be supposed that these 
are the only castes, or even the only Rajputs, who deserve our notice. 
Before the Senghars, the Gaur Thakurs in the north-east, and, after 
the advent of the ChauMns, the Bhadaunas in the west, were in their 
turns powerful, and have left till this day representatives in many 
village communities. 

The Gaurs belong to those dim middle ages in which nothing can be 
distinguished with certainty. According to their own traditions, they 
migrated from Sopar in the west as early as 650 A..D., and took up their 
head-quarters at Parsu, reclaiming much of the surrounding country 
from the everlasting Meos, whom everybody was always conquering, 
without, it must be confessed, their appearing much the worse for it. 

In about 1000 A..D. the Gaur Thakurs were, they assert, in great 
force in that tract of country now known as Phapund, Akbarpur, 
Oreyah, RassUlabad, and Ders Yangalpu.r parganahs, having their • head-quarters at Yalhausie, and founding fifty-two (~awan) ghar{s, 
amongst which Phapund, Umrl, Du.rhedana, and many others later 
granted to the Kayath Chaudhrfs, are enumerated. Who exactly.Allah 
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and Udal (the worthy Rajas of Mahoba whose prowess is sung to this 
day at the commencement of the rains by all the minstrels and peasants 
of the Central Doab) may chance to have been, and whether they were 
men or myths, the works of reference at my .command do not enable 
me to decide; but it is to those doughty warriors-but specially the 
matchless archer, Udal-that the Gaur Thakurs-ascribe their deCeat 
and ruin at the very commencement of the twelfth-century. Else
where they again, on various occasions, rose inta importance, but here 
they never regained their lost supremacy, though their descendants to 
this day continue to hold &hail, Karchalla, laura, and other villages 
in this and the Cawnpore Districts. 

The l3hadaunas on the west, whose head-quarters are in the l3all 
Pinnhat p~rganah of the Agra District, claim, as is well known, great 
antiquity, and are (owing to the favour in which they stood in the 
later times of the Mahomedan Emperors, which are least forgotten) 
allowed precedence by the Chauhan, of Manchhana (or Mainpurl) and 
rertabnfr; but in reality these l3hadaurias were of no importance 
when the great Chauhan houses were founded hereabouts, and only 
rose into notice when the Chaubans of Etawah had been for nearly 400 
years the rulers of the whole country round about. It was during the 
time of Shllhjahan and his successors that the l3hadanri8.a (always a 
troublesome and disreputable set) obtained a permanent hold, which 
they still retain on much of the Chauhan territory. 

Mingled with the l3hadauri8.s are a few communities 01 Dhakera 
'Raj puts, who appear to have migrated hither from the direction of 

• 11011' they reconcne this early date with the alleged faci that Udal married a 
daughte. or sister of Jaichand of :K;anauj, I cannot pretend to say. Everyone knows 
Udal's story,-how as a boy he broke the Kahari's ,ham; and how, taunted by her, 
he went and..recovered hie father'1 skull; his loves, his conquests, and his sad fate
are they not told in all our chronicles P 0", such contains nearly 1,000 pages ot 
close manuscript, solely devoted to Udal and his family. .But for all that, I am by 
no means convinced that he and his exploits are noi PUll myths, and that his whole 
story, as originally told, was not a semi-religious fable. It he was a man, and not a 
myth, the story of his marrying Jaichand's daughter need give no trouble. Every 
family who ever married in old days into any Rathore family of Kanauj nOID gil'e out 
that their ancestor married Jaichand'. daughter. Probably it may have beeJl one of 
his great-grandiather's chobdar', daughters j but this ia all the same to them. 
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Ajmu- ea:r:.1y in the sixteenth century, and to have early joined them
selves with the Bhadauri8s. For nearly two centuries they bore ~ 
reputation &8 robbers and cut-throats second only to that of their pro
totypes, the Yeos, and to this day they are, I think, th& least respect
able of our village communities. 

In the east, again, where this district marches with that of Cawn
pore, a good many oC the Gahlor-or, as it is sometimes written, Gahlot 
-Thakurs are to be found. The head-quarters of this clan, hereabouts. 
at least, is Parganahs RassUlabad and TirUa Thattia, Zillah Farrakh. 
abad. They profess to have made their way, about 1400 A..D., from 
lIuttra and DehU, to assist Sultan Yahmud Taghlak in maintaining 
order in and about Kanauj, anil to have received the 600 villages they 
still proCess to hold in reward fol' their services. That they obtained 
their prf'sent holdings about the time that that most blood-thirsty 
ruffian, Tamerlane, had reduced -the whole of Upper India to a state 
of anarchy is, I deem, probable enough; but although Yahmud Taghlak 
was residing for a short time at Kanauj, it was as a mere refugee, 
and I doubt whether he ever atUmpt~ to keep order (lnywllwI, or pos
sessed any' power to reward allies. I suspect by u their own good 
swords they won those lands, " as certainly later "by those same swords 
they kept them." 

A considerable number oC Parihar Thakurs are to be found in that 
portion of the district south of the rivers Kuari and Chambal, known 
as the Taluka Sandus. Inhabiting, as these people have done, that 
intricate and inaccessible net-work of ravines that abuts on the Panch· 
naddi (as the coniluence of the 1 amna, Chambal, Sinde, Koad, and 
Pahuj is here termed), they have ever been a peculiarly lawless and 
desperate community. 

The great ancestor of these Parihars was :Belan Deo. From him, in 
the 8e,"enth generation, descended N ahir Deo, one of whose fourteen 
sons, Paup Singh, founded this particular clan, who were then located 
in :Biana, Zillah AmritpUr. Very early in the eleventh century, and 
consequent on (though why consequent, none can explain) the defeat 
ot: .A.nang Pal by YahmUd of Gbaznf, Samit Rai, the then surviving 
head of the house, fied to Sandus and colonized the country tliereabouts, 
which his clan still continue to occupy. 

The Kachhwahas are also represented in this .district. The Xaurs 
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of :Bailah were once rather important landholders, and, with their 
numerous kinsmen, still hold :Bailah itself and a few other villages. 

The Kachhwahas appear to have emigrated at an early period from 
Gwalior or its neighbourhood to that tract 'of country now known as 
Kachhwahl Ghar. Thence in 1656 A.D. came one Ajab Singh, who 
took service with the then Raja of Ruru, and later, through his master's 
influence, obtained possession of :Bailah and other villages. :Besides 
this family, there are a good number of this caste (all emigrants from 
Kachhwahl Ghar) sprinkled here and there about the eastern parganahs 
of this district. 

To retum, the Rajput races were the pioneers, but with them and 
after them came tribes of :Brahmans, a

9
s panditB, purolu"tB, and pujarn, 

who soon obtained villages or portions of villages as maaf1.8, or as sub
sistence provisions, from their warlike patrons. 

Throughout this district, if we except the Oreyah parganah, the 
Kanaujias are in majority. A very considerable proportion of these 
belong to the Dubai division (or got)'j and one celebrated Dubai, Shi v
nath, is recorded as having accompanied Raja Sumersa when he first 
established himself in Etawah. Throughout the .north-east of the dis
trict Kanaujias abound, but all admit that they only came by degrees, 
finding their way one by one to the courts of the Senghar chieftains, 
from whom they obtained grants of lands, and whose rights they in 
many cases usurped in the course of time. 

In the centre of the district, for some reason, there always remained 
a broad belt of debateable land between the Senghars and the ChauMns, 
and in this neutral ground, about 1500 A.D., appeared two Kanaujia 
:Brahmans, Dhun ond :Mun (querV, should these be Dhan and Man ?), 
born, it was said, at N andhaha, near :Bithilr. These soon possessed 
themselves peacefully of a very considerable tract of country. 

In the Oreyah parganah (which is not generally known), the 
Sanaurias or Sanadhs predominate, and are represented chiefly by 
Sing{as and Merhas, two well-known gotB of that sub-family. There 
are a considerable number of Singia if :Brahm~:q zamindars, and these 

• The Singias are also called Gargia Chaubeys. They say that Garga Charaj, Sri 
Krishen's guru, belonged to their family. Their name is derived, they allege, from 
that of their native country-a tract near Dehli, which was once known as Smghi. 
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aU date their origin from one llasdeo. According to them their an
cestor first settled at Sabhda under the protection of the Senghars, and 
then one of his SODS went to Dehli, where he obtained service late in 
Shahabu'd-dfu. Ghori's reign: 

Ther are probably in error in dating their advent so far back as 
1200 .LD., but they are unquestionably one ot the first of the Brahman 
septa nQW existing that settled in the district. 

The Merhas profess to have been from early times the family priestS 
or the Senghar :Raj of Bharrai. 

In the Etawah parganah, besides the gradual influx of Kanaujias, 
two distinct immigrations of other :Brahmans are noticeable- as having 
to this day left numerous representatives. 

Very early in the fourteenth century, when Alau'd-dln took Ran
tampUr, Chitorgarh, and other places, one Rampant, a famous pandit, 
made his way to Etawah. With him came Ugarsen, MathUrin, and 
others of that sub-division of the Sanaurias. Ugarsen's two sons, Radho 
and Madho, rose to more or le~s importance, and at this present moment 
their descendants of the twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth generation, 
as well as the descendants of their father's companions, are to be found 
almost throughout the Etawah parganah. 

Another and far more important sept of Sanaurias are the It Sabam" 
Chaudhris of Manikpur. Their ancestors, it is generally allowed, ao
companied Raja Sumersa on his first settlement in the district, and 
from him obtained the title of Chaudhrl and a grant of several villages. 

In later times they possessed, it is said., a cAaura&i of villages. 

Of the ;Kayat or wciter .. cIass, besides the important Phapund family 
already noticed., a considerable number are to be found in the Etawah 
parganah. Of these the most noticeable are the Ayara family (Snksenai 
Kayats of the Pardhan aI), whose ancestor, an inhabitant of Kananj, 
migrated to Etawah after :Raja laichand's death, and w~en Sumena 
took possession of Etawah, .entered his semce. . 

Besides these, there are the Chakwa and Parasna Kayats, to whose 
family belonged the famous Raja Nawal Rai, "Whom the Nawab Ban-• 
gash. killed. These are Suksenai Kharrai. Again, there are the Ekdill 
Kayats, Suksellai, DUsera, and others,. whose ancestors were one and 
all followers or servants of the Chauhan :Rajas. 

22 
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For traders the Etawah District has never been famous. Inaccessible 
ravines, dense jungles, and the unchecked rule of virtually independent 
petty Thakur chieftains were not elements conducive to the rapid 
development of commerce. 

About 400 years ago one Mota Mal, a Khattr{ of J alaun, settled in 
the old city, and there, with a number of relatives and kinsmen, grew 
to importance. He built a magnificent residence-one might almost 
call it a palace-which still, though'ruined (and all its best marble and 
stonework long since sold away by his numerous pauper descendants), 
attest the builder's wealth and taste. 

Of the humbler traders or Banniahs scattered everywhere about the 
district, a large proportion are Aggarwallas. These Aggarwallas are said 
by Elliot to derive their name from Agroha, on the borders of Hariana; 
but I believe that this statement is incorrect, as by all tradition, written 
and oral, they are descended from a person named Augar, or Ugar. 
A.ccording to some accounts he was a Brahman saint, ~ugar RikhisUr ; 
while others call him a Kshatriya Raja, Ugar Sen. Be this as it may, 
he had seventeen sons, whom he married to the seventeen daughters 
of Basuk Deota, King of the N agas. 

The descendants of these Nag-kannies, or snake-daughters, were 
called Aggarwallas, and these comprise to this day seventeen pots,· 
named after A.ugar's seventeen 80ns. "Those snake-ladies brought with 
them a number of slaves, and the descendants of these were called 
IJaBBa, to this day a well-known though inferior race of Banniahs. 
How these Aggarwallas, descendants of saints or monarchs, came to 
sink into the position they have ever occupied within the historical 
period. is, I think, easy of explanation. Admitting, 0.8 is now unques
tionable, that these serpent-kings, of whom we hear so much, were 
nothing more than the chieftains of tribes of invaders whose birthplace 
was beyond the Himalayas, Scythians, as Elliot calls them, and con
curring with Elphinstone that any considerable admixture of the blood 
of these barbarians in the pure Rajput stocks is highly improbable,-I 
believe that many of the inferior castes, and amongst others the Aggar-

• Villi" Garag, Gotal, Basal, NayaI, Tandal, Metal, Sangal, Mangal, GOD, Chaudan, 
Abarn, Dhabarlm, KusaI, Gangal, and three others which I have neTer been able to 

find out. 
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walla Banniahs, the Kayats, the Gujars, and the .Tats, originated in 
marriages between males of the pure Brahman and Rajput stocks and 
females of the later hordes of invaders. The su,bjec*, however, is one 

which I cannot here discuss further. 
Then we han the Jameya Banniahs, of whom there are a good many 

in Oreyah, and who are remarkable as having until quite recently always 
buried their dead, whom they now place on a mat and fling into a 
river. They claim descent; from Pahla<!, son of Hiranya Kasyap, but 
they take their name from Jameya, their more immediate progenitor, 
who, abandoning the "panth" or sect of Hiranya Kasyap, became 
initiated in the worship' of Bishen (or Vishnu), and prescribed the same 
to his descendants. Like others of the trading and! laboring classes, 
their advent to this part of the country seems to have been subsequent 
to the eomparative restoration of oroer u.nder the Rajput chieftains. 
Besides these J ameya Bauniahs; there are the Oaharwar, Oahore, 
Didhomra, and Ptirwar, or AjudiahbasCs, and others, whose traditions, 
though useful in discussing the general question of the origin of the 
inferior castes, would be too tedious to. dwell on here. And lastly, 
before eoneluding this passing notice of our traders, we are ~ound to 
name the Yarwarf&-commercial adventurer~f many castes, who, 
second to none in enterprise and industry, periodically seek in these 
provinces the fortunes they generally return to spend in their cfutant 
homes in Marwar. 

Hitherto we have considered only the Hindu races, and the truth ill 
that ours is an essentially Hindu population, amongst w~ch here and 
there a few Mahomedans only have been permitted to 1iDd homes. Not 
as conquerors or rulers, for the most part came the Mahomedans to 
Etawah: nature had so fortified the Rajput principalities here that 
neither Shah nor Nawab ever ventured to interfere much with them, 
though in course of Akbar's time the whole was duly included in the 
subah of Agra, under-the dastUrs of Etawah, Bhaugaon, and Kalpl. . 

In early times the whole northern half of the district was traversed 
from west to east by a portion of that broad ten-loB belt of tlMk jungle, 
which-though now in many localities replaced by cultivation, and 
everywhere greatly diminished in breadth, is still to be traced through 
the Mirat, Bulandshahr, AJigarh, Etah, MainpurC, Etawah, and Cawu
pore District.e-=-was once a dense continuous and jungle forest. 
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The whole of the south of the district was, and indeed still is, a net
work of terrible ravines (then everywhere densely wooded), fringing 
throughout their whole course the 1amna, Chambal, and Kuan rivers. 
Lastly, right through the centre of the district runs the Sengbar, which 
for the last thirty miles of its course here is bordered on either side by 
a belt of ravines, in many places several miles in breadth. These latter 
ravines, even up to 8 recent date, were so densely clothed with khair, off. 

rewaj,t chenkar,t babul,§ and others of this thorny race, that it was 
difficult in many places for even a single footman to thread his way 
amongst them; and all tradition leads us to believe that in past times 
tho 1amno-Chambal ravines were no less den~ely clad. 

It is therefore no matter of surprise that, close 8S Eta~ah was to 
the capital of the great Mahomedan Emperors, the Hindus always con
trived to hold their own, 80 that we have but few, and these but little 
important, Mahomedan families to chronicle 'here. 

Phapund and Etawah alone have any Mahomedf!ns. To Phapund, 
early in the sixteenth century, from ;r a!1upur, came Sayyid Yusuf, a 

native of Bokhara, known to us now as Shah Jaffer Bokharl. With 
this good man came his brother, Bayyid Tayab, and his family; aud 
this latter's descendants are now the leading Mahomedans of Phapund. 
A.bout the same time appeared also at Phapund one Baba Sejhanand, 
who is said to have been born in Totadar£, near Ajmir; and with this 
Baba the Bokhm contracted the strongest friendship. Doth Sejhanand 
and Shah Jaffer, who died in 956 Hij ri, 1\ left a name for goodness and 
sanctity, revered alike by Hindu and Musulman,-and ilowers are 
sprinkled, lamps are lit, and snow-white sheets are still spread upon 
th$ Mahomedan's tomb at festivals by the pious of both creeds; ,while 
tbe great fair of Shah :Bokha.rl~ held yearly at it to this day, shows 
how long and 'brightly If good deeds shine ont npon tba naughty 
world.." and how, even in the darkest ages and amongst the most 
ignorant people, a career of pure unse11ish piety and good works will 
conquer sectarian prejudiees, and live to distant generations in the 
hearts of multitudes, who, though they will not imitate, can at leut 
admire,. its virtues. 

In Etawah we have tlyo families or clans of Yahomedans. The 1izst 

• Acacia CatechlL t Acacia Lencophlrea. :t Acacia Trispinoea. 
t Acacia Arabica. D The date is on his tomb. 
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are Shaikhs, who, emigrating from Bagdad, settled in Dehli in Chengiz 
Khan's time, early in the thirteenth century, and thence in the time of 
the Emperor Akbar (whose saDnads they retain to this day) moved to 
Etawah, of which they became the hereditary kaz(s, although they 
never appear to have become landholders. The other clan are Sayyids, 
whose progenitor, Sayyid Jabba, of the :Barah Sadat, obtained. in 
Faruksfr's time a small grant of land in Etawah from the Vizier A.bdulla, 
who, as is well known, belonged. to the same famous Sayyid stock. 

There still remain the inferior castes, of whom in this district the 
A.hirs, Cham.irs, Kachis, and Lodhis are perhaps the most noticeable 
and most important. Of the origin. of these, or the times at which 
they first occupied. the district in considerable numbers, nothing can be 
said with certainty_ 

Looking back through the dim vista of 1'eceding ages, we seem to 
discern traces of a time when the Etawah District was widely different 
from anything it has ever been within the historic period: a time when 
population was very dense, and when arts long since forgotten, .and. a 
religion now unknown, grew and flourished everyw~ere about the dis
trict. Even in the midst of barren plains, ancient sites t of considerable 
magnitude, and in some instances extraordinary height, attest the im
portance and antiquity of the towns under which they once slowly grew. 
Fragments of a highly glazed and ornamental pottery, such as in A.sia 
is now scarcely produced anywhere out of China, and portions of sculp
ture, which even now, weather-beaten by unnumbered seasons, are 
almost Grecie in the purity of their design, from time to time crop 
up-mute records of arta and civilization, such as in the last thousand 
years have found no parallels here. Even the principal mosque in 
Etawah itself is nothingt but a modified :Buddhist temple, to which it 
is impossible to assign a later date than the fifth century of our era. 

• From such BCl'apa of tradition as I have at various times collected from the people 
and from native books, modern and ancient, I hope some day to be able to show good 
grounds for believing that most of the more important of the lower castes ~ring from 
unions between the ",aU, of the higher castes and females of the aboriginal inhabit
ants of the countryt or in some cases (and these are the most respectell ot the lower 
castes) the females of -the so-called Scythian races. 

t Known as iAerM. 
: I was the first to point this out, and even now it ill BOt generally knlnnl. 
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Some great calamity then devastated the country. War and pestilence 
may have contributed; but there are nowhere the fainte!lt traces of 
irrigating channels--water is very far from the surface, and it is to one 
of thOf<ll terrible famines to which this part of the Doab is peculiarly 
liable that I myself am inclined to attribute the change. 

The next glimpse we catch of the country-it is almost tenantless, a 
straggling wilderness, overrun with scattered hordes of robber savages. 
then came that widely-extended 'I'efte~ movement flf the southern Rajput 
triLl's towards the north and north-east, which, 'Commencing long before 
the ('arliest important Mahomedan invasion, has Reverl I think, been ade
quatelyexplained. Other tribes doubtless preceded them, of whom even 
such faint traces as we have of the Gor occupation no longer remain to 
us; but the first to obtain a lasting footing here were the Senghars' and 
Chaubans' bold hearts and strong arms, before whom the plunderers 
soon melted away. Once more something like protection to life and 
property is afforded: the Brahmans come with science, Buch as it is, 
and all that still remains to them of a declining civilization; agricul
ture becomes possible; herds multiply in something like security; 
commerce and banking spring up to aid the distribution of growing 
wealth, and the Tatars, Mughals, and Yahrattas have successively held 
nominal sway, and exercised a more or less real authority over them. 

BRARlCANs.-I note, though it is probably so perfectly well known 
as to require no repetition, that Brahmans are divided into two great 
classes--the Panch Gar, who reside north, and the Panch Dravira, who 
reside south, of the Vindyachal mountains. 

The Gar contains five great families :-1, Sarasut; 2, Kankubj; 3, 
Gor; 4, Maithal; 5, Utkal. 

The Dravira contains five other great families :-1, Tailang; 2, 
Drawar; 3, Maharasht; 4, Kamatic; 5, Oujar. These do not inter
marry, I believe. 

The Kankubj, with whom chiefly we are concerned in these pro
vinces, contains five sub-families:-l, Sanauria, or Sanadh; 2, Kanaujia j 
8, Jijhotia; 4, BhUlnb8.r; 5, Sarwaria. Thes~ do intermarry. 

The Kanaujias, again, comprise sixteen divisions and 104 goe,; and 
similarly each of the sub-families include a vast number of divisions 
and gots. No two authorities agree as to these, and some years ago, 
after recording some hundreds, I came to the conclusion that these dis-
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tinctions were of no value. Doubtless, however, Brahmans of the same 
gota cannot intermarry. The distinction of gotB had their origin in the
idgB and oms performed by their ancestors and founders. 

KAYA.TlIs.-These, as is well known, claim descent from Chandar, ~r 
Chittor Gupt, who had two wives and twelve sons, each of whom was 
founder of a separate clan. There ought, therefore, now to be only 
twelve such clans, but a thirteenth has been somehow introduced, and 
the Kayaths are always said to contain twelve and a half families. These 
are-I, Mathur; 2, Bhatnagar; 3, Srlbast or Sclbastam; 4, Suksena; 
5, Kalserisht; 6, Negam; 7, Gor; 8, SUraj-thug; 9, Amisht; 10, 
Aithana; 11, Balmek; 12, Karan; 12t, U nais. 

These cannot intermarry, but each of these are divided, first, in 
great Bub-divisions, as the Srlbast into (/.I) Kharai, (6) Dusera; and all 
these sub-divisions into innumerable dlB, the members of each dl being 
unable ta marry in their own dl, ~r out of their own great family. 

O. A. HUXE, C.B., Collector. 

ETA-R. 

Out of a population of 614,351 souls, there are 71,662 Chamars and 
10,900 Kolls. 

It is not known from what part of the country the Chamars came, 
but it is possible that they have settled here on account of the leather 
trade. They are sub-divided into seven classes-viz., JatuaJ Kaien,
KUrah, Jaiswar, Jhosia, Azimgarhla and Kuns • 

.A.HiRS AND .A.m.Rs.-O£ these there are 63,193. 
LODRAs-Of whom there are 58,758 souls in this district. They are 

chiefly to be found in the parganahs of Etah and Marehra; they hold 
zamindari in this district, and are old inha~itants. There are six sub
divisions of caste among~t them, viz., Pataria, Mathuria, Sanka.1.lajaria, 
Lakhia, Kharia, and Pania. The Pataria caste abounds in Etah, and 
came from the west-the districts of A.ligarh and Dehli. Atranji
kherall is an ancient seat of the Lodhas. Lodhas aXe said to have come 
from the hills. 

TlUKUJis.-Of these there are 53,132. The principal tribe of 
Thakurs, inhabitants of this country, are Chauhan,' Rathors, Solankhi, 
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Tomars, Kattrar, :Baie, Dhakre, Fowar, Jadon, :Bhatalai (or Bamtalai), 
Bargujars, Fondair, Gorah~r, Jaiswar, Kattia, Gor, Kachhwlilia, Ragh
bansl, and 1 ais. 

CUAun.{N.-These Rajputs or Thakurs trace their arigin from the 
neighbourhood of Sambhar and Ajmir; they came into this district 
from that quarter and Dehli. 

RU1l0BS.-This is a very old tribe of the Thakurs. 
SOLANXllfs.-They first came into this district from Gujrat, BOme say 

Tonk. 
SONlmfs.-A branch of the SolanklUs, and are to be found in Eklehra 

and Garh!a. 
TOllUBs.-The famous Pand6s are said to have been of the Tomar 

caste. Their originl!l country was HastnapUr, Indar FraBt, or Dehli. 
JUTTfA.Bs.-Theyare only to be found in Farganah Azimnagar, and 

they came into this part of the country from lallandhar. 
KATTI.A.s.-Theyare only to be found in Farganah Azimnagar. They 

came likewise from lallandhar. 
:Bus.-They are to be found only in Parganah NidhpUr. They say 

that they came from DaondIa Khera, in Baiswara (Oudh), and belong 
to the royal race. 

DlIA.X.RAIs.-A tribe of Rajputs who are now to be found in Mauzahs 
SUndrain and Meholl, Farganah Nidhpur. 

P.A.NABIRs.-They are to be found in Farganah Azimnagar. 
l,uruNS.-The Raja of .A.wa and the Zamindar of R-ustamgal'h are of 

this tribe. The Raja of Awa holds zam.IndAri in Parganahs Marehra, 
Etah, Sonhar, Azimnagar, Patiali, and Soron. 

:BlllTAILIAs.-They are to be found in Mauzah Mogarra Tatyf, Par
gllnah NidhpUr. They came from across the Ganges. 

:BABGU.T.A.BS.-l')ley are to be found in Ujhaipw: and Nandgaon, in 
Parganah SaUlt. 

PUNDfBS.-They are said to have come from Hardwar some 1100 
years ago, and hold zamindarl in the :&lgram .Parganab, Tehsil Kas&
ganj, Ulayi Khass, Indrayi, and laitpura. 

G.A.BlUBEBS, OD. G.A.U1W!EBs.-An obscure tribe of the Rajputs found 
in the Farganahs of Fachlana, :Badria, and Bilram. They are said to 
have come frOID Ajmir some 225 years ago. 

J.A.J;SW!:B., or J.A.IS are to be found only in PlU'ganah A.zimnagar, and 
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they are stated to have come from Jaisalmlr or J"agnair, while Sir H. 
Elliot mentions they came from Kasba J" aie, in Oudh. 

GAURS.-A royal race of Rajputs-the ancient Kings of Bengal were 
of the Gaur caste. They came from the east of KaslU (Benares). Bar
hola and Sanori are their zammdan villages. They are sub-divided into 
Bhat Gaur, Brahman Gaur, and Chamar Gaur. Barhoia zammdars are 
Brahman Gaurs, while the Barona .zamfudars are Chamar Gaurs. . 

KAcmrw1ru.s.-Akbarpu.r, Tamraura., and Sikandarpu.r are the abode 
of Kachhw8.h.a Thakurs. 

ltA.lllANsfs.-To be found in Nidhpu.r Parganah.. 
BlU.1DUNs.-There are 53,132 souls, principally Sanadhs. 
KAcnfs.-They are sub-divided into Kanaujia, Hardla, and Suksena. 
GAD.uU.s.-Of these there are 21,479. 
BANNLUIS.-Ofthese, 15,412 are in this district. 
YAlw"ANs.-There are 12,907. 
KrSAUNs.-There are 11,966. 
BAlmYfs.-Theyare probably aborigines. 
KuST1l8 OR KUrHs.-The Suksenas are original inhabitants of San

keBab, near Serai Agath, in. this district, and this district may be said 
to be their native country. Other Bub-divisions are

KULSmRISTs.-From Oudh, thence to lallaisar and Shekoabad, and 
in this district. 

S:aIBASTA.l(s.-Came from Oudh, Khairabad, and Gonda. Srlbastam 
Swens, and Kulshirist hold zamindan. 

C. 1I. T. C:aOSTllWAITE, ])eputy Coll8ctO'l'. 

JALAUN. 

The principal castes of this district are :-1, Kachhwaha Rajputs; 
2, Senghar Rajputs; 3, Gujars; 4, Ku.rm{s; 5, Brahmans; 6, Yah
ratta l'andits. 

The KUrmls hold 107 villages. 
Next in this district come the Brahmans: they hold 198 vUlages; 

the Gujar caste have 105 Yillages; the Kachh)Vaha Thakur~ hold 84 
villages; and the Senghara 62 villages. 

It will be remarked that, though this district is considered in Bundel
khand, yet the Bu.ndel& clan only have three villages. 
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KAcmrwbrA Tru.xUllS.-The Kachhwaha. Thakurs, who inhabit the 
north-western part of the district, situated on the banks of the Pahuj 
and J umna, are represented by the Raja Man singh, of MmpUr. A 
branch of the same clan is the Raja of Gopalp6.r, another jagh~raar. 
The Raja of Sikri is also of the same clan. 

SENGHA.ll RA.TPUTs.-The Senghar clan holds many villages in the 
north-eastern part of the district, near the banks of the lumna. Their 
representative is the Raja of laggammanpill-. 

GUJARs.-The G6jars state they came from the west of India. The 
principal Gujar families are Dhantoli, Hardol, and Babye; but none are 
of any note, or hold large estates. 

MA1IRA.TTA P ANDITS.-The first appearance in these parts ot the 
Mahratta Pandits was on cession to the Peshwah in A.D. 1726, by 
Chattersal, of a large tract of land containing 3,481 villages, given in 
payment of assistance rendered against the Nawab of Farrakhabad, who 
had invaded this part of the country. 

KUliMfs.-The KUrmfs, although playing a most important part as 
agriculturists, hold no in1luential position. The same remark as to 
position applies to AMrs, and all the inferior castes. A native tradition 
exists that this district, anterior to the conquest by Chattel'sal BUn~ela, 
was entirely held by the Meo caste, an inferior clan of Rajputs. 

A. H. TERNAN, Lr.-CoL., lJeputll Commu&i()Mf'. 

1RANSI. 

Very little can be said in this district on the subject regarding which 
the Board have called for information. There are no records or .annad. 
extant, and, as a rule, the people have no traditions of their own his
tories. There are no large colonies of Rajputs or other well-known 
castes, and no tract or portion of the district is occupied by anyone 
particular tribe. Rere and there may be found the scattered ?Dcmbers 
of the same family, but with very few exceptioqa there is no one f.unily 
holding more than two or three villages. 

There have never been any inducements to settle in this part ot the 
country. There are, indeed, signs of its having been a prosperOnB and 
well-populated country in the time of the Chandels; but since their 
expulsion (probably about 850 years ago) the country has been overrun 
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and held by dift'erent conquerors, and the people have been badly 
iovemed, and were, when the English took possession of the district, 
very much reduced in numbers, and generally wretchedly poor. 

The castes whioh exist in the greatest numbers in this district stand, 
as regards numbers, in the following order:-

1. Brab.m.ans ..•.••.••..•.•.••••••.••.•••••••••••... 46,818 
2. Cham8.rs.. ..••.••.••.••.••.. ...• ••• ..•••••... .•..• 36,566 
3. Kachhis ....••.•.•••....••..•..•.•...•....... ....• 31,772 
4. Koer{s and Khushtahs ........................ 24,202 
5. Ahirs .......•.. ".................................. 23,274 
6. &jputs .......................•..........••...... 15,847 
7. Garereahs ••••••..••......•..•..•••.•..•.••.••..• 15,232 
8. KUrmis .•••...•.•••..•.••.•••••........•....••••• 13,150 
9. BUndew ..... .... .....•........•...•........... 10,507 

10. Lodhis ...... ....... ....... ..••.•..... .....•••.. .... 10,420 
11. Kangars ..•..... ....................... .•.. ...•.. ...• 8,592 
12. Kayaths ..•.................•..•..•..............• 7,889 

SAKEREAHs.-These people are said to be Gonda; they live in the 
jungles in the southern part of the district: they are no doubt the 
aborigines of this part of the country. They are very wild in their 
habits, and look more like monkeys than men. They have no tradi
tions, and can give no information about themselves. 

ClIANDELS (Rajputs).-Th~se number only ninety-four in this district. 
KA..NGAB.S.-These people are said to be one of the many castes who 

owe their origin to Bishwa Karma, a Brahman, and Ganashi, a woman 
of low caste. They say that they settled here about 650 years ago, but 
this is not at all certain. It is most probable that, taking advantage 
of the misrule and disorder whkh prevailed after the great victory 
gained by I'irthl Raj over the Chandels, they invaded and took pos
session of a large portion of this district; for when the Bundehls-came 
they found the Kangars rulers of nearly all the tract of countrY which 
lies between the Dassan Nadill and the River I'ahuj. They had in 
those days their capital at a place called ltw-ar, about seventeen miles 
from Jhansi. They are like the Bhara in the launpur, BtJnares, and 
Yirzap6.r Districts, who also were rulers once of. that' part of the 
country-the thieves and chaukidars of the district. 

BmEL1s.-These men, as well as those of the DhandeIas and I'onwar 
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castes, are spurious Rajputs. They are sprung from the Gahanvru-s, 
one of the thirty-six Rajput tribes. They came from Kantit and 
Khairaghar in the Mirzapu.r District. They were probably forced to 
emigrate and come westwards by the pressure caused by the Mahomedan 
invasion of the Doab and Oudh, and the colonization of Oudh and the 
J aunpu.r, Azimgarh, and Eenares Districts by the Rajputs, ·who were 
driven eastwards by the Mahomedans. They conquered Bundelkhand 
at the commencement, I believe, of the thirteenth century, but it is 
impossible to fix the exact date. 

l>nA.NDELAS (spurious Rajputs).-I have not been able to find out 
how or when they lost caste. They intermarry with the Eundew and 
Ponwars. They say that they settled here 700 years ago, and that 
they are descended from DhandhU, one of the officers in the army of 
Pirth{ ~aj. There are only 353 of them in this district. 

PONWAB.S (spurious Rajputs: see above).-They settled here after the 
conquest of the country by the Eundelas, about 400 years ago. 

PUUURS (Rajputs).-The head of this family lives at Jignl-an 
independ~nt State on the right bank of the Dassan river-and the clan 
hold twenty-seven villages in this and the Hamfrpu.r District, and in 
adjoining Native States. Those in this district are descended from 
Gobindeo aud Sarangdeo, the grandsons of the head of the family, Raja 
J ujhar Singh. They were here long before the Eu'ndeM conquest, pro
bably in the time of the Chandels. They came no doubt from Marwar, 
of which country the PariMrs were in possession up to the commence
ment of the twelfth century. 

Kx.lTTfs (Rajputs).-There are now only sixty-five of this tribe in 
this district. 

SAINGAR (Rajput).-These number 409. They came from Jagmo
hanpu.r, on the J umna, about 300 years ago. 

EAIS (Rajputs).-These number 710. They came from Dundea Khera 
in Oudh. Like all other Eais, they state they are true Tilok Chandi 
Eais, and are descended from the great Raja Salbahan, the conqueror of 
Raja Eikramaj(t, ot Ujjain. They settled here 'probably at the close 
of the fifteenth, or at the commencement of the sixteenth, century. 

GA.UR (Rajputs).-Say they came from lndurkhl, Scindiah's territory 
(formerly in the Jalaun District), 300 years ago. 

DllANGfs.-These men assert they are descended from Lav, one of 
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the sons of 'Raja Ramchancl, and that they eame here from Nanna, in 
&indiah'. territory, 900 years &000-

lLunvuis.-These are the money-lenders in this district. 
GtullS.-Tbis tribe numbers in this district 3,860. 
Konis DB KBt"SlI'r.lll.S.-'These are the weavers in this part of the 

country. They are in great numbers in the towns of Man, Erick, 
GUrserai, and Bhandere.. They number- 24,202. The Koeris came, so 
they say, from Benares BODle '100 years &0000, and the Khushtahs frolll 
Chandairl (a place renowned for ita silk manufactures) 600 years &".'"0 j 
but I do not think it likely that they have been here so long. The 
Koerls make K'luriu.J and other cotton goods, while the Khushtahs make 
silk articles only. The Koeris assert that they are descended from 
Bibhwa K.armay a Brahman, and Ganashi, a woman of inferior caste. 

l!rs.-The number of this tribe in this district is 350. They say 
that their ancestor was hom from the matted hair (jata) of lIahadeo 
-hence their name. They settled in this district about 700 years &".<>0, 
and came from Gohad, a place in Scindiah's territory, about twenty-five 
miles norlh-east of Gwalior. 

K6uds..-These people state that they ~"1'ated from. the BOUth 
1200~ago. 

LoDlDs say they came from Narwar, in Scindiah's territory, 1000 

yean &".'"0. They have a tradition that they originally came from 
Ludiana., in ~e Paoj8.b. 

KArnms. These people also assert that they came from N arwar 1000 
years &".'"0. They claim descent from the Kachhw8.ba Rajputs. 

It is a matter of great diffi.culty-iudeed, it is next to impossible
to trace out the origin of the n~us castes and 8ub-divisions of 
castes j but it will be found that there were two great causes which 
led to these sub-divisions,-4he one, the ~"'88 of men of higher 
with women of inferior caste j and the aeeoncl, the adoption by aome 
member of the family of a particular profession. ~oinally there Were 
very few castes j but easte in India 'became a social usage, and anyone 
becoming an outcast, or withdrawing himself from his own eaate, found 
himself compelled. to institute a new caste or sub-division of caste. 
Thus the KachhCs ascribe their origin to the union of a R8jput and a 
woman of a lower caste. The Koerls and the Khangars claim. descent 
Crom Dish". Karma, a :Bnhman, and Ganashl, a woman of low caste. 
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The Garereahs take their name from their occupation-gaaar (~. 
being the Hindi for sheep. So also do the Lohars, Sonars, CMpas, 
:MocMs, Baraies, Chamars, and Rangrez. The AMrs are divided into 
two cllstes (there are, I believe, no Yadbans{s here)-the Nand Bans 
ancl the Guala. The Nand Bans, again, han several sub-divisions. 
The GuaIas are named after their ancestor, Gual, who some say was 
a Bakal; at any rate the Nand Bans AMrs look down upon the Gualas. 
The AMrs came from :Muthra, and derive their names from aM (-.ft), 
the Sanskrit for serpent. They say they had an ancestor (' .. ]led Hir, 
who used to be on good terms with serpents and snakes, and used to 
give them milk to drink. The origin of this tribe is not, I believe, 
known. 

E. G. JENKINSON, Deputy Oommi88ioner. 

LALLATPUR. 

BRAlIllANs.-It is not known when the Brahmans first settled in this 
• 

district, but it is supposed that a sect called Jagjotia came from the 
eastern regions of Kanauj; they are said to have been descended from 
the family of Kanauj Brahmans. Raja Jujanat, of Bundelkhand, sent 
for thirteen Brahmans from Kanauj and settled them in his country, 
whence ,this sect had its origin, and took the appellation Jagjotia. 
These J agjotias are also known under several names, such as Panday, 
Dubai, Sukal, Tewary, Pathak, Chaube, Diabat, Misser, etc. When 
Rama (the god incarnate among the Hindus) returned to Oudh (Ajodhia), 
his country, having killed his inveterate foe, Ravana, King of Ceylon 
(Lanka), his countrymen refused to take gifts from his hands on ac
count of his having slain~the said Ravana., .8 Brahman. Rama in 
consequence brougnt some boys from the :M uthra School and gave them 
gifts of lands, and from their descendants the Sonadh sect took its 
origin. The tribe Bhagaur is descended from the family of Bhirgu 
:Muni (monk) and Gaur. They are scarce in this part of the country. 
Came from a place of the same name, formerly th.e. capital of Bengal. 

BUNDELA.-This tribe ha.s its origin from the Chattri family, com
monly known as Kashesar Gairwara Rajputs. As an endowment from 
Daibl they, under the name of BundeIa, took possession of this country, 
and hence from their time this province is termed" Bundelkhand." 
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Their customs differing from others, they messed apart and formed 
a separate sect. They first emigrated from Benares and came and 
settled at U rcha, and thence their head subdued. Barr (a village in 
Lallatpu.r District), and resided there • 

.A.1WuI.-The exact time of the.A.h{rs settling in this country is UIl

certain: it was about 400 or 500 years ago. They are known under 
several names at different places, sUch as Kamana, N ~"'8l, Bhalia, 
Boyla, rachlara, Bangnah, Tar, Thanga, Salkhya, Gairwa, Rewrah, 
Thanik, Khaisar, Nata, Tilwar, Khandelah, Gotaylah, rattaylah, and 
others; and all these different sects take their food together. 

LODRi.-About 300 or 400 years ago this tribe came from the 
northern climes and settled themselves in these parts. They are said 
to be the orikinal race. 

KAClmls.-The original advent of this tribe cannot be traced. This 
caste consists of four principal sects-viz., Kachhwaba, Salloria, Hardia, 
and Amwar,-named from the places whence they came. 

BANNIAH.-ThiS tribe came to this district from Marwar about 400 

or 500 years ago. They are of two sects, viz., rarwar and Banikawal. 
The former is the more numerous. The Banikawal sect sprung from 
the rarwars, from whom they separated themselves. The Banikawal 
race seem to be the illegitimate descendants of the rarwars. 

-BANDA. 

As far as I have been able to discover, it appears tolerably certain 
that the original inhabitants of the district were the tribes I1:0w generally 
known as Kols, Bhlls, Rhonds, and Gonds. By the incursions of other 
tribes these have been by degrees.relegated. to the hilly parts of the 
country, and now are to be found, in this district at least, only in the 
hills of rarganahs Tirohan, ChibU, and Badausa. 

They differ, of course, in almost every respect from the inhabitants 
of the plains; but are somewhat civilized and engaged in agricultural 
pursuits. Their way of living is of necessity in general wild in the 
extreme: from poverty, they go about almost naked, and, though 
nominally Hindus, yet have not the smallest hesitation in eating any 
animal or bird they may catch. They very little differ from the other 
wild tribes of India. 
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They would seem to have been driven from their homes many 
centuries ago by the incursions of the warrior, tribes of Rujputs, who 
eventually took full possession of the country, and who noW', under 
various names, form the majority of the proprietors of the soil ot this 
district. Here they are known by the generic name of Rajput Btindelas, 
or, in common parlance, as simply Thakurs. 

Thei,!, principal tribes here are the Sw-ki, Rathor, Tekan, Bilkait, 
Kachhw8.ha, Dikhit, with a. few Bais Thakurs, etc. 

The-Rajput BundelM difi'er in many important respects from their 
fellow tribes-men of the Doab and other parts of northern India. 
They do not intermarry with them, dress differently, have a different 
way of shaving their heads, and also do not disdain personally to engage 
in agricultural pursuits. 

In the train of the Rajputs, the tribes now known as Bundelkhand1 
Brahmans entered and settled in the district. 

Like the Rajputs, the Bundel&. Brahmans differ considerably from 
the Brahmans of the Doab in habits and costumes, as well as in 
language. 

In the parganah of Tirohan there is a considerable numbe"r of Yah. 
rattae, settled there by Omrit Rao, of Puna. They form. a community 
by themselves. 

W. R. BURKITT, OjJiciating Collect01'. 

MIRZAPUR. 

TE1ISfLDAB. OJ!' lIAZUB. TElIsfL. 

Brahmans, Chattris, Gautams, and Kaseras are the prevalent castes 
who have settled in this district. Mirzapur is in the midst of BeJW'es 
and Allahabad, and is close to Bindachal. As these are places for 
Hindu worship, the Brahmans, Chattns, and Gautams have' settled 
in great numbers. The reason of the Kaseras settling in great number! 
is that 'f:be trade of braSil and copper pots, etc.,.~ actively carried on in 
this district. All the Kaseras here manufacture brass pots, etc., and 
despatch their articles of commodity to distant stations for sale • 

. Gautams have sprung up from Misr Bra.hmans, and Bhllrtiaa from 
Gujars. 
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In this tehsilda.rl there are no other castes except Gautams residing 
in -Talu\:a Majhwa, and Bhurtias in Tappeh Opraudh, who took their 
origin from the chief castes. The Gautams were originally Sarwaria 
::Misrs, the most of whom, with a view to show their ·pomp and splendor 
on being '-ld~adar" commenced smoking Au'ka4, and consequently the 
rest of their brethren discontinued eating and drinking with them. 
These Gautams being thus excommunicated, commenced intermarriages 
with BhUinhars, who settled in the eastern districts, and since then 
this tribe is increasing. 

As these Gautams sprung up from Misrs, who had their gotra, or 
family title, Gautam, they became known by that appellation. 

The Bhurtias who inhabited T~ppeh Opraudh originally sprung up 
from Gujars, who were residents of Guzerat. Owing to Guzerat being 
thickly populated, they abandoned their native place and emigrated 
to Tappeh Opraudh, of this district, and here they assumed the title of 
Bhurtias, by which name they are now known, and forsook their 
primary title, Gujars. 

TE1IsiLDA.B. f11r ClIUl'I' A.B.. 

Kunb!s have settled within the jurisdiction of this tehso. in great 
numbers. It appears they first came from J ainagar and other places 
in the east, and entered in the service of the BijaipUr Raja; but when 
their numbers increased, l!lost of them emigrated: here, and became 
zamindars. Among them one Ujaib Singh was a man of great influ
ence, who invited others of his tribe from his native land to settle with 
him. The Kunb{s are more numerous here; most of them are kashtkars 
and few as zamind8.rs. 

Most of the Brahmans who are residing here emigrated from Sarwar; 
the rest from other localities. Some settled here to earn their Ii veli
hood by their own profession, pantlital (priesthood), and others _to 
obtain KriaAndrpan, and a few others came along with their relations 
and settled here. Now Brahmans have become very numerous here: 
most of them hold zam{nd8.ri and kashtkari tenures, 

Of the Bh6.lnhars, Gautams, etc., who reside here, some ,came in 
search of employment, others settled as zamfndars and kashtkars, and 
some came along with their relations from the Benares and Azimgarh 
Districts. 

TOL. I. 23 
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Chattds are said to have emigrated from the va.riou8 localities of the 
east-some from Garh Chittor, and some from Sausopur, close to N addi 
Poshknr, and other places. They came in search of employment, and 
settled here. Now most of them are kashtkars and zammdars. 

'l'here are no tribes within the jurisdiction of this tehsOdart who 
have in course of time formed themselves into various sub~divisions, and 
eventually lost their primary castes. Among the Kunbis there are 
ramifications, but they are not very numerous. These sub~divisionll 
Ilre quite distinct from the beginning, and have undergone no change 
except thie,-that those who came from Jainagar have commenced 
ploughing the land with their own hands, and making re-marriagell 
(saga!), which they never diUefore. The Kunbis who reside in lai
nagar do not eat and drink with those that have settled here. Nothing 
can be known regarding the origin and position of this tribe; hence it 
has been concluded that they belong to T'ery low caste. They received 
promotion in the service of the Setara Rajah, where, having accumu
lated wealth and possessed ildfaa, they reckoned themselves among the 
high castes. 

There are various classes among the .Brahmans from the beginning. 
The real fact regarding them is this,-that the .Brahmans are the 
earliest inhabitants of Kanauj, three of whom at first emigrated into 
Sarwar j sjnce that time the Sarwars became famous and highly es~ 
teemed. From these three sprung up thirteen, which made the total 
sixteen j and from the latter started up three and a half more, making 
the aggregate number nineteen and a half, which, by gradually in
creasing, reached to 125,000 in number-each of which was reckoned 
a separate clan: The reason of their being divided. into numerous seets 
is this, that each of them assumed his family title from the name of 
the village he at first sottled in, and is consequently known by that 
nama. Most of the .Brahmans who emigrated from Sarwar having 
commenced taking dan (charity), and acting as priests, are permitted. 
to eat and drink and to have inter-marriages with those Brahmans only 
who follow the same profession here. The .B'rabmans who are residing 
in Sarwar abstain from eating and drinking with those settled here. 

There are several sub-divisions among the .BhU{nhars. They are the 
deacendants of Ujach Brahmans. In this country the Ujach Brahmans 
are called Chitpawon. In other countries the Ujach .Brahmans are 
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known by di1ferent denominations. The Brahmans have lowaa, which 
they have assumed from the Rishis from whom they have sprung up; 
for instance, Gautambans, who are said to be offsprings of Kithu Mist, 
who descended from Gautam lTJach Brahman, Kripa Charje family. 
There is no distinction between them and the other Brahmans besides 
this,-that the former carry arms. and lead a military life, and conse
quently they have assumed· the, title of U Singh," and have forsake~ 
eating with other Brahmans. Owing to their title of "Singh" being 
celebrated, their original titles- of Yisr, Gond, Opadhla, etc., have fallen 
into disuetude. Still up to thia day in some places they are known by 
their old titles. 

Chattns also- from. the beginning ha.ve various sub-divisions. Like 
the Brah.m!W.l!t they were enumerated into 125,000 sects, which still 
exist, only their original. titles are now cha.nged in some respects. 

In Parganah Kariat Sikhar there are numerous Chattrrs whose an
cestors are Said to have emigrated. from Sausonpur, close to N add! 
Poshkar, in the east, in search of employment. They were originally 
known in their native country by the appellatioll:of Chamargaur. Since 
they arrived here, owing to their being the former inhabitants of. Sau
sonpur, they are knOWJl as Son.epurwar, which has.now been abbreviated 
into Sarwar. 

Within the jurisdiction of this tehslldarl, Brahmans, Chattrls, BhUm· 
hars, and KUnbis are more renowned. 

In times of yore, when Ba1ind w.as reigning over these parts, Kols, 
Kharwars, Majhwars, and Chamars were the prevalent tribes who 
settled there, and Brahmans and KUnbis were very few. Since the 
Chandels obtained possession of the kingdom, the Sarwana Brahmans 
came from GorakhpUr and Hussainpur, in the distcict of Shahabad; and 
Kunb£S from the latter place and Parganah Bhoeli; 01 this district, and, 
being well received by the Chandels, settled here. These classes of 
men are still found here in great numbers. 

In Parganah Singrauli, the Rajas of Singrauli, including tbeir rela· 
tioDS, were known as " Kharwars" formerly; but since they ruled over 
that part of the country they assumed the title of Benbans Chattrl. 
Those Chandels, Baghails, and Kharwars who emigrated there from 
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other places, owing to their ha.ving intermaniages with the Raja of 
SingrauH, were excommunicated from the castes they originally belonged 
to, and consequently they have now no connectiGn with them. 

~mafLD.u. OJ' XEllA. JUlIiGR01Ut. 

AMra are r~ckoned among Sudr~. They subsist '8.pon milk and 
curds i they prefer settling close to mountains and valleys, on account 
of their having ample pasturage there for their large herds of cattle. 
There are various ramifications in this caste, but here we have only 
Dhandur and Gowals. 

Kharwars appear to have settled j,n these mountain tracts from a 
~onsiderable time. There are various sub-divisions among this caste, 
which ate known as Rajwars, Xharwars, Chero, Yanjhls, etc. Some 
of these sub·divisions think themselves equal, some superior, and some 
iuferior, to the others. :Almost all these tribes are found to be upright 
and honest men. They seem to have sprung IIp from Nlkhad, a rrimi
tive race. They are generally of dark complexion; their voice and 
features are unlike those of other tribes who inhabit these parts. 

Chamlirs include themselves among the Hindus. There was once 
among them a man known by the appellation of Raidoss Bhagat, a 
pious devotee and well-behaved man, and, as he was remarkable for his 
principles, all the Chamars take a pride in calling themselves Raid08s, 
and pretend to be the descendants of that personage, in order to share 
in the 'celebrity he had attained. They generally live upon carcasscs 
of animals, and as they deal in leather and skins, which in Hind! are 
called okamra, they have derived their title of Cham6.r from their pro· 
{eSBion. 

The Drahmans are said to be the aborigines of Kanauj, from whence 
fA portion of them emigrated to Sirwar and several other places. Among 
them there are two sects, Ghatkarma and Paikarma, who inhabit the 
southern districts of India. They procure their livelihood by priesthood, 
agriculture, and other occupations in this parganah. 

Almost aU the villages in this parganah are populated by Rajputs. 
Kunb{s are comparatively fewer here than elsewhere. Yost of them 
have the honorary distinction of Singh affixed to their names, like the 
Chattrls. Somewhere the,. are reckoned among Sudras, i.", lower 
ea~te. 
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Koeris cultivate the land and deal in vegetables. Koeris and Kunbis 
are acquainted with the principles of agricultnre. 

This parganah is very thinly peopled with Kahars and Hajjams 
(barbers). 

In certain villages and markets Lohars, Darahls, Yochls, Banneahs, 
etc., are inhabited. 

There are two tribes of Gaharwars here,. viz., Hindu and Yusulman. 

n:xsU.nAll. Oll' KONJUr. 

From enquiry it appears that among the high castes lkahmans have 
settled here in great numbers. It seems that they came and settled 
here before the reign of ShaMbu'd-din God. As this parganah is in 
the centre of Benares and Allahabad, and close to llindachal, which are 
all notable places for Hindu worship, the Brahmans leaving their native 
countries-viz., Sarwar, Kanauj, etc.-eame and settled here. When 
the Bhars ruled over this country, they began to treat their subjects with 
tyranny and oppression, so much so that they forcibly abducted Brahmani 
women. One of the oppressed Brahmans went to complain to Raja 
Ram, a Yaunas, who then came from Umargarh, taking his family 
along with him on a pilgrimage to- Allahabad. This said Maunas, on 
hearing the grievances of the injured Brahman, took his retinue, and, 
marching rid Sam Jangau road, came up to Rajpu.ra, where the Bhars 
were then residing, and fought a battle with them. A.fter a serious 
conflict the Yaunali party was- victorious, and the Bham wer'e totally 
routed. No trace is now found of them in this parganah. The few 
that still exist are quite unknown; they earn their livelihood by labor, 
and have now mixed themselves with the Passis. 

The Yaunase& theD. became owners of the country for a period of 
250 years. Subsequently, when Maharaja Balwant Singh obtained 
possession and governed the country, Chattris of various sects, such as 
Baghails, Rajk-umam, Bais, Gaharwars, Bisains, Nanwogs, etc., in" order 
to have an interview with the Maharaja, and in consideration of the 
relationships which existed between them and the Maunases, came and 
settled here. In the Census taken in 1865, Brahmans of all kinds in • 
Parganah Bhadohi were couuted 64,469; Chattris of various sects, 
17,119. Among the lower castes, AMra were reckoned 34,539 ; Cbamars, 
29,117; Xewots, 14,897. :Mahomedans and other castes are very few 
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in the parganah. This parganah is more thickly populated since 150 
years, owing to the Maharaja Dalwant Singh granting lands to new 
settlers, for cultivation and for planting gardens. 

The above castes still retain their primary character, and have under
gone no change. 

There is a sect of Chattds Maunas styled DaMdurs, who reside in 
Mauzah TUlapur, and another sect, said to be the offspring of Hardas, 
who live in Mauzah Mur and other villages. These differ somewhat 
in their origin. The tradition extant regarding them is that there was 
a king known by the name of lodh Rai among the Maunas, who 
brought a handsome young AMrin from Kantit and made her over to 
one of his dependants, a Dais Chattrl, by whom she had two children, 
Lalla and Dahadur, who became very f:ltrong and able-bodied men. As 
they set up a pole in lodh Rai's tank, which others failed to do, thoy 
were rewarded with the honorary distinction of DaMdur for theif 
meritorious achievement. 

Now their descendants 8.Fe allowed to have intermarriages, and to 
eat and drink with other classes of Chattrls. 

This is the story current regarding Hardas, that there was a man 
known by the name of Pargasroy among the Maunas tribe, who found 
a newly-born male child in a pond, and brought him home and sup
ported him, and named him Hardas. When he arrived at matnrity, he 
was married by Pargasroy, and joined in his own clan. Now their 
descendants are celebrated as Maunas, and they have free intercourse 
and relationship with other .sects of Chattrls. 

There is a sect of Ditchit DhwnMrs inhabiting Mauzahs Sudhway, 
etc. Most of them among this class still retain their primary character, 
and make intermarriages among their own clan: and some of them fol
lowing the manners and customs of the Sarwaria :Brahmans, have mixed 
with them. 

AlMYR. 

Of the Mhairs and Mhairats, the original settlers in the whole of the 
Mhairwarah traot, and of whom, as being our peculiar and prevalent 
class, I will give as full an account as possible, we have only the 
tradition of their :BMts to depend upon. Colonel Hall, who was the 
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first :British officer who had any'direct dealing with these tribes, took 
great pains to ascertain ~e origin of their race from narratives fur
nished by themselves. All circumstances so elicited. ha va been recorded 
by the late Commissioner, Colonel Dixon, in his sketch of Mhairwlirah, 
and I cannot do better than give in a condensed form the tradition of 
these peoples' origin as recorded by that officer in his sketch. He says, 
"Of the inhabitants of the Magra or hilly tracts previous to the time 
from which the present Mhail's date their origin, little seems to be. 
known. It must have been a vast, impenetrable jungle, a refuge for 
all who had iled from the laws of their country, or had been ejected 
from castes by their brethren: all these, on seeking the protection of 
the banditti of the hills were received 8S brethren. Hence arose the 
extraordinary melange, dignified by the name of religion, at present 
professed by the Mhail's and llhairats. The Chandela Gujars were 
said to have inhabited the hills in the neighbourhood of the ancient 
village of Chang, while the caste of BMti Rajputs were located in 
:Bmall, and the hills near Kallinjar, Saroth, and Bhairlan were in
habited by :Brahmans. Further to the south-west, :Barar and Chetanin, 
the Todgarh Parganah, were peopled by Darmw and DakallIinahs. 

" The Mhairs claim descent from Pirthiraj Chauhan, who reigned in 
Ajnilr early in the twelfth century t he was brother to Kbandai Rao, 
King of Dehli. These two brothers, with other Indian princes, defeated 
the Afghan invader, Mahomed Ghon, at the yillage of Sirauri, on the 
banks of the Saraswati, about eighty miles from Dehli. The Afghan 
army was completely routed, and he marched out of Hindustan. In 
two years, however, he returned with a large army, and in a contest 
the Hindus were defeated. Khandai Rao, King of Dehli, was killed, 
and Pirthf Raj· taken prisoner and put to death. Y~omed Ghor', 
however, placed Pirthi Mj's son, by name Gola, upon the throne of 
Ajmir. Pirthi Raj, while reigning at Ajmlr, attacked the city of 
:Bun<li, then inhabited by the caste of Harra Rajputs, and cairled 
off a girl of the caste of Asawm Yinehs, by name Sehdeo, and 
gave her to his son, lodh-lakhan, by whom she h~ two sons, named 
Anhal and Anup. lodh-lakhan supposed his partner to have been of 
pure caste until his two SODS were reaching man~ood. He one night 
questioned Sehdeo as to her caste, and, when told she was a Min{, his 
inilioouat.i.on was great, and he turned Sehdeo with her two sons out of 
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his house. The mother and sons went to Chang, in Mhairwarah, and 
'Were received kindly by the Chandela Gujars. For five generationl 
the descmdants of Anhal and Anup resided at Chang, and are reported 
to havo eventually exterminated the Gujars. 

" In the fifth generation, two brothers were born in the family of 
AnhaI, called Kanha and Kala, and from them arose two great castes 
of Bar and Chltah. Kanha and Kala, though lIole masters of Chang, 
could find no one willing to marry with their children: their progeny 
wcre therefore opliged to intermarry amongst themselves, and loon 
became numerous and powerful. Kala went to Kalwara, in Yewar, 
and Kanha remained at Chang, and his male descendants began to 
marry indiscriminately with any woman opportunity threw in their 
way. Thus MInI, Bhfinls, Dakal Minis, and others became Yhair 
matrons. The clan of ChUahs floUlished, and from the descendants of 
Kanha sprung the twenty-four clans of Yhairs, comprehended under 
the general distinguishing title of Chitah i while the progeny of Kala 
also formed twenty-four septs, under the common denomination of Bar. 

"These forty-eigbt clans of Yhairs originally professed the Hindu 
religion. A large family of Mhairats profess the Mahomedan religion. 

" We have also eastes of MotIs and Dakal Yhairs. Of their origin, 
the following tradition is related :-Bhairlan is shown to have originally 
been inhabited by Brahmans, and this district had been a thoroughfare 
for B!:mjats. It is affirmed that a Banjara woman went to the cell ot 
a certain Bairagi, who lived in a cave in a mountain, since called 
Yokat, where she was delivered of twin boys. She declared Rugbdass, 
the Dainlgl, to be their father. He was very indignant, and turned 
her and her children adrift. She was received and sheltered by a 
.Brahman, where she remained a considerable time. The twin brothers, 
when old enough, were employed by the Brahman to tend his cows at 
graze. It is related that these boys killed one or more of the sacred 
cows. The old Brahman was so enraged that he drove the mother and 
sons out of the place. In the ~th generation of the progeny of these 
boys, one Yokat was born, who, having COItceived a hatred of the 
Brahmans of Bhairlan for their treatment of his progenitors, waged 
war against them, massacred nearly all of them, and himself took the 
district of Bhairlan. This individual is still much venerated by the 
Yhairs, and the mountain where the Banjaran brought forth the twin 
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founders of his race :was named Mokat, after him. He is worshipped 
especially by the Motis who still inhabit the Bhairlan district. A 
Brahman who escaped the above slaughter in Bhairlan fled to the 
village of Bw, then inhabited by Dakal Minas. He threw aside his 
caste, and. took a girl of the MCn{ caste as a wife, from whom have 
sprung eventually the several clans of Dakal 1Ihair now extant." 

I think there can be little doubt that our Mhairs arid Mhairats all 
originally sprung from Rajputs, who from various causes had to seek 
shelter in the hills. Even to this day the physique of these men closely 
resembles that of the Rajputs: they are a tall, stout, handsome, and 
well-made race of men. quite different to the general race of small hill 
men, such as the Bhils, etc. 

MuOR A. G. DA.VIDSON, IJeputy Oomm~88ionH'. 

ALLAHABAD. 

All enquiry shows that the civilization of this dfstrict, and its 
reclamation from the primitive jungle, was of comparatively recent 
date-that is, within 450 years, Very few of the Mahomedans claim 
descent from the followers of Shahabu'd-dCn; but few Hindus trace 
back beyond the reign of Jaichand of Kanauj, whose followers, when 
defeated by Shah8.bu'd-din, populated a portion of this district; but 
almost aU state that their ancestors took possession of those jungly 
tracts which form their present estates within the period I have men
tioned. 

East of the Ganges and south of the Jumna the aboriginal ruling 
race were the Bhars. East of the Ganges no trace of them remains: 
they were swept away by Hindus from Oudh, by Mahomedan hordes 
from the north-west, and were finally extirpated in all'' invasion by the 
King of Jaunpur. The invaders seized the Bhar forts, and appropria.ted 
the adjoining jungle country, which they speedily partially cleared and 
populated. The limits of these several conquests can be clearly traced 
in the talukas existing to this day, and each is mainly inhabited by the 
direct descendants of the successful invaders. 

These have no traditions of further invasion or conquest: they appear 
to have settled down, and to have remained undisturbed until our times. 
Perhaps this fact may make their accounts of their remote origin more 
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reliable than they would otherwise appear to be. They escaped those 
vicissitudes of existence which weaken all family traditions. 

North of the Ganges, but little more is heard of the Bhars. There 
are two reports of the fate of this race-one, that they were almost all 
cut off by the J aunpu.r invaders; the other, that they fled to the east, 
and received some territory from the neighbouring chiefs (whoever they 
were) in the Badhoe parganahs. Several bazaars and villages bear the 
name of the last and greatest Dhar king, the Raja- LHi. 

Remains of old Bhar forts and towns are not uncommon in the par
gunah of Kairagarh, south of the TonBe river. This is a wild jungly 
country, where the Bhars probably remained undisturbed long after 
they were expelled from the more civilized tractA. They were finally 
extirpated or driven from these tracts by the ancestors of the present 
Manda Itajah. There were Bhars also in the Arial and Barah parganahs, 
but they were dispossessed by Chattri: Hindus from the northern districts 
of Hindustan, followers and soldiers of the Mahomedan invaders. 

Three influential local castes or clans claim an admixture of Bhar 
blood. These are the Dharors, Garhors, and Tikaits. The two former 
are not numerous or influential; they are landed proprietors in the 
southern portions of this district, and appear to be a connecting link 
between the higher castcs, who are generally landed proprietors, and 
those inferior castes whose lot is servitude. 

The Tikaits are numerous, and possess much influence; they are de
scended from one of the three Chauhan leaders under a Dhar chieftaiB.. 

One of these Chauhans carried oft' his chief's daughter. The de
scendants from this mixed alliance are Tikaits, and are still prorrictors 
of a portion of that Bhar chief's possessions. 

Their relatives, descended from the other two Chauhan chiefs, without 
the Bhar cross, are Karaits and Pataits. These are simply Chauhane; 
the origin of their surname is untraceable. 

Of Hindu tribes the higher classes all, without exception, claim 
their descent from Oudh or the northern provinces of Hindustan. Their 
emigration to this district was in most instanc~1f of comparatively recent 
date; and the cause of their coming was almost always the same,-they 
were soldiers or ad venturers. 

TMkurs, Chauhans, and Chattris are the generic names which include 
all ilie various sub-divisions of these Hindu colonists. These are the 
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warrior castes which in former days composed all native armies. The 
heads of all these clans commanded their own men in the armies of 
Hindu invaders, or were refugees from the early Yabomedan con
querors, or, in later days, followers of their fortunes. Each clan seems 
to have settled in its allotted portion of the conquered country, and the 
ancient limits of each portion are still pretty accurately defined. 

Those who claim consanguinity with the Oudh tribes are naturallI 
to be found in the trans-Ganges parganabs, which formed a portion of 
the Nawabi territory; those who claim a common ancestry with the 
Rajputs of Yainpuri and other tribes in the Upper Doab districts are 
to be found in the Doab parganahs. 

The southern parganahs are more sparsely peopled than any other 
portions of this district; but almost every landed proprietor is of one 
of the foreign clans or castes, aliens from far-off countries. 

The most notable Hindu in the district is the Raja of Yanda-a 
direct descendant of Raja J aichand, of Kanauj. He is a Chattri. Raj a 
Jaichand was defeated and killed by Sultan Shababu'd-dln Ghor! in 
1193 A..D. Some of his family and followers fled to these southern 
districts, and settled in portions of what are now JaunpUr, Benares, 
Mirzapu.r, and Allahabad. These large possessions have dwindled down 
to the estates now held in,this district alone. 

Akin to the Yanda Raja is the Raja of Dyah: he is of the Garwar 
clan, an influential sub-division of the Chattri caste. I believe this is 
purely a local clan. These are Chandarbansf Chattns, or descendants 
from the moon, in contradistinction from the Surajbansis, or descendants 
from the sun. There is rivalry between these two castes, and I believe 
they have nothing in common. The Su.rajbansis and Chandarbansis are 
as widely known as Hinduism itself. 

South of the Jumna is to be found the only colony of Parehar Raj
puts. They came from Yainpuri. They are of that caste who murder 
their female children i and it is certain they must have adhered to this 
custom of their clan until a quite recent date. It may be as well to 
notice here that they have been nnder constant bnt unobtrusive super
vision for the last twenty-five years i and though they may still at 
heart cherish their old custom, it is certain they have ceased to practice 
it, for the recent Census shows that their female children bear a just 
proportion to their sons. 
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In their neighbourhood, in the- Barah parganah, art some Ban Beis 
families. The" Beis" proper are Oudh Chattrls. These are of that 
clan also, and the affix 'I Ban" is to commemorate the fame of their 
leader in f,lMner days, under whom they exterminated the Bhar and 
Kol rcsiuents of the jungle (ban), and took possession of their villages. 

The Baghel clan are represented by the Rajah of Barah. He claims 
a common descent with the Maharajah of Rewah and the Chief of 
Kotah, from a Gujrat chief, by name Baghardeo, who, in Sambat 606 
or 1,aOO years ago, was a pilgrim from Gujerat to the Hindu shrines in 
Northern India. The pilgrimage, according to tradition, was abandoned 
by this famous chief, who seized on Kirw{, Banda, and the southem 
portions of this district, which formed the original possessions of one 
of his sons, from whom the Barah Raja claims his descent. The name 
of Baghardeo, and the name of the clan "Baghel," have a common 
derivation in the legend-that this famous warrior chief was fed when 
a child on a tigress' milk. It is the notion of a savage to prefer this 
to the more natural food of an infant; but the whole clan take great 
pride in this quaint tradition, A Baghel may not marry but with a 
Baghel, under penalty of excommunication. The most notorious gang 
of dacoits who for three generations has infested the south of this dis
trict are of this clan, and this claim of consanguinity with the Rewah 
Maharajah has ensured their constant protection in his territories: and 
certainly the savage nature of the prototype of their race has pervaded 
the acts of these noted robbers. Each of their fcats has shown the 
extremes of craft, treachery, and the meanest cowardice. When armed 
and in numbers they have murdered the single and unarmed; they 
have beaten women and killed children. 

In Parganah Yeh there is a caste called" Tassaiyah/' whose cog. 
nomrn is susceptible of explanation. They were Chattris of Etawah j 
and tradition has it that the founder of this clan was sent by Timur 
Shah to take possessi9n of a tract of country from the Bhars: this was 
was done, and the name Tassaiyah is a corruptiqn of "Teg ShaMgah," 
the sword of the King, explanatory alike of the nature of the mission 
and its originator. 

The Chande1 is an out-caste Baghel, excommunicated for having 
intermarried with a Rajput, and having thus disgrMed his tribe. 

The Brahman caste are few-Misser, Tawar(, Dube, Chaube, Sulcul, 
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Pande, and 80 forth. These came from Kanauj and other noted Hindll 
oities, either as followers of the fighting castes or by invitation from 
Hindu chiefs. There is- but one family whose prenomen requires notice 
and explanation. The Chappan Pande are merely the fifty-six (chappa,.) 
grand· sons of one prolific :Brahman in the Karrah parganah. 

One numerous and influential clan ot :Brahman landed proprietors 
are called Chaudris. This is generally a title, more than a caste name. 
They have large possessions on the 'bank of the Ganges. Their stozy 
is that their founder was a saint from Gorakhpu.r. In a great strait, a 
lIahomedan king at JhUs! required the prayers of all pioua men. This 
:Brahman's prayers were considered of such efficacy that he received 
in reward eighty-four villages, still peopled by his descendants; but 
their loyalty has departed from them, tor they are a generation of 
rebels. 

The X&raths are numerous in Parganah Karrah. They seem to have 
been the marked recipients ot favor from the lIahomedliIl emperors. 
The KanUngoshipa of several parganahs, and other possessions, were 
given to several families ot Dehli Kayat¥. 

There is one family of X&yaths in Kanab who are apostates ta 
llahomedanism. Thia was either to obtain or retain a Kanungoship. 
The Xanungoahip is gone, but they are still. Yahomedans, though they 
retain the X&yath customs as tar as is compatible with their new 
religion. 

There are a tew instances of a compulsory conversion from Hinduism 
to lIahomedanism. In one lamily the llahomedan title ot Malli" was 
given to an apostate Tassaiya (Teg Shahigah); the others are called 
:&ghel Yahomedans. The cause of lIallik'a conversion was simply 
imprisonment tor non-payment of revenue to Dehli. He never paid; 
but obtained his freedom by apostacy. 

The :Baghel1fa.homedans are descendants of a Rewah chiet, a staunch 
adherent of Akbar Shah. Akbar Shah, in return for hia service~ gave 
the :Baghel chiefwh&tever country he oould obtain from the:Bbara across 
the Ganges; and the :Baghel c~ out ot gratitude, apoatacised. 

G. Rxcurrs, ColUctor. 
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APPENDIX D. 

INTRODUCTORY NOTE. 

AI! the six districts of Dehli, Gurgaon, Karn8.l, Hissar, Rohtllk and 
Sirsa, which were included in the N. Western Provinces at the period 
of tho pUblication of the Drst edition of Elliot's Glossary, have since 
been transferred to the Panjab Government, it has been deemed ad
visable to append to the present work an outline of the later statistics 
of theso divisions, and at the same time to incorporate a summary of 
the Panjab returns, many of which have an important bearing upon 
the questions discussed in these volumes. 

I.-TA.BLE Oll' POPULATION. 

1. 2. 3. 4. 6. 6. 7. 8. 
No.of No. of 

DISTJUCT. Square Masonry all other Sikhs.- lImdua. Mahom- Others. Total.+ l\Wea. DweU- klnda. medaDs. 
inga. 

- j 

Dehli ......... 1,227 69,1>14 108,876 680 438,886 130,645 36,496 608,850 
Gurgaon ...... 2,016 85,664 121,111 130 480,307 216,147 20 696,646 
KarnlLl. ...... 2,352 89,701 93,897 9,295 356,305 151,723 93,349 610,927 
HlSsar ........ 8,540 16,928 93,ll7 1,812 373,937 102,928 5,882 484,681 
Rohtak ...... 1.823 22,736 114,812 257 465,536 71,118 ...... 636,969 
8usa ......... 3,116 1,362 41,769 21,625 77,980 82,120 29,125 210,796 
Ambala ...... 2,628 29,830 214,172 56,440 689,338 286,874 1,456 1,03.5,188 
J,udlanah ... 1,369 13,744 138,190 95,418 219,871 206,603 61,619 583,245 
fhmla ......... 18 7i3O 50 410 24,794 6,176 934 33,995 
Jallaudhar ... 1,833 25, 29 216,948 117,167 318,401 858,427 23 794,764 
HosJllarpur .. 2,086 16,615 191,435 79,413 416,471 317,967 126,917 938,890 
KanlJra ...... 2,826 442 146,992 1,308 676,893 48,662 36 727,148 
Amrltsar ...••• 2,036 49,618 204,018 262,639 191,321 602,348 126,672 1,083,6U 
Sylkote ...... 1,960 11,240 186,245 50,289 218,771 601,959 132,185 1,005,004 
Gurdaspur ... 1,341 9,391 143,375 39,967 249,813 297,083 68,390 665,362 
Lahore ...... 3,624 56,797 144,739 118,360 117,301 4,68,387 82,054 788,902 
Ferozpur ..... 2,692 7,316 112,176 160,487 68,406 24.6•669 73,767 649,263 -

• Number of Ohristians In the six districts: Europeans, 1,023; Eaat Indians and other mixed 
classes, 128; Natives, 1,604; Total,2,?66. The number 01 Christians In the whole of the l'anjllb 
is: Europeans, 17,938; East Indians, etc., 1,032; Nauvea, 2,940; Total, 20,il19. 

t Average inhabitants per square mtle 22., over a total of H,P?4 square milea, of which 8,2UI 
are oultivated, 4,238 culturable, 1,620 unculturable. For the whole of the l'anJilb the average 
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1. 2- 3. ~. O. 6. 7. 8. 
No. of No. of 

DllITIllC'r • Squue Ma90Dry aU other Slkha. Bmd1l8. Mahom- <M.I!rs. Total. M..Iles. Dwell- mila. medana. 
inga. 

Gujeranwala . 2,657 26,714 131,209 38,911 104,156 357,550 49,858 550,576 
Rawal Puldi. 6,216 4,000 71,079 2-1,355 60,721) 621,169 2,815 7H,266 
JhilaDl •••••. 3,910 2,647 110,363 .. ....... 62,976 434,157 3,794 600,988 
Gnjrfl.t •••••••• 1,785 14,688 141,607 20,653 03,174 537,696 4,775 616,347 
Shahpur ...... 4,698 12,783 73,766 3,122 53,090 305,607 6,661 368,796 
Multan •••.•. 5,882 18,255 93,539 907 86,989 360,165 22,218 471,609 
Jhang ••••••••• 5,712 2,828 72,158 2,994 07,299 270,819 16,899 348,027 
MontgomE'ry . 5,577 7,255 65,021 12,216 69,805 277,291 . ..... 359,437 
Mozaffargarh 3,022 5,578 59,557 2,571 36,748 249,865 6,333 290,547 
DeraISma.ll } 'l,096 2,141 82,909 1,587 ~8,756 338,387 5,901 394,864 Khan .,. 
Dera Ghflzi } 2,319 4,255 57,884 1,124 38,467 264,527 4,656 308,840 Khan .,. 
:Bannu. 3,150 10 60,627 493 26,222 260,550 240 287,547 
Peshawar •• , 1,929 4,848 116,608 2,014 27,408 481,447 8,871 523,152 
Kohat ••••.•••• 2,838 96 28,543 1,837 ~,544 136,565 413 H5,n9 

I Hazara .••••• 3,000 57 74,117 973 18,563 346,112 1,516 367,218 

inbabltanta per square mile are 1st, over a total of 95,768 square miles, of wluch 32,432 are 
cultlvated, 23,780 culturable, 39,556 UDcultumle. 

District. 

Debli ......... . 
GUEglion ••••• 
Kardl •• 
H\SSBr ••••••• 
Robtak ............. . 
SlrsB 
Ambala 
Luduws.h ..... . 
SImla •••.• 
Jallandhar ..... 
Ho&blllrpur... • •• 
Kangra 
Amrltaar •••••• _ •••••. 
SyllLot ..•••..••. 
Gurdaspur • • •••• 
Lahore •.•• _ .... _ •. 
Ferozpur ..... _ •••• 
Gujeran ... ala •• _ 

RawalPindl. .......... . 
Jlulam ••••••..•••.. 
GUJnt ••••• .,. .,. 
Shahpur """ ...... 
Mnltan ....... ~ •••. 
Jbang ._ .............. . 
Monl./!'Omery ....•.• 
M OZaJfdTgarb •••••••• 
!>era Ismllll Kb'" '" 
!>era Gbhf Kh40 .. . 
Bannl1 ....... _ ....... . 
Peshawar ............ .. 
Kohat .............. .. 
Hazara ........ _ •• 

Agneul. 
tunsts. 

270,838 
S99,iI32 
305,974 
851,895 
SI5,9Of 
149,469 
1101,056 
:UO,6i13 

13,466 
407,970 
565,983 
5:n,303 
417,747 
433,617 
371,5<11 
219,3611 
340,842 
213,153 
.{75,976 

302,874 
363,664 
177,781 
196,381 
119,619 
153,401 
205,799 
215,9i13 
173,420 
201,410 
267,736 
100,257 
267,4M 

Non
AgncuI
tunsta. 

338,512 
297,314 
304,953 
133,286 
221,055 

61,826 
53!,432 
262,6lt 

20,529 
386,79! 
372,907 
20:;,843 
66S,i67 
571,387 
283,781 
509,540 
208,411 
337,423 
235,280 
196,114 
252,683 
191,015 
275,120 
228,408 
206,036 

89,748 
178,931 
135,420 
83,136 

205,416 
45,162 
99,784 

PreYlUling Languages.-

Urdu. 
Urdu and mudi. 
Urdu, corrupted Bmdi. PanJabi. 
Urdu, JaIu, PanJam, Bagul. 
Urdu. 
Urdu, l'anJabi, Bagari, Bbat1.i. 
Urdu, PanJabi. 
DltIo. 
Urdu, Pabari. 
Urdu, Pan)abi. 
Pan)abl. 
Urdu, PanJabl, and Lahaoll. 
PahJabl, Urdu, Peman, and Kashmui. 
PanJabl and Hlndl. 
PanJab,. 
Urdu, Panjab!, English. Kashmir!, Persian. 
PanJabl. 
Urdu, Panjabl. 
I Urdu, Pan)abi, Pushtu, PeraiaD, Kashmin, 
I EnglISh, GujeratJ.. 
PanJabl dJaleo~ of Urdu. 
P!U1Jabi. 
Engllsh, Urdu, Panjabi. 
Urdu, MultanJ., PlUlJabl. 
Pan)abl, 
Englulb, Urdu, Panjabi. 
P"hJabl. 
Pusbtu, Panjabi. 
Hmdustani, PanJabi, :Belochi. 
Pw;htl1, lbndl. 
Pushtu, Urdu. 
Pnsblu, Urdu, HIndi, Persian. 
Panjaln, Bmw, PWlbtu. 

• Prom Hazara to Dera lsmaU XbAn the hill tnbea are the Pattlln or l'ushtl1-epealw1g race; 
'."Uthwardll of Dera Ismail Kh6a they are BIlocb. 
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n.-STA.TEMENT OP NATlVl!I STATES IN FEUDAL SUBORDllfATION TO TBB 

PANJAB GOVEllNHENT FOR 1867. 
--

Areain Estimated Name ot State. Square Caste 01 Rule!'. 
Miles. Populauon. 

------~-

I.-States under the management of lJritiah 
O.fficcn. 

1 Tlhllwalplir ................................ 2,483 364,682 Daudputra. 
:l Chamba .................................... 3,216 120,000 RalPut. 
3 l)ataoda ...••••......•.............•.....••• g!&g~ 6,600 AfghlUl. 

~~ il' 0 

Tl - .,)laie8 not under the management of 1~tS.~ 
IJ,.,tish OjJicer,. 15:K~ 

4 .r ammu and Kashmir ;;~=Ct • 1,500,000 Rajput. .................. ~;p~~ 
li l'utIiUa ...................................... .s:i~i 1,586,000 Slddhu Jatt. 
6 Jind ....................................... .iEiill 311,000 DItto. 
7. Nftbha .................................... ~~f.8§ 276,000 Ditto. 
8. Kalsla ....................................... rtJ~Qt· 62,000 Jatt. 
9. Maler Kotla ............................. i~!~i 46,200 SheIkh. 

10. Farid Kot ................................. ~~~~e 61,000 Siddhll Jatt. 
11 Do~[ma .................................... I)cs. • .a 6,300 Afghan. 
12 Lo am .................................... ~~:.!l 18,000 DItto. 
13. Kapurthlli .............................. o~as~ • 212,721 Ahlwalia. 
14. Maudi ........................................ :rS~I)~ 139,259 Rajput. ~5~"'zGII 
15. Sukit ....................................... ~ia2'O~ 44,652 Dltto. 
16. Sarmur (Nahan) ........................ Eo 75,595 Dltto. 
17. Kahltir (BIlA.spur) ........................ 47,000 66.848 Chandeli Rajput. 
18. Hllldlir (Nalagurh) ..................... 49,678 RaJ put. 
19. Bussahir ..................................... 46,025 Ditto. 
20. Keonthal .................................. 18,083 Dltto. 
21. Baghal .................................... 22,305 Ditto. 
22. lubbal ..................................... 17,262 Dltto. 
23. Bhaj~ ....................................... 9,001 Dltto. 
24. Kum arsain .............................. 7,829 DIttO. 
25. Kuthar .0 •••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••• 3,990 Ditto. 
26. Dh!tmi .................................... 2,853 Dltto. 
27. BUfehat . ................. , .................. . ..... Ditto, 
28. Basan ,. ..................................... 4,892 Dltto. 
29. ~~og . ................................... 7,358 Ditto. 
30. BIJ& •••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••... 981 Ditto. 
31. Tl'aroch •••••••••••••.•••• , ••••••••••••••••. 8,082 Ditto. 
32. Kunhlar .................. , .•.......••...... 1,906 Ditto. 
33 Mangal ..................................... 917 Ditto. 
34. Darkuti .••.. , ...•.•...•••.......••........• 612 Ditto. 

LATEST COMP.A.RA.TIVE CENSUS OF ALL INDIA. 

Analysis of the names, races, and creeds of which our subjects are 
composed. To these should be added the Pa.rsis, 180,000, East Indians 
or Eurasians, 91,000, and Europeans 156,000, including the army. 
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There are some 10,000 lews and 5,000 Armenians in India. The 
number of Musulmans, 25 millions, is not so large as is popularly 
supposed :-

SIltlI.8 ......... _ •• _ ....................................... . 

MAHolDlDANe :-

Patljab .................................................. .. 
North-West Provinces ............................. . 
Central Pl'ovinees ........... " .. ,," .......................... .. 
Bemr ••••••••• ~ ••••• _ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••• 'III 
Madras ••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
British Burmah •••••••••••••• l1li .......................... . 

Mysore (F.stimate) ..................................... . 
Kdrg (Estimate) ........................................ ~ 
Sindh (Old Enumeration) ........................... , 
Bombay, in twelve out of twenty-one districts .. . 
Bombay Island ....................................... . 
Calcuitta ............... ,., •••• _l1li ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Dakka Division •• l1li ................................. " •••• 

The rest of Bengal and Bombay, -and Oudh 
(Estimate) ...................... " .................... . 

Total •••••••••••••••...•••••••••••••••••••• 
NON-ARYAN8 :-

Census. 
1868 

1868 
1865 
1866 
1861 
1867 
1867 

1864 
1866 

:Madras (not speaking Tamil, Telugu, Kanarese, nor :Malayalam 
-Dr. Caldwell) .................................................... .. 

Central Provinces •• _ .................................................... . 
South Bengal •••••••••• _ ......................................... fII ••••• _. 

North-East Bengal (say) ............................................ . 
'Karens ........................................................ fII ••••••••••••• 
Xb.yens and Yabangs ••••••••••.•• A ..................................... . 

Rest of India (say) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••..•••••••••••• 

Number. 
1,129,319 

9,335,662 
4,106,206 

237,962 
164,961 

1,602,134 
38,601 

172,255 
3,318 

1,364, 781 
779,264 
146,880 
113,059 

2,493,174 

6,400,000 

24,936,237 

S50,000 
1,996,663 
4,000,000 
1,000,000 

402,117 
61,662 

4,000,000 

Total •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••• 12,099,342 

Excluding the feudatory States, the followin'g may be roughly accepted 
8S the relative proportions of creeds and races in India:-

Asiatic Christiana ••••••••••••• _~ •••••••••••••••••.•••••• ,............. 1,100,000 
Buddbista .......... ~.. ........................................................ 3,000,000 
.Aborigines or Non-Aryans............................................. 12,000,000 
M usulmans .............................................. II....... ......... ...• 25,000,000 
Hindus ....................................................................... 110,000,000 

-F,W of/mill, March 2nd, J 869, p. 194. 

END OJ/' VOL. I. 

'VOL. 1. 24 
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OPINIONS OF THE PRESS. 

II Sir Henry Elliot was one of the most distinguished of the last generation of 
the civil I18rvanta of the old East India Company. By 'last generation' we mean 
thOll8 who came after Elphinstone, and Webbe, and Metcalfe, and Jenkins, and 
before thoee who are nO'lV the administrators of India. He W118 born in the year 
1808 at; 'Pimlico Lodge, Westminster,' which, being interpreted, signifies in 'the 
midst of large ve_Is of the kind which Johnson described as 'not a parcel ot 
boilers and vata, but the potentiality of growing rich bllyond the dreams of avarice; , 
and, what is more to the purpose, almost under the shadow 01 the house in whic4 
Richard Heber had heaped together some of the choicest of his treasures. The old 
folios, on shelves or piled upon the fioor, were visible at every window, anjJ we have 
no dou~t the sight; of them W118 more interestmg to the future diplomatist, scholar, 
and antiquary, than that of the paternal ba.rreIs and dray horses. He was educated 
at Winchester and New College, Oxford, and, under a scheme of Charles Wynn'lI, 
the mend 01 Southey, and the then President of the Board of Control, W8II IleUt 
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direct to Calcutta, 'the first of the Bin~ celebrated list of competition WaJlaha.' 
He arrived,there in Ootober, 1828, and BOon distinguished himself by general 
aptitude for his duties no less than by his love for Oriental hterature. The rise of 
Buch a man was sufe to be rapid, and in 1847, when Lord Hardmge was Vioeroy, 
he obtained the great object of a civilian's ambition, the blue ribbon of the Bengal 
Servioe, the Secretaryship to the Government of India in the Foreign Department. 
It was shortly before this period that he had ta.li:en up in earneat the task of 
cataloguing and classiiying the early annaliBtlt of the Mussulman power I and in 
the prominent position in which he was now pla.ced he was able to command or 
to attract the assistanoe of others, of which he is said to have availed himself to 
an extent whi~h perhaps he had no opportunity of a.cknowledging. Parte of his 
work were sho'Wll to his friends at Simla in the beginning of 1841, and in 1849 
he published the first volume of the 'Bibliofll'aphical Inaa to the Historiam oj 
.lIohammedan India. A year or two afterwards he was compelled to go to sea on 
aocount of his health, and he died at the Cape of Good Hope on the 20th of 
December, 1853, at the early age of 45. But even on his death-bed his mind was 
busy with lus great work-for great it was, whethilr its extent or its importance 
is oonsidered-and he printed at Cape Town, for private circulation only, forty 
copies of ,an octavo volume of some three hundred pages, which he called .JJppmdUl 
to the Arabs in &ind, Volume III. Part I. oj th' Historiam 0/ India."-SaturdaJl 
Review. 

" But we must olose these remarks, whioh will be of no interest to the general 
reader. We need hardly lillY that this new volume of Sir Henry Elliot's Blhlio
fll'aphical IndlUfJ will find a place in every library that aspires to assist the student 
of Indian history."-AthentrUm. 

"Meanwhile a gallant little band.or Semitio scholars were holding together 
and defendIng thei,r posibo)); to the last. The Court of Directors had withdrawn 
its support from any undertaking extraneous to India Proper. The Jiille band dId 
not feel strong enough to fight on this grouud. and accordingly abandoned the Arabic 
outworks, and entretiched themselves behind the Persian literature of the Mahom
medan litera.ture of India. Sir Henry Elliot went on with his labours unmoved. 
Mr, Thomas, Mr. Hammond, Sir William Muir, and a few others, formed a 
brilliant group of civilians, ~ho wrung from the Local Government what the dJ.&ta.nt 
Court of Directorlt had refused, and in 1855 the Lieutenant-Governor of the. North
Weat sanctioned the collection of Persian MSS. at the publio expense, Siny-.even 
were landed safely at one haul. The publication of S11' Heury Elliot's papers. 
under the admirable, although somewhat leISUrely, editorship ot Mr. Thoma.a and 
Professor Dowson, markif a vaat stride. and we believe we may look to Mr. Beamel, 
Bengal Civil Service, for another volume at no distant date."-Calcutta EngluA_1l. 

II The person who firat drew attention to this important 8llbject (Matwiallfor 
tke History 0/ India) was Sir Heury M. Elliot, late Foreiga Seoretary to the 
Government -of India, and one of the ablest public offiDars and most accomplished 
scholars who ever adorned the Indian Civil Service."-Paper f't4d ~ore th. Roy<al 
Asiatic Society oj Great Britai1l and Ireland, Janua1'g 20th, 1868, '" Major W. 
NAS8.4.V LEES, LL.D., Ph.D. 
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